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The demands off managing in an international operating environment has changed 
considerably over the past 20 years due to developments in global markets. Multinational 
enterprises face fierce international competition and are now tasked not only with 
developing effective competitive capabilities but also with maximising the knowledge and 
expertise developed in one part of the organisation by transferring it to another. 
This work has investigated the position of multinational enterprises in the developing 
global market and through a broad and thorough review of current literature, ident =red a 
gap in the knowledge -a tool for helping the assessment of the transfer of te,;:.: -., ): 3gy-, 
prior to the transfer process taking place. 
Using existing models as a foundation, a new framework has been developed with 
observations from three case study organisations and the incorporation of other relevant 
literature. To -make use of the new 
framework to practitioners it leas been used as the basis 
of a workbook by which the anticipated difficulties can be judged and a priority focus 
developed. 
Validation of the `r ework has been carried out by a panel of industrialists and academics 
experienc,, -d i:.: _. t rr. atioral technology transfer. The thesis concludes with a series of 
reconri. ei-_r-at'o, -; s for further work. 
The originality of this work lies in the development by the author of the new pre-transfer 
assessment Framework. This should provide clear advantages over previous approaches 
and give way to improving the success of technology transfer projects. 
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Engineering within the of 
a ter are to: 
it ' , ice of maximising international companies capabilities 
ge based technologies. 
. it the research. 
so s to need for firms to exceed customers' 
_, cturi g companies to simply 
have the 
"s home country. Indeed, "Firms that come from 
',, have tended to have a better ability to develop 
_ss competitive regions" (Porter, 1990). 
:_: 
_. - thief executive of General Electric, Waters (1997) 
33 
;, The ai in global business is to get the best ideas from every-wa- o, ... My 
;b is allocating capital, human and financial resources, and transferring 
best practice. " 
The above statement supports the fact that companies which trade i the global market will 
sooner or ater have to consider manufacturing their products glo ii. if they do rot 
already do so. Bote those companies wich already manufacture globally, and those -M blich 
five to in the future, will also need to maximise already proven tec; -. gig' es and best 
ractices. 
Within their survey a3 global manufacturing, De Meyer et al (1996) sought to identity 
differences in strategy and performance between US, European and Japanese firm s. 
Whilst they identified a number of general differences, their study demonstrated that the 
best competitors from the three regions have quit e si : lar eap i es, performances and 
strengths. In terms of strategy and results, De Meyer et al found that the world competitors 
that were studied had grown closer to each other and that their response to competition was 
also similar: exploit continuous improvements, keep investing in quality and spread the 
risks by i ternationalisI g. This closeness of performance of the better firms suggests that 
specific competencies ia particular region will no longer be sui fcient 'c 
competitive advantage. 
From the above, it is clear to see that to enable global -ianLfactarers to . rr _s: ce best use o 
their technological knowledge, they will have to transfer it across international boundaries. 
However, identifying the need to nr. ax'r-. iý ea coin--, y's capabilities is one thing, 
tr sferri g them successfully to other sites throughcat the world is something, quite 
d.. ^lere_ t. It is rstzf clert merely to draw attention to the a"r_ l: i!: ty of new tec piques in 
A 
There must, in the first instance be a readiness to put the rew techniques 
effectively to work. 8r other words - crtirg it is one :., e ting the 
_ .: _ 
is another (Flynn, 1966). For instance, the development of ::. y embedded 
c_ es is so tied to the histor, 'ees previous e ye saL: v 
- e, vand development activities, that those sects of firer: resources are 
'3-, -. -, ey, 1991; Dos et al, 11992). Would-be imitators are faced with the 
s discovering and repeating le developmental process and the considerable 
.. _ . 'ei in 
doing so. Unlike the purchase of a physical product, transfer 
he investment in learning to handle the technology (Castiey, 996). No 
Is , ed in a completely `given' foi ; changes are always necessary to suit 
materials, climate, skills and market needs (Lall, 1987). 
Is will consider the global market and the cor_^. pe `: ve capabilities a firm needs to 
if they are to be considered as a serious global player. Following a study of the 
J,.. i -ýf multi ational enterprises (MNEs) and the role they play, the thesis 
the co ponenits of the technology MNTEs will be transferring between 
_S if they are to maximise their knowledge base by introducing their strategic 
ýs throughout their own manufacturing network. 
of this research investigation is to develop a framework which will enable 
e wi in err$ai onaI technology transfer to assess the elements invo ved with 
s and highlight potential problem areas prior to the actual activities taking pace. 
_ .: of the research is to not only develop a framework, but to make it usable to 
2_, -n! tie form of a workbook. 
15 
iopneflt of the framework is based on a foundation of literature survey 
g current thinking on the subject and building on this the findings observed 
e case studies made within 3 manufacturing companies: 
is_. Lt_ CmbH 
2. ALSTON4 Power 
3. Motors UK 
_ae v framework was va 'C. --- by a panel consisting of r. _istriaiists, experienced. 
in 
: _:.. 
International technology transfer and academics learned in either i ttirria real 
.- -- or in one of the related 
fields. 
the research 
1 to 995 the actor was involved with international technology transfer - 
-rom the perspective of a practitioner at igle host site receiving technologies 
e German factories within the grow .- "i _ the many cases over the 
-__= t= in Chapter 4, the author, highlighted that a pre-transfer evaluation 
of the difficulties were encountered and resolved during the 
...: _.,.:.. it this was always considered to be reactive and costly. Pnor 
nco mere would have resulted in different decisions being 
. This period of experience was the catalyst or the author's 
k:..,. z_.,. 3gy ransfer. t 
.. _ý: r sfe of `knowledge and best pract ices' - leveraging 
sec by O'De J et (1998). However, the 
ý. _. -" ý= Sn 
16 
Pisang (1996) emphasised the need to pre-empt p--: )L: ns through careful planning, 
r __y Sz i ski (2-1000' ghlig is the 'm ;eo'ý, .. r . 
the technology transfer 
process to minimise 'difficulty' during tine ie rentatici stage. Beherman and 
Wallender (1976) highlighted the importance of the evaluation of the appropriateness of 
the . 2c. 1r_ Ly for local needs. E, .o ig h 
based o .ý... 
i 
.g . -iebiiity, 
Stevie et al 
1} 7) include evaluation as a key activity of their manufacturing transfer framework. 
Clearly there is a call for an evaluation tool by academics. 
Not only have the author and scholarly researchers identified a need for a pre-transfer 
assessment tool but within the validation panel feedback, all respondents (industrial and 
academic) confirmed that their previous experiences we_:? .- _ve 
been easier had a pre- 
transfer tool been available. 
Consequently, both experienced researchers and industrialists all confirm that there is 
without question a clear need for a pre-transfer assessment tool for international 
technology transfer. 
In the context of transferring technologies which are predominantly knowledge based, such 
as the best practices described by O'Dell et al (1998), where t: ýe ä cwledge is deeply 
embedded into the personnel of the company, there are no pre-transfer assessment tools 
av ai :e :o the practitioner. That is, despite the considerable : rr. o nit of scholarly research 
into the transfer of `know how' in product manufacture, the area of research into the way a 
f rrr' sees as the best way to produce their product is pre or inarftgy untouched. 
17 
. ýý: Da ec iVeS of the research 
ýj the research invest 
iga for is to produce a är . -work to 
ic1ý. 
-t =y the 
likely 
,, n of 
<ý s and 1 Z-1ties i ay be encountered in international technology transfer 
r J. In order to achieve this aim, the objectives of the rese{ - "1 are: 
I. T- select a suitable research methodology, appropriate for international production 
m-; ions anagemennt. 
2, To critically review current literature relating to international technology transfer 
wit inn . v- s 
identify gaps in current knowledge. 
3. To underLaKe and evaluate case studies within three M Es. 
4. To develop and validate a pre-transfer assessment framework. 
5. To provide practitioners of technology transfer with a pre-transfer assessment 
-Framework 
xvI-. -c`i will enable them to judge where probable difficulties lie, before the 
transfer phase begins. 
IA C_..:. 
_ v. _.. o_- ge -cg aý: ll ty 
The research critiques current models and frameworks for international technology transfer 
and highlights the gap in current knowledge -a pre-transfer assessment framework for 
intra firm use. The technology involved includes: 
1. The generic technologies or best practices which a firm, uses it ar., cj1 way to 
improve their competitive 
2. Firm specific ways of producing products wk. ' ý_ again hel, ) . e* ý competitive 
Capabilities. 
The technologies being investigated are normally `off tie shelf and readily available to 
any m. However, this research concentrates not so much or the technology itself or the 
successful use on one site -: , it Lie transfer of it to another site. The research does not 
i3 
to olo g for effectiveness nor does it 't ,'[ the tech i 
logy :. c ... 
1 is 
ol es The research looks specifically at the echn er... considers to 
ce and the best way of doing a job. 
na practical an usable way, it will be presented in the framework i a 
... ýW_: . 
rye eleýerts of J fi rework leading the pnt: -J doer to ý° gh at 
areas of difficulty. 
e pork The author's cc,,.,. l_.. l--tion to knowledge lies in the development of the new f- 
is presented in Chapter 5. Ire section 5.5 ` nnulatio of the framework', the work 
is original and provides practitioners with a useful tool to aid international technology 
transfer. Not only does the new framework include elements not included in previous 
models and frameworks, it also incorporates two extra dimensions to the inter-site 
environment: the corporate and global environments. 
1.5 Case studies 
The research was carried out between January 1996 and May 2002, with empirical 
evidence being collected by the author through action research within the Rittal 
org isatior and data collection through semi-structured interviews at 2 tier case study 
sites, ALSTOM Power and Nissan Motors I UK. Interviews were held with senior 
managers and follow up investigation at shop floor level was carried out to gain An, 
understanding of the transfer cases. 
9 
. 
The author's position ...: <,.; u,. 
3 author is a chartered mechanical engineer employed 
by Bittal-C M' as Technical 
-)' and is a member of the Companies Board of Di -ectors. His operational 
_,, asi i itics include all activities associated with pro uction and engineer mg: 
Product design and development. 
tare, through to assembly and esp . ec . 
Production services - 
Customer support. 
Production control. 
0 V- :: _.. 1 control. 
w Maintenance 
a Process improvement, in terms of quality and throughput. 
* Systems development acct integration. 
a Capital investment. 
The site is one of the most technically advanced manufacturing plants in the electrical an d 
electronic enclosure industry with almost 700 employees and a turnover of Mm. 
Products produced at the Ply oLr. _. are enclosures for housing corm uters 
reair r_ rtiy servers) and data-communication facilities. The enclosures can be floor 
standing, up to 2.3 metres high, or wall mounted depending upon the volume of `iectrorics 
to be housed or the environment within which the equipment is to be sited (factory or 
office). They can protect the el .-e .t inside against various external affects such as 
. ynaric 
loading or `ratio frequency interference' (RFI) for instance. 
ýf _ili: r. ted Additionally, the design of the product can either allow air cooling through 
Ritta -CSN are part of the German owned group ` ittai GmbH' (see section 1.5.2) 
20 
^, Ofs or Protect 
the c"- :1 against use local env r: ), _ýýi4° `= . 
äch t. ;.: 'it '. 1 
ý. ý1 s reS are norr ally '":: reT fron sheet steed `.. `1. ßr ýý_ ýS ceec 
_'Jc ig, fold in, it re ,i ti ass n. 
erS, major cus o erS inch de Comic (see Figure ! -I;, Dell, Sun 
ricssson ad Motor ics. 
x 
. _; 
9 1-1 Server cabinets for Compaq Computer Corporation, produce. ] :: _ _ --GSM 
_1 to the operational responsibilities at the, Plymouth site, the author's 
pities also include competitive capability deve - ; nt at the company's indian 
facLit r. Furthermore, he is deeply involve in the transfer of technology 
US sites w::: r; : ý_ rc . 
s ýr s: Dili ties obviously necessi ate global trave first hand 
.i; iý eo observing and crying out the many activities of technology 
._> that of tie sender, trarsferor and receiver. Observing and experiencing 
ers vcti ,: te home ac host. 
zi 
pos do in industry has provided a particularly fortunate aspect to te research 
-- the a utnor not only 
has access to se " personnel .he case study 
t also the wherewithal within Bittal to become involved wit technology 
the considers necessary. 
ost site in this rese c is '*ý.. '-CS fiI ly no thi, the company which the 
:d by, is part of a large international organisation `Bittal GmbH' a 
4 ,o up. The company's headquarters is in Herborn, some 80km north of 
=F to the research and design activities being centred here, international 
_ti g activities also take pace at Herborn. The total workforce of he group 
is in excess of 8500. 
group are electronic and electrical enclosures, predominantly 
--ice lased installations. Typical applications for the electrical 
for machine idols, either floor s-ta_. i:: -. 0 wall mounted, 
f. _ These cabinets are designed to wit stla,: _l and 
--aectronic cabinets, however, are designed v ;; oLse data- 
control systems - mostly servers. These are normally 
y_ centre em: -_ :,. ."S. 
,-,; e many additional accessories such as air conditioning 
:.... - _, _ systems. T. total there are more than 8000 standard 
22 
15-1 '. ring 
to the factories in Germany, there are also 1IK, 31 USA , 
in r dia ,Ii 
in Cana a, 1 in Australia, I in China and 2 in France. One of the main 
. _" ,:; 
ig strategies is to design products which are difficult to imitate. That is, the 
ramme structure of the cabinets are normally extremely sophisticated necessitating 
Ix : sigh-tec h (and consequently expensive) machinery which prevent all gut [ very 
competitors from i, _i_.: 
' ig the performance of the product. The introduction of a 
1r new produc. can typically cost in excess of DM 100-m. Specialist machinery will 
_,, sL always inclu e roll-form lines (up to 30 stages and most recently including in-line 
er welding), power presses (up to 630 T orxnes), robot welding cells (10 wei:.. r_g robots 
using MIG and plasma powder processes), etc. 
The production kLc'--inoiogies developed within the German factories are usually transferred 
to the i to atiý:,. __ ctories after most of the debugging has been completed. This is not 
just the case where products which are near to end of their life cycle in Europe being 
transferred to India but the introduction of new products. 
1.5.2.3 ter io 0-_. -s 
have daughter si _. s co Baas es 
in 3 different countries with dis:. ). _i:: , centres In a 
er 26 countries. 
1.5.2.4 
, ti. ys of 
international tech 1 -1 .i. 
rC " i: h _ tiýaý ;::. ý, 1 org, _'s 
Lion 
'ýi.. i_ie process of trarýsäerr=:: g technologies oetween the international sues, many 
f iý _: 
lties were identified. transfer experiences were between -Lie German 
e' -es, (home sites) to the USA and UK factories (host sites) :: -. e Indian 
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,e transfer method was -u.. F ally an 
individual oa small team ývv would visit the 
: cl <©1c Y worked at the home she r c.: ° :, 'Persuade the a ;,, explain the way 
adopt the technology. 
exjj,, -, st. 
'. ve, some the i icy: ties er ol.:. ar--d are listed be ow: 
;... '=:. `zr of the technoiogy transfer. 
eti es the proposal Was r head office with little co su. l-;.. ' )r with the host 
site. 
effects. 
Germ-an/American; Germ and ritish; Ger an/Indian. 
XT I'- ess to receive. 
Co-operation of personnel at the host site. 
Frustration of the transferor. 
couunte±i.; g -, -c, ' 'erns which cc -L have been foreseen and solutions prepared. 
:. ý. ----rstandi g of the technology from both the home and host perspective. 
Insufficient knowledge to transfer the technology effectively, ii ited ability to 
learn the level of knowledge being transferred. 
Resources to adopt the technology. 
Personnel too busy doing their own jobs to be freed up for training. 
`' 'ý: - experienced ring ansfers where the author was personally involved 
o him the need that a formal process was ree ed, particu rly in &ie pre- l 
where those involved could predict the ? ike y difficult ies they were . 
brat to 
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1.5.3 ALSTOM Power. 
Known as GEC Alstom until March 1999 when ABB bought a 50% share in the company 
held by GEC and was called ABB Alstom. The ABB share was then acquired by Alstom 
in May 2000 and the company was renamed `ALSTOM Power'. 
Globally, the company employ some 54,000 employees, 12% of whom work in the UK, 
and turnover in excess of ¬10 billion. ALSTOM Power produce in excess of 20% of the 
world-wide market share with 12 manufacturing sites in UK, France, Germany and 
Mexico. 
The main products of `ALSTOM Power' are nuclear and fossil fired power stations, up to 
1500MW. However, the host manufacturing site during this research, was at Rugby, 
where the steam turbines (see Figure 1-2) are produced. The site employ in excess of 900 
employees and are the UK headquarters of the power generation division. 
Figure 1-2 Low pressure steam turbine rotor (left) and intermediate pressure cylinder assembly (right) 
produced at ALSTOM Power 
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1.5.4 Nissan Motors UK 
Manufacturers of motor cars in Sunderland, Tyne and Wear, since March 1999 the 
Japanese based company have been 50% owned by Renault. The prime host site during 
this research is Nissan Motors UK in Sunderland where since 1986 the Micra and Primera. 
models have been produced and more recently, the Almera, (Figure 1-3). The site employ 
4100 employees and are considered as one of the most efficient car production plants in the 
world (Fowler, 2000). 
Figure 1-3 Production of the Almera motor car at the Sunderland plant 
1.6 Structure of the thesis 
This section will describe the remaining Chapters of the thesis and outline the content 
therein. 
Chapter 2, Research methodology, reports the methodology employed to investigate the 
research problem identified in Chapter 3. The Chapter outlines the design of the research 
methodology, the action research and case studies investigated and validation processes. 
Concluding with the anticipated quality of information and credibility of solution. 
Chapter 3, Literature review, reviews the literature relating to the role of multinational 
enterprises (MNEs) in global competitiveness. It goes on to review the competitive 
capabilities of MNEs in the global market and the processes of technology transfer. 
Current technology transfer models and frameworks are reviewed and critiqued. The 
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iii a re review concludes with the identification of the absence of an x, 1'. ßd met' for 
pre r nsfer assessment for technology. 
Chapter 4, Case studies, gives a detailed review of the action research and case studies. 
',: ý action research is carried out tivit iir the R, h : ai organisation, reviewing tee riciogy 
_',: s between manufacturing sites UK, Germany, USA and India. 
The case studies i vestigate& include: 
g sites in UK, France, Germany and Mexico. ALSTOM Power with manufactun 
a Nissan Motors UK who transfer technology bet-wee themselves an Japan. 
Chapter j, Development of the framework, discusses the development of the framework. It 
covers the descriptive phase of the research cycle by bringing together the existing models 
from the literature review and then integrating the findings from the action research and 
case studies, see Figure 1-4. The proposed new framework will be presented and its 
practical use within a workbook for re-transfer assessment. 
c. st-l'ies 
'K7,7 
Figure 1-4 e reset:. _: 
ý:, i of the development of 0 ý- r-. : ', g, ßr C 
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M' '. 'on/testing phase of the research, deals with the d testing 
the research cycle. he Chapter covers the continuous res arch cycle by 
:. e live testing of the framework and the cc segue t changes and re-testing. 
framework v ii icr by a pane, o3 3 sts a researchers ill 
-chno ogy transfer. Chapter 6 concludes with an analysis of e rer:..: cs end 
ý. ý ý: ý 
the panel. 
7, Discussion and concilusions, will discuss the findings of the research - 
a=_ gs of the research methodology, comments from the vaJi atio panel and 
s for '. =L: e work. 
1.7 '7 ------ ...: y 
J 
This ý, s. apter has outlined the scope of the research, summarising the research 
case study sites, development process, method of validation and explanation 
hor's c _ý rt: l -)_". on to knowledge. 
A1ewing Chapter will define the research methodology adopted and Outline the 
ý_.:. proach. 
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CE, ý,, 
-77E 7WC; 17'-- 
The previous Chapter has csta äis: ed the reasons for - dertak ng the research and stated 
the principal aim and objectives. The objective o t.: is Chapter is to describe tie research 
methodology. Building on the needs of the practitioner, Li-- , iloso hieal position is 
justified. Current research methods are evaluated and tools of data collection are 
presented. 
2.1 Introduction 
The primary aim of the research is to develop a use i and practical sl id w is : w. _1 
help decision makers to predict the probable difficulties which would be encountered 
during the transfer of technology between different manufacturing sites of global 
manufacturing enterprises. In identifying an appropriate research methodology, emphasis 
is placed on now managers may benefit from the use of the developed framework. 
Manufacturing is by definition an integral part of the production operation and by virtue of 
the fact that technology affects the procedures and processes, it is therefore the concern of 
operations izz---igernent en (Voss, I984;. This reasoning forms the basis for the ilosop, cal 
Position of the research. 
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ongoing debate about te most appropriate philosophical ositic from 
should be derived (Meredith et al, 1989; Buff a., 1980; Chase, 1980; S srr 
78). There are wo main traditions: .9t 
sitivis. . Observations can 
be measured objectively and t. . es . r:. eve 
ids. 
2 inte retivis . inferred from the meanings that people place upon their 
experiences. 
Smith et al (1991) argue "... when it comes to the use of quantitative or 
-net! hods and to the issues of research design, the difference breaks dawn", 
hat in many areas, the two overlap. Ho' -eve b, t hey go or, to suggest that 
.4 methods, such as in-depth longitudinal case studies are appropriate for 
. -: -'stan ing processes such as international technology transfer. 
ý_. 'e pt (1989) conclude that the type of research methods s; able for operational 
I7 (5 ý 1_ . _. °i'ate C9 more situ 
ati n- or peO i: - _ ýC, - zS in 
s _-, -quire the additional perspective afforded t' h .: t existential 
, givs. Tae '--. -a_ "natural" refers to the method os data collection from direct 
tý, ar "exister tiai" refers to research methods where each observer may have a 
gent interpretation of the direct observations made. Research -- ie. 
i_ods categorised in 
's work as" nclude both Action Research and Case Studies. 
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Qualitative case studies are however, an :viy subjective means of c .: ", 
i, " ,' 
data. 
The researcher creates his or her own classi caL. r _.: 
d guideposts, deck --s lo look at 
and what ignore, what to record and what not, and so on (Kaplan 1986). Additionally, 
the units of anaiysis are process activities, eas red as fixed entities, the attributes of 
which can vary along scales such as from high to low, etc. Van cue Yen (1992). 
2.3 Needs of the practi- 
Section 2.1 has shown that the research lays in the field of production operations 
management (POM) (Voss, 1984). hhin the scope of PO , Thomas &aa:: ? ymon (1982) 
use the "needs of the practitioner" as the focus to assess the success of a research project. 
The practitioner being: "any line manager, staff specialist, consultant or any other 
organisation actor". 
Using the practitioner as a point of" -reference, 'ho as and Ty on (1982) propose a 
framework that identifies the 'needs' of the practitioner and suggest 5 key needs that 
s. --c,. --d be fulfilled by the new owledge: descriptive relevance, goal relevance, 
operational, validity, non-obviousness and timeliness. The effectiveness of this research or 
successful contribution to knowledge will' be assessed through the usefulness to the 
practitioners. 
it is therefore appropriate at this stage to consider what is behind each of the needs: 
Descriptive relevance - refers to how accurately the findings of the research project 
have succeeded in capturing the problem or phenomena encountered by the 
r'ac itioner. It is concerned with how general or specific the new knowledge is, by 
qu st c_: ir. g whether it is relvv -. o any practitioner with a specific type o 
3i 
organisatici-z,,. , öle It can also be described as the external val dity of the research 
findings (Campbell and Staley, 1965). To measure descriptive relevance, the 
researcher must consider now general the contribution to knowledge is. 
a Goal relevance - is concerned with the relevance of: .. 'ts gained 
from the practioners 
applying the new knowledge. The practitioner has an objective to change or influence 
a problem or phenomenon wit hin the he new ': ý: ý' edge s ýtýý ' .ept ie 
Practitioner to meet this objective. 
Operational validity - is eoneen ed with how easy it is fort-h-- ,r ct'tioner to carry out 
the actions required to use the new knowledge. 
a Non-obviousness - refers to the degree by which the new knowledge resulting from the 
research work is not obvious to the practitioner or part of "common sense" that that is 
already used by the practitioner. 
Timeliness - is a measure of whether the new knowledge is available to be used by the 
practitioner when required. 
Aside of the content of the new knowledge, the 5 key needs described above should be 
met. The output of the research should therefore: 
a be useful to practitioners of international technology transfer (descriptive relevance). 
help practitioners of international technology transfer reach their o ectives, tat is, to 
identify difficulties prior to the commencement of the transfer process (goal relevance). 
" be straightforward and easy to use (operational validity). 
0 be more than simple common sense (non-obviousness). 
6 be available at a pair- I_ :'. e when the r ci i; °e needs to use the pre-assessment 
tool (timeliness). 
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y us of the research, 
is on the usefulness of a pre- transfer assessment framework. 
., ý,,,, 
s i. aye proposed learning cycles within an operations management 
A.. _ý .: J not specifically 
directed towards operations management, sandy 
-3ts thati. - : i, consists of four main stages: 
1. Questioning 
2. Conee--_i 1 sation 
3. Ex rf v, _:: icn 
4. Consolidation 
The experiential model of learning presentee by Kolb et al (1979) is shown in Fig e 2-1, 
h Su Best that people learn best about work at work, by applying exper er cc with new 
_.:. 1 k: -, wledge. 
Concrete Experiences 
Testing Implications Observations 
of Concepts in New and Reflections Situr°'ons 
Formation of Abstract 
Concepts and Gencraiisation 
'figure 2-1 Experiential Lear: iiiCycle - Kolb et ai (1979) 
Meredeth et al (989) suggest that research into operational management 
geite -ac: y involves a contlrl aus cycle of: "Description, Explanatic e5t12 7e W hic h 
they call the "Research cycle", shown in Figure 2-2. 
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phase - where acttvi iss are ter, r: _ cent gain ee the 
der study, to capture infornatior, f. - ite phenomenon, its nature a 
1y` ev as concepts that have been --: red to describe and understand the 
:.,  ghs - refers ,o ,e attempts to understand and ex la*-L c serra io s by 
level ping r concepts and then attempting to extend the concepts to ..; -)r o 
stances of the pheaomenon. The result of this phase is new knowledge which 
a be tested. 
_ i,. 
use - tests the new owledge developed during the previous two phases to 
.: _:. to what extent the objectives of the concepts are met. 
The experience gained 
ae testing phase results in the cycle starting again. 
., -, g the 
learning cycles described above it is noticea le that they are not b 
that different from each other. Perhaps not surprisingly, the le ning cycles 
ie all follow the continuous improvement (or continuous lear ing) cycle 
emir b \1 
986): "Plan, Do, Check Act". 
Ao Meredith et al's research cycle are the activities carried out during this 
e=ißt=tý - Literature review, action research and case studies. 
.:, - Data analysis and formulation of the framework. 
t: r. g- Validation by an academic 
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Figure 2-2 Research Cycle - Meredeth et al (1989) 
Following he research cycle proposed by Mere th et a! (1989), Meredith (1992) expands 
the steps through the description, explanation and testing stages to develop models, 
frameworks and on to theory "Figure 2-3), er:.:: __asising the importance of ±e complete 
cycle if the research is to be meaningful towards building theory. Without the l research 
cycle, Mereditn warns of -the shortcomings of short circuiting the cycle - 'that is, the 
research becomes less realistic and the results become less relevant to operational 
managers. 
Theory 
Figure 2-3 The Normal Research Cycle - Meredeth (1992) 
2.5 Framework 
many z. - 
--ors use simple models to represent the basic activities in technology 
transfer (Reddy and Zhao, 1990; Keller and Chinta, 1990; Tsang, 1994; Mansfield, 1974; 
Ounjian and Came, 1.987; Tcece, 1981a), and to some extent Samli (1985), who in a more 
complex way, proposes a "general model of technology transfer" to explain the processes. 
However, the authors who present a finer detailed approach use frameworks - having more 
expla itary power (Steele et al, 1997; Be , arg and Wallender, 1976). Miles and 
i-? ber nar (' 984; propose that frameworks offer a graphical j rýse. r :,,: vors which allows 
the researcher to work with all the information at once and to identify interre1atior s ilos. 
T its notion is supported by Meredith (1992) who differentiates between conceptual. 
frameworks and models by the "explanatory power". A framework would encompass 
many variables and seek to capture much of the cor. -yp. --xhy of technology transfer. it 
Would identify the relevant variables and the questions which the user must answer in order 
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to develop conclusions . 
By contrast, models are situation specific, rigorous and of limited 
ii exi y. 
cs1_ýY: 'äo 
r. ca' nd . rg 
decide-'. E- philosopE cc on which the research should be built, a 
tine research cycle to c _lL w, 
he methods of data collection are considered. 
er erations management lies in Meredith et al's (1989) it ret tre element of the 
existential axis o their generic research framework and, due to the fact that the author has 
direct involvement with the subject, direct observations can be made. Meredith et al's 
framework for resew ch methods, the above criteria suggest that the subject is best 
researched by action research and/or case studies. This approach is also promoted by 
Barrington (1983) who supports the direct collaboration between the researcher and the 
practitioner, and by Susrnann and Evered (1978) wo support the generation of theory 
grounded in action. The combination of few real-time longitudinal cases with many 
retrospective case studies about the same phenomenon has been coined the dual 
methodology (Leonard-Barton, 1990). Strengths in each method compensate for 
we Jesses in the other. Additionally, Chapter 3 wi'l go on to suggest that knowledge 
vo ad play as gnific t role in technology transfer. Knowledge 3s part of a complex 
ti_i :: ' and car remain tacit and L easureabie. Consequentially, it is preferable to 
adopt an iriLerpretiveist stance rather than a positivistic reductionist stance (Adler, 1989). 
For example, Kogut (1988) recommends case study type research over aggregated 
t: ýtlstic l analysis of industry data to observe the effects o knowledge transfer mot v Lion 
on joint venture formation. 
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Regarding the number eis s --s, Eisenhardt (1 S'' suggests that with : f; .' . 
1---TI 4 cases2, 
t is often difficult to generate theory with -much complexity, and 
its empirical grounding is 
i ely to be unconvincing. 
Consequently, the literature above supports that tr_e -, ata ec L ct? ', 'r : _is -: -2searc -. -D . ows 
tree major approaches: 
1. Literure review. A L-. ioro.! gh critique of the literature associated with international 
technology transfer, see Chapter 3 
2. Action research. Rittal-CSM. The company in which the author is employed. 
3. Case studies. Within the following companies - 
Iittal: Werk (Ger many); Corporation (USA'; India. 
a ALSTOM Power. 
Nissan Motors UK. 
The combination of in depth long al: ra1 studies observed in action research and multiple- 
site retrospective studies observed during the case studies offers a broad foundation on 
which to base the solution of the research. 
Table 2tin summarises the intz.. bý.: 1o; -_. 1 content of the research w -h 
R ittal , ALSTOM 
Power and Nissan: 
2'V, . "ý : this research programme has investigated only 3 companies, the content involves some 9 sites spread 
, Iob..? y and therefore meets Eisenhardt's 1989j criteria for a uuseful number of case studies. 
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- ------------- - 
; JK- JA 
Rural \VerK Germany -UK Case Sir-dies 
3 Germany - idia 
Germany - US A 
ALSTOM Power UK - France 
L=K - Gen any 
France - UK 
France - Germany 
?l SsAN MOTORS UK K- Japan 
sung-UK 
Tai, lkl 2-1 1r., ýý. ý c, r: A content of the research 
2.6.1 Case study interviews 
The selection of interviewee was based pr rnari y on their knowledge and experience of 
international tec h oiogy transfer and the fact tha they were senior managers within their 
companies. This gave a level of validity to the comments made during interview. 
Additionally, each of the managers were known personally to the author which 
co segi. er dy enabled relaxed discussions whereby a high level of honesty was inevitable. 
Although the interviews with representatives from the case study sites were initially se =- 
s! ý_ _ý; pared, the interviews were allowed. to also cover neighbouring subjects fo 2 reasons: 
1. To see if there was interesting e evan data which the interviewee had not considered 
as being relevant - adding a richness to tie data. 
2. To gain information/ideas which cold be used within Rittai-CSI to improve 
performance. 
Questions with obvious answers were not asked, to avoid frustration from the interviewee. 
The structure of interview was as follows: 
1. h troduetiorI ackgro nc to the research. 
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This was to ensure that the interviewee understood the area of interest, particularly in 
relation to the technology being investigated. 
2. How does the company transfer technoi ogies? What is the mechanism for initiating a 
project') 
Aimed at understanding theme the companies transfer technolo . 
3. Examples of tec no ogy transfers, with partieula re? erenee to the difficulties 
encountered. 
General data collection to understand the sequence of s vents and to record the 
difficulties and issues reported. 
4. Are technologies transferred in both directions, that is, to and from other sites? 
To prompt discussion about the firm's experiences as a home and host site. 
2.7 Action research 
2.7.1 The authors position within the action research 
T he action research was carried out within the company jr. which the author is employed, 
Rittal-CSM. As explained earlier, the author is employed as Technical Director at the 
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Plymouth site, and also has res o si i hies at the company's Indian; j. -z. ri pant. 
Additionally, he is deeply ý nv, -)Ived in the transfer of technology between the German and 
U. S sites Zvi --. ': r_ ,:: 1 - group. 
During some 12 visits to the Indian factory, 7 to the USA plants and 15 to the Germ 
factories, the author was fully engaged L: t_i -ansfer of tech Lo ogy between the 
s.: --s. This involved: 
a Observing technologies in practice. 
Recording whatever was possible regarding the technology in practice. TI his inciuded 
sketches, photographs and video recording. 
a Discussed the nuances and idiosyncrasies with the home engineers. 
a Collected drawings, specifications, available documentation (which was rare). 
* Expenditure and declared savings. 
sfers ihe experiences the author gained through being involved with the trar 
described above, gave the author a thorough understanding of the process of technology 
transfer within the Rittal group and consequently an excellent platform to observe other 
case study sites. There were two other benefits for the author in the context of this 
research: 
1. The experience enabled a real understanding of be published i'.:::. t' .. '-- :, Lhe subject. 
2. The author was able to carry out 'trial runs' of the rarnewu: sy as -t was being 
developed. 
The direct involvement with technology transfer which the author has, satisfies Merediti et 
as (1989) requirement of direct involvement for qualitative observ on. 
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2.8 Cap- wtLw'Ls 
case stuüv is a history of -past or present phenomena, drawn fror. sources of 
evidence Mc uding interview, observation and oc entation. Case studies are where 
hi l- l_ el. .: r : te: scope study researchers roves. ',, ea specific phenomenon t roug 
-ire-: edit et al, The rich c ti .l.. -ve '. :. _ case study can yield rovIdes a good 
understanding of the dynamics underlying a rei Jo si or problem - "why" the events 
observed happened (Eisenhardt, 1989; Parkhe, 1993). 
The case studies were investigated not only ßv_. 1-__:: the German, US _c. ". "i:, factories of 
u jai group, but als© within ALSTOM Power and Nissan Motors UK. R: .: J it in a 
b`ace of real-time longitudinal study, carried out within the action research, coupled with 
: =_c retros-Dective case studies s oDortina Leonard-Barton's (199 dual met odoloav 
-, >>: c)ae of research into case studies. 
I he principle method of data collection throughout the case studies was 1_ Li-structured 
;, ferview. Senior managers were chosen for interview where their experience 
volvement with international technology transfer was high. first-: \'' _ ., s were carried 
out face to face and notes were taken rather than using a tape recorder, ti_'_ help set 
the interviewees at ease encouraging free talking without the concern that something may 
heil against them later. Initial interviews lasted a minimum of I and in most 
follow -up interviews were conducted at the interviewees ___ _---cturi g site, 
telephone calls later to clarify aspects which were not at the time of 
.. -. -'_ew. 
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2.9 if the framework 
Following the development of the framework from the literature review, action research 
and case st zdies it was necessary to test it's v iditya, the `testing' phase of Verredet i et al's 
research cycle (989 ). 
To enable the framework to be tested in al ve environment, it was used sire for . : 
ic : 
of a workbook, see section 5.6. The workbook, a pre-transfer assessment tool word be 
used to build a representation of the difficulties which are likely to be encountered during 
e :e'r: c, I egy transfer. This approach is to r G,. : he framework :ia practical position 
i ereby both the workbook and framework could be assessed - va . 
i:, aLson by use, or what 
Thomas and Tycoon (1982) refer to "operational validity". The method of validation was 
to present the workbook to a -panel of academics and industrialists involved in international 
technology transfer, the results of their comments can be seen in section 6.4. 
Th. e case study sites being investigated are all global manufacturing companies with sites 
.s -any different countries. Within their own we d, all are recognised as be extremely 
competent companies. Consequently, it was anticipated that the quality of info atio 
;iý? be high thus helping towards a sound and credible solution 
This Chapter has outlined the methodology adopted in this research. The i terpretivistic 
=. l: son aicas position was reasoned to be most suitable approach to research into 
transfer, recognising the shortcomings of direct involvement. The 
., re of the methodology has been based on Meredith et al's (1989) three-phase 
al :h cycle. he description phase will include a thorough Isterat re review which will 
as .- ±e 
irarrework to be boil on. Additionaiiy, collected 
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from the action research and case studies will be included. Fn Ly, the method of 
validation has been described. That is, validation of the fa ewo8k being by It's use in a 
workbook which can be used to assess the difficulties which are likely to be encountered 
c! L.. -' rig the actual transfer process. 
The following Chapter will review the current literature rel<<'' :ý international 
y consider the role of 'Es in the global competitive technology trans er. it wilinitial 
environm, 12. --. L Jng with their competitive capabilities. The Chapter will then analyse in 
detail, the high knowledge content of the technologies being considered and conclude with 
a review of the models and, frameworks already proposed by other authors. 
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3.1 Introduction 
This Chapter of the thesis will develop theoretical foundation on -which o base the 
research. 
e review of current. literature will begin with an appreciation of the global market and 
focus through the strategic issues facing the global competitor to the gap in current 
knowledge. A graphical representation of the formulation of the research prob Ne is 
presented in Figure 3-1. 
Global Competitiveness 
Strategic Issues 
Mu? einational E zerprises 
Corp titive Cap a, ili: ies 
Knowledge 
' 'ee. nology Transfer 
M des 
Figure 3-1 Graphical Represenitatio of the research focus 
3.2 Globe' f:, ,, e i ive ess 
Prior to the first world war, Great Britain was the wor'ld's ie dg tec ro1ogic l nation ard 
the ere was characterised by the attempts o` less advance-' , cL. arly rl European 
countries and the USA, to close the technology gap ere y 2). However, as these 
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c; - ies developed ` _v;: r tee] 
is competencies their cot e :'`: ' _r_ess increased 
accordingly. This aspect was typified by the a to otive industry during the first half of 
the last century by both Europe and USA (Womack et al. 1990). 
During these periods cL,: es were inc case gly expanding into new markets world 
wide, opening new factories. This trend has continued, Ferdo s 997) worts that from 
1970 to 1991 world exports doubled and the value of those exports increased by a factor of 
three. A dhio l _y, of the estimated 37,000 companies around the world which have 
foreign affiliates, almost 60% are it manufacturing. Examin' i, - e same period as 
Fcrdows, Flaherty (996) reports that, foreign direct investment increased by a ictor of 
9.4. These are under. i, «öle statistics which substantiate the importance o global 
Competitiveness. 
Many companies, particularly in the computer industry (such as Compaq, Dell, Iii and 
Sun Microsystems 3), attack the global market very aggressively and insist on global 
capabilities as a vendor requirement or, as Hill (1985) would describe as an "order 
qualifier". The importance of global manufacturing and distribution capabilities cannot be 
over emphasised in this industry, as the computer giants will simply not consider a vendor 
without it. The main reason ör their insistence is due aeccssary costs. Data ro the 
action research show that within the serv---. : i, around 50% of all rack enclosures are 
sold in USA, 30% in Europe, and the rest d sh __: ecl t iro gho it the rest of the world. 
inter-content transportation costs are hig and are seen as nonessential, ultimately risking 
market s. ". 
3 These companies have been identified during the action research. 
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Ac itica factor for success in the glcbý. _ is i: ic -, '3iiity of a firm to exploit its 
ownership of monopolistic advantages embodied in Lhe firm's s ecifici ies (Leal and. 
Streeten, 1 977). Vail _ es of this kind are steeped in tacit knowledge, Nona; : and 
(1995), which is complex, unstructured, knowledge that res, es in the heads of i divk as 
and, groups, Gupta and GoviT--. L,: ajan (2000). Such ie __i. earns 
be easily bought, i 
must therefore accumulate within the organisation in which it will be exploited (Dierickx 
and Cool, 1989). 
This section has shown from both historical data and current practice, that ss who 
intend to supply in global industries in the future will have global manufacturing 
capabilities or they will not supply. Hindering their chances of success is the fact that on a 
global basis, they will have to perform at their best in all regions, maximising `hard to 
capture' knowledge assets. 
3.3 fi".. _. ý1' issues 
Skinner (1968) was one of the first strategists to include the manufacturing function in 
international business strategy and this work has often been developed, see (Hays and 
Wheelwright (1984", Skinner (1985), Hill (1985)). 
For various reasons, many eoryi, v:. Nies have chosen to set-up manufacturing sites in 
geographically strategic locations around the world, the five categories c- -. o_-'va ion to 
--... facture overseas presented by Feraows (1989) are: 
1. Access to low cost production input factors. 
2. Prßx ity ýýý _. __ý1Ket. 
3. Use of local technological resources. 
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4. Control and a ortisation of technological assets. 
Pre-e _. -. t cý ý cif co etitiorn. 
g ack et as (1990) in the> analysis of the motor industry s_ the 
enterprising as: :o ges of gý obal 
I. Protection from trade o criers and currency shifts. 
2. A richer Product diversity. 
3. evelo rient of sophisticated managers through exposure to different 
'Ii 'f" ts. 
4. Protection against regional cyclisity. 
5. Preve ion of competitor defended markets from skimming profits to use in 
competitive markets elsewhere in the world. 
6. The ad-vantage of doing everything in one place near the point of sale. 
common belief that many companies open factories in less-developed 
redUCe cast (Schroeder, 1993) , Ferdows (1997) points out that such 
>xý Fi ia{foule 
due to poor productive efficiency in developing Countries. 
zv ýr ca ital pro eces such as the construction of 
«:: y ,,.. :. _ may be forced under contractual terms to :. _.:. ciure 
cDtzntr is often the case for ALS TOM Power 
and ud ,r these ilT i iStan ces they are expected 
the overal c, ._ý... 
That is, 4 the know-how 
c :: s ng the Previously developed best 
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Wehrrun and Wallender 1976) and T eece (1981'b' repo .=w companies 
choose to build a new site they will capitalise on their existing best practices and 
impf ement cages where they know deficiencies already exist. Although ehrr an and 
Wallender and Teece repo on rare case studies in the 1970's and 80's, more recent 
examples supporting 1 is contention are: 
Li aLdi. lon to -- yc .t . 
biding its car plant at B rnaston, Missar, has built theirs near 
Sunderland, both- benefiting from ah of the developments and practices that were 
created wit yin their own Japanese plants. I both cases the control and initiation of the 
technology transfer was direct from head of ice. 
Rittal, has recently introduced under the guidance of the author as part of the action 
research programme, a manufacturing plant in India using best practices and 
technologies proven within the group, all controlled from the company äýeý, :cu.: fers in 
Germ-any. 
The practice of replicating a proven template (Nelson and Winter, 1982) as a strategy of 
exploitation is reported by March (1991) and further developed by Winter and Szulansk 
(20G0) who go on to suggest that the replicator's profits are only limited by the demand for 
its products and services. Typically, Winter and Szula ski refer to replication as the 
" cDo aids approach" where an operation is copied to reproduce a proven form ula. This 
practice is also adopted by companies such as Intel when b ilding new semiconductor 
-- =-. s where the target is .: ) c: _, r_ieate 
in every single detail (la si_i, 1998). 
Ferdows' (1989) work or, tie design of the inte-national production function and Porter's 
(1990) work on based u , c. - : ýý value chain 
bot suggest the centrality 
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of the manufacturing function, and therein the manufacturing processes o ..: 
business strategies. Conse ue? nt y, research into international rn-L-...... ýý : iaý can be 
justified by its increasing itr x to ia st y and its increasing dy ris. 
3.3.1 Multinational enterprises 
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) are the main vehicle for international manufacturing, 
and as Buckley and Casson (1991) propose -a MNE is an enterprise that owns and 
controls activities in different l NEs possess strong advantages over market- 
based international operations due to the reasons outlined in section 3.3. Furthermore, 
MNEs seek competitive advantage through the exploitation of global economies of scale 
and arbitraging i= perfections in the world's capital, material and labour markets (Katz et 
al. 1996). NEs possess intangible assets, such as proprietary knowledge, which provide 
the host country with many advantages - providing they can, be transferred (Kumar 1990). 
Birikenshaw & Hood (200 1) propose that i Es have evolved through three phases over 
the past 50 years, both i terms of their geographic scope and the roles played by their 
foreign subsidiaries: 
': 
_: L. 
In the first half of the twe itieth century, the dor_; '. :. r -model for Es was 
to innovate in the home country and then roL out new products across the corporate 
empire. 
But as foreign markets for the established MNEs became more sophisticated ... it 
gradually became apparent that the home country did not have a monopoly on rr ovation 
and leading-edge thinking. 
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Expansionism. In the 1970s and 1980s, many NMNEs set up "scar : r: g 'ts" to tap into 
the ideas coming out of key foreign markets, an they built R&D sites abroad to gain 
access to scientific communities. Corporate iivest--t---its of this type were a hal hearted 
attest to tap into the ideas and opportunities it foreign markets. There were two major 
p re lens: 
1. Scanning units and foreign labs were attractive :. -'r: ci-pie but di T- --_ _: to ma age. 
2. By de `L ig certain units as responsible for picking up new ideas, c ýc art -r... anagers 
were implicitly signalling to all othe. --e*-=n units that they did not have to bother. 
,. L A third model now emerging, takes a more democratic approach to the pursuit 
of new opportunities. it builds on two major arguments: 
1. Useful new business ideas can emerge from anywhere in the world, particularly those 
parts of the organisation who are in direct contact wit` customers, suppliers and other 
external parties. 
2. The greater the distance from the centre, the less constrained individual's are by 
traditions, norms and belief structures of the corporation. 
Given that MýlEs are the main agents for a: tfacturing, their activities will 
provide the foundation for the author's researesi into inter i-. zc i-1 technology transfer. 
Having established gier MNEs have a major part to play in the global market, it is 
appropriate o ask - "what will they have to do to enable them to be competitive? " ?t has 
been shown that in increasing number of markets, particularly those characterised by 
global corn eJ : '. cri, being second ranked is no longer an option (Porter, 1990). Yet to 
achieve outstt _i:.; rig perfc -:.:. ce a firm has First to know what it is good a doing and 
Si 
secondly it has to understand how to stay good doing it. In short, the . 
jr_r _ to know 
,! hat its `core competencies' are. The to , 
first popularised by d and Hamel 
( ý> '. This is an important facet for this research since the echno O es being considered 
.; pose competitive capabilities wich are develo e make i tat difficult. 
The profitable expansion s being process exploi ig existing firm specific 
capabilities and of developing new ones has been recognised for so e time by Penrose 
959) and Teece (1981b), but to get a more workable understanding t . i. or reäers to 
literature that takes a slightly more detailed view. 
Leonard-Barton (1992) defines a core capability as "the knowledge set that distinguishes 
and provides a competitive advantage" and argues that there are four dimensions to a 
knowledge set: (1) Employee knowledge and skills, (2) Technical systems, (3) Managerial 
systems and (4) Values & norms. However, their work on 'Dynamic Capabilities', 
Teece et al (1997) define these as "the ability of an organisation to learn, adapt, change and 
renew over time", wies "involves search, problem finding and problem solving at the 
orga isation level". Prahalad and Hamel (1990) define core capabilities as "the collective 
learning in the organisation, especially how to co-ordinate diverse prod action skits and 
integrate multiple streams of tee rio og es". Concentrating more on the skill element, Stalk 
et a! (1 92) view competitive capabilities as the "skins that can transform a company's key 
business processes into strategic capabilities, thereby ea ng to competitive success ... 
hard-to-imitate organisational capabilities that distinguish a co r, -_ p, Z: -1y 
from its competitors 
in the eyes of its customers". S Swink and Hegerty (1998) propose that a firm's 
com eei-Lve capabilities are those which support "... product differentiation". 
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Hayes and Pisano (1994) suggest that a firm's competitive cap ': i . "es ie i "... its ability 
to do certain i ängs better than your e pet hors can. Such superior orgarisa io ai 
capabilities provide a competitive advantage that is much more sustainable than one based 
on something you can build or buy" 
v tacit in Stalk et al's (1992) definitionj being common The theme knowledge (implicit. 
throughout, competitive capabilities is noted and will be discussed later (section ). 5' 
e : _. , ve more detail to help nclers. -Ad the important relationships between 
capabilities, knowledge and tecrinoiagy transfer. Additionally, the view that Staik et al 
(1992) have on hard-to-imitate capabilities are in line with one of Porter's (1990) generic 
strategies - differentiation. 
3.4 Technology 
The previous section has shown the necessity for MNEs to maximise their competitiveness 
it the global market. This section will demonstrate how technology is a critical component 
of global competitiveness and break down the elements of technology. 
As reported earlier, both Penrose 9) and Teece (198 b) promote that that the profitable 
expansion of firms is bami1 a process of exploiting existing firm specific capabilities and of 
developing new ones. FecEn31ogies considered in this thesis are those which 
are fig specific in their ap licatlor., : 1: _. t is, technologies embedded -in the processes, 
products and personnel. It does not concern itself with whether the technology is `best' or 
most suitable. Many authors have proposed "Ex-all" solutions to rra fact e, and equally 
as many have criticised the solutions pointing out limitations and failure rates of best 
practices such as T QM, JIT and BPR (Brown 1994; Ramarapa 1995; Tsp :. ý: , hits 
1994). --.. _ rr_n ng the many complexities which operations face in order to compete. 
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Tie e : do here are the v: ' es which furs use achieve their 
competitive competence. Specifically the way they produce their ý -; cr -_. This could be 
for instanc : 
1. The application cif generic technologies such as kapbare a hh <it .. _cC control or 
SMED 4 theory to set-up reductions. 
2. The way in which a product is produced o specific processes, =o the firm 
fallowing sg ifican development and expertise. This can be a gxr _ ,- ; here a key 
market requirement Is met in a far more competitive way than the competition can 
match without excessive investment in machinery and 
The list is not exhaustive and is used purely to give the reader -i :: si ht into the 
technologies being investigated. Whsle zany authors refer to sac-- as `best 
practices' (Winter and Szulanski, 2100; O'Dell et at, 1998), there is :. ßt 
only over what a best practice is (Hughes and Smart, 1994), 1, . the term actually 
means ('drought, 2000). Within this research the technologies listed abo °e cc L really 
be seen as `best practices' in the sense of thematic models of wor cr 
lean production as cr.:. cýý. by Smart (1996). Nevertheless, -rs t: ie 
way in which a cir.. ýp.:,: Iy finds a pr-: -ice to work well and 
is tai, -, -. -ed method 
to them. Consequently, due to the fact that this thesis does not c: " with the 
philosophical debate over terminology, the author will rifer to . _. _.; Practices as 
- -0 -- technologies, their und iienta form (see Appendix 7- Glossary 
The term SMED used to describe set-up reciuc io s was derived by Siingo (986). 
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Whilst the technologies described above are certainly related to the processes and product, 
more significant characteristic is t ha- c-' lie ý:. -1-r; edge embodied the heads of 
personnel The knowledge the way a firm's processes air- i`, 'se-- _ ro"-Ie s 
produced is held in the heads of teemployees (NIc . r.: 
c -. 1 1 ake ci, 1995). Recognising 
ypology that technological knowledge has elements embodied Kedia and 311 art's (198K t- 
process, product and person supports the argument that -knowledge 
is embodied both 
Further ore, la siti and Clark (1994) argue t_ Ld 
knowledge creating activities are the foundation of capability. 
This knowledge-based outlook is a development of the resource-based and capabiiities- 
based views of the firm, which have come to recognise knowledge as "the most critical 
resource and the determinant of a firm's capacity to confer sustainable competitive 
advantage" (Noma and Takeuchi, 1995). 
3.4.1 of technology 
Having considered the nature of the technology being investigated, it is appropriate to 
review the 'literature in order to establish what technology actually is. 
In his definition of technology, Roberts (1977) emphasises the relevance of experience or 
acquired knowledge and points out that technical knowledge includes not only the 
engineering aspects of a production process (usually codified) but also the "know how". 
"Know how" is defined as the capacity to efficiently use technical knowledge, which in 
itself is further broken down into pure technical knowledge and s ci. 1 born from 
par icipa. io (Roberts, 1977). 
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Similarly, B. a son (1969), in the context of technology transfer conce :. < _'ised 
industrial 
technology to include: "product design, production techniques and eil systems to 
carry out production plans. " He goes on to explain that technological bowled e consists 
of not only engineering drawings, product and process specifications but also the `knew 
how' of high calibre engineering and technical personnel. 
Hetzler (1969) e nes technology in terms of tlý ee main factors: tec'--*c-_les, tools and 
machines. Whilst tools and machines are clearly physical objects, tec ii es are social 
prescriptions or procedures which bridge the gap between humans and the tools or 
machines. 
Summarising the arguments of the authors above, technology has two major components 
(Figure 3-2): 
a) Physical objects. 
b) Knowledge or know how. This component can be further broken down into two 
further sub-components (Nonaka and Takiuchi, i 995). 
(i) Codified knowledge 
(ii) Tacit knowledge. 
1 
Physical! -ý 
Objects 
Kr. 
Codified 
cr owFelge 
owledge or know how 
acit 
Madge 
Figure 3-2 G--ö: p icä. _ rep r -ýse -: c,:; of 
tecL: _U: ý)gjy 
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Following the specified boundaries of the tec o ogy considered i is appropriate to look at 
the ele e is of the technology to be transferred. 
3.5 , ... 
in literature describing technology transfer, authors often refers to, technology as 
`knowledge' (Dahlrran and Westphal, 1981; Oun ian. and Carrie, 1987) and suggest that the 
trans. er of technology is consequently an issue of transferring know e gc (Emmanuel, 
1982). Furthermore, knowledge transfer is seen as a process in which an Orga isa. ion re- 
creates a complex, causally ambiguous set of routines in new settings and keeps it 
fi(Sz z1anski, 2000). 
In his discussion of adaptive processes, March (1991) distinguishes between exploitative 
and exploratory learning. Simplifying somewhat, exploitative learning pursues efficiency 
gains, manifesting itself in enterprise behaviour primarily through a concern with things 
such as cost and prices. It tends to take the object of its learning for granted and aims to 
acquire a complete and detailed knowledge of it as object facility. One example of 
deliberate exploitation at work is provided by the experience curve in which product- 
related learning, whether secured through repetition or scales effects, is pressed into the 
service of driving down cost (Henderson, 1979' . 
Exploratory learning, by contrast, generates new options - Japanese car manufacturers in 
the 1980s were securing competitive advantage for their cars by taking items that had 
previously been considered as extra accessories in the western car models and inc-l f ng 
them as standard features. In so doir:;, t,. -, ey challenged the tacitly entrenched ideas of the 
western automobile manufacturers (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990' . 
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Lain ob a It is therefore app opTiate at this point to analyse technological it i edge to 
better unc erst I: of precisely what is being transferred. The apprc a. '... _: en 
below is to 
consider the role of knowledge ,, ` °ý_iýr the fir and then the eýLs-t , 'c -- tit, and types of 
knowledge. 
3. ._ , i'.; 'ýl 1 1;.,... ý 7L.. _alis :. ýC! = ti or ý_. 
Whi st there are many supporters of rga isatia aeg (Senge, 1990; Argyris, 2; 
Hedberg, 1981; Kim, ? 993; No naKa, 1991; 1994; Spender, 1989), others such as ;4 
6b), Cusurnano and Elenkov (1994) and Cross and Baird (2L,, .`v ew the firr 
co-wwdi ation and integration of individual's knowledge. In view of the fact .. 1 _ 
technology transfer is heavily dependent on individuals, particularly the transfer:, rLL;;; 
recipients and those responsible gor the implementation (Nonaka and Takiuchi, 1995;. s.. = 
individual as the knowledge holder/owner is key to understanding the proces :.. _ 
did: "c. _ it es of the transfer of knowledge, it is therefore more appropriate to consil---_ ` -- 
indivic, aal case rather than the organisational case. 
Pr clad and Hamel, (1990) propose that the core com Pete cies based on enta- - . _.. 
: :. and individual know-how and know-why is inimitable by competitors. However, as 
et al. (1997) point out, it is also difficult to transfer not only within the firm but also to a 
partner. 
3.5.2 Stages of D a--rý! g_- 
Ja k mar and Bohn (1986) and Bohn (1994) have developed a typology of eight stages of 
iechro ogica$ k knowledge, see Table 3-1. They suggest that, as a process saures and i 
better understood, the knowledge associated with the process move up t : roag these 
stages. Low stages of Knowledge are tacit, whilst at the higher end of the scale they reach 
stages such as know-hove and know-why - enabling codification of the variables which 
effect the process. Bohn (1994) categorically links lower stages of knowledge with 
difficulty of transfer. 
-7 
2 Awareness Pure art -act 
3 Measure Pretechno logical Written 
4 Control of the mean Scienti is method feasible Written and embodied 'In h--, Iwa, -e 
5 Process capability Local recipe Hardware and operati a 
6 Process characterisation Tradeoffs to reduce costs Empirical equations (numerical) 
7 Know why Science Scientific formulas and a; gorithms 
8 Complete knowledge Nirvana 
Table 3-1 S tages of Technological Knowledge - Bohn (1994) 
Jaiku ar and Bon (1986) suggest that different parts of a process can contain different 
stages of knowledge at the same time and although a high level of knowledge may be 
desirable about a process, some variables having low levels of knowledge often exist, even 
in mature processes. This recognition is si° . 11 :: to that of Co iaä and Sigogneu (1995), 
who refer to MaIsse 's (1995) technology network mode:, stating that the same or simiiar- 
technology may be strategic at different times whether from an academic, industrial or 
commercial point of view. 
In contrast to tacit knowledge, codified owiedge is easier , e. This is due to it's 
ability to be recorded and explained (Nenaka and Takeuci, 11995), which clearly makes 
transferring technology more difficult. The following section seeks to analyse the two. 
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3.5.3 Tacit and 
In order to understand the complexities of knowledge within the context of technology 
transfer, it is appropriate at this point to discuss the components of tacit and explicit (or 
codified) knowledge. 
When discussing tacit/codified knowledge, authors often refer to the original work of the 
fate garia. n -philosopher Michael Po anyi (Nona. ka and Takeuchi, 1995; Teece, 1981'0; 
Berman and Wallender, 1976). In their attempt to explain tacit knowledge, Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) use Polanyi's (1958) often used quote: 
"we can know more than we can , ell  
This quotation gives an excellent insight not only into what is meant by the term tacit 
knowledge, but also into the c: 1_`_zultjes associated with the transfer of knowle ge. 
The idea that tacit knowing involves knowledge that is unarticulated, uncodified or 
unformalised is now often reported (Nonaka, 11991; Garud and Nayyar, 1994; Hu, 3995; 
Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000). Due to the emphasis that many researchers put er, tacit 
knowledge in the context of technology transfer, consideration is now given to the wealth 
of literal e to gain a better understanding of what tacit knowledge actually is. 
Grant (1 996b) proposed that "most of the knowledge relevant to productio is tacit". 
Conversely however, Howells os (1996) notes that "it is likely that those areas of knowledge 
that are truly tacit in nature will be seer, to be smaller than actually thought. More 
elements of tacit knowledge may in reality be, if not fury liable to codification, at least 
C:. rc .e of 
being, P1 Ot rated in an organisational routine". 
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Ce 1y, there are different opinions relating to tacit and codified knowledge which in turn 
will have rifcations in the process of technology transfer. These will be igl_; `g_. 'ed in 
the fo lo .v . 
iterature review. 
3.5.3. E ýe es mi vif : iiei knowledge 
Even . ---o-gh codification through motion study can record some of the muscular acts that 
c r.: r -e to a skill, they are nevi ably incomplete To aka and Takeuchi, 1995. This 
follows the principle that a skill cannot be acquired -merely 
by learning to perform its 
fragments. The knack of co-ordinating them effectively must be discovered Poianyi, 
1962). Nelson and Winter (1982) refer to this aspect as 'programmatic' atic' and they illustrate 
it with example of a learned work programme whereby a typist can type common words 
without thought but is likely to slow down to type words which are unusual with strange 
spellings. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) present an excellent example of the tacit 
laming at Nissan during the first three years of the 'i ri sera' project. In 
particular, Nissan sent almost 1500 people from their design, testing, )roduction, and 
marketing departments to acquire tacit knowledge about the European parket, 
motoring cuitt -e a ,. road cor ; :: ic,: s, :e. isl ig the big difference between being told about 
something and experiencing v': t: eir own i+ ies. 
Pavitt (1988) states that tech logiea knowledge is tacit am cumulative, and like 
competence at sport, it can only be learned over time (Rosenberg and Frisc tak, 1985). 
Acceptance of the time-dependence of these activId¬es suggest that, is the source 
of learning and deveIom,: _ie: rt, coming fron: personal assimilation of tacit knowledge 
(Hendry, 1995). 
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As az ufaCtUring process matures, some know-now and know-why 
become codified in 
of thumb, (also cal, led heuristic ww edge) manifested in behav ou- :.; " cayptured in 
ci:. g routines and tacit actions (Ite -.: 'sc` -J -e eeti, 
1995; Teece et al., 1997), and 
to some extent becomes subconscious. Consequently, problem su ,v* ar: ý- 
f. 
.iL' 
? ng 
prove over time as they , °e based on t1 e application of ax - Li ä. dd experiential 
-,:,,, dedge (Dah an and Wes , 1981). 
This ultimately results t-: ivi ies such as 
n, startsequences dt is cs kept c. ' Z. eij tacitly ooocess tweaking and optimisation 
embodied in a few head's (Berman and. Wallender, 1976). 
As a process evolves and procedures are optimised, documentation is less ale to 
accurately represent the actual operating practice (Be an and Wallender, 1976; Myers 
David, '992'). Detailed instruction and procedures such as work instructions typically an d 
consists of a list of activities to be carried out in a sequence. The instructions neither 
communicate the ability to Perform the sub-skills with the requisite ability, nor assure the 
smooth. integration of them into the main skill (Nelson and Winter, 1,982), confirm. ing that 
there is a gap between documentation and operational reality that is :: Iked with tacit 
knowledge. 
u mar sing the above, tacit knowledge is a function of: (i) Learning by doing over time - Surn 
developed fror r°'etitive tasks and rooted in personal experience, and ii It cannot be 
recorded - tacit . ýo -edge 
bridges the gap between doe nentation and actual operational 
reality. 
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3.5.3.2 ve :ni ec, _,. r :, v edge 
The converse of tacit knowledge is codified knowledge which can be articulated, recorded 
and easily passed on or transferred ' ,it -te form of writer instructions, engineering 
drawings, Specifications, ere. 
Due o the difficulties in communicating tacit knowledge, there is a grow ng tali for 
increased methods of codification. Hansen et al (1999) propose thfires should develop 
their knowledge management strategy to match their competitive strategy. They report the 
case study of the firm Ernst and Young executives who employ some 250 people at their 
centre for business knowledge where teams of specialists write reports and analyses for 
access by other members of staff. This person-to-document coü ThaJon is reputed to have 
saved many thousands of dollars in search time. Similarly, Davenport et al 0998) report 
the case study at Hewlett Packard's corporate education division where, a knowledge 
project was used to capture tips, tricks, insights and experiences into a Lotus Notes 
database and making them available to over 2800 staff. An excellent example of firms 
using computer technology to share hard earned knowledge, a concept wich Cross and 
Baird (2000) suggest is a growing trend. 
3.5.3.3 11 _ between knowledge 
The previous 2 sections have analysed and expiained the content of both tacit and codified 
knowledge. However, in order to summarise the distinctions be weep the 2 tykes, Nonaka 
and Takeuchi (1995) present an excellent comparison to help clarify understanding, see 
Tabe 3-2. 
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-c', 01 C 
, >o. yi 
(mir. 1 
i;. taneous knowledge Sequential knowledge 
, here and now, (there and then) 
Analogue knowledge Digital knowledge 
; practice; I {tirory} 
" Iý --2 Two types of knowledge - No aka and Takeuchi (1995) 
Knowledge is clearly recognised as being at iä'"cý t and complex s bjec to master. To 
manage the transfer process of knowledge across international borders requires not only an 
understanding of the di i st nctio s between the tacit and codified elements but othe 
dimensions as well. 
3.5.4 Maturity 
Using Teece's (198111 a) codification, Contractor (1991) states that the ability to transfer a 
technology increases with its maturity and that the host can `unbundle' the technology as it 
progresses along the life cycle. Supporting the theory that it is easier to transfer 
technology that has matured and is better understood, Bohn (1994) reports that the level of 
knowledge is related to the transferor's experience of using the °uc:. ý: o egýý and, 
experimenting with it. 
It is not difficult to recognise from the above that the effectiveness of manufacturing best 
practice technologies will improve as the tacit knowledge embedded in t he orga i nsation 
increases with use. The positive side of this phenomenon is that the practice is better 
understood and the users become experts in its application. The negative side is that as the 
tacit element increases codification is more difficult and the transfer process is limited to 
largely on-the-job training. 
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3.5.5 S' :_:. 
A recent concept introduced into the world of technology transfer is that of `st !. ':: ess', a 
term i trog ced by Von -Iipoel (1994). Stickiness is used to describe the difficulty of 
knowledge flow with n companies, whereby due to the tacit eler ; e. ts, an amount of 
knowledge rernains (or sticks) with the home site (Iansiti, 1998; Szu ans , 
1996). Both 
lansisi and Szulanski stress that the inability of organisation to cl rr.. y transfer 
knowledge internally increases difficulty and costs significantly during the copying of pest 
practices. However, whilst there is clear recognition of the fact that tacit knowledge 
`sticks' and is costly to transfer, there is no real appreciation of the relationship between 
the degree of 'stickiness' and the difficulty/costs. 
3.6 Tecl :.:: ggy transfer 
Technology transfer has attracted an enormous amount of research activity over the past 30 
years with many authors representing their technology transfer processes lasing models. To 
enable a pre-assessment of tec o ogy transfer to be made, i is necessary to first 
understand the process and what is involved. This section will I ; ally =cý®k ate generic 
structural model and then consider other contributions 
3.6.1 Structural models 
Figure 3-3 demonstrates a generic model which is similar to the models developed by 
Reddy and Zhao (1993), Keller and China (99G), Tsang (ý 994), Mansfield (19? , 
{u iar and Cade (19 87) and recce (198 1 a). The generic model represents ü ý_istie view 
o the entire process and consists of four major. elements: 
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1. The characteristics of the home site. 
2. The characteristics of the host site. 
3. The properties of the transfer process 
4. The nature of the technology content. 
Figure 3-3 Generic Model 
The generic model lays a foundation to describe the entire process and transfer 
environment suggested by Aharoni (1991), and proposes interrelationships between the 
nature of the technology, the choice of transfer channel, and the characteristics and 
capabilities of the home and host (Behrman and Wallender, 1976). 
Studies into international technology transfer have investigated individual aspects of the 
model in an attempt to explain the process. Major contributors include: 
Samli 
Samli (1985) who has developed what he calls a `general model' of technology transfer 
shown in Figure 3-4. This includes six dimensions of technology: geography, culture, 
economy, people, business and government. 
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Sender 
Needs caused 
barriers 
Sender's 
knowledge 
of tie - 
receiver's p 
background Willingness Receiver 
caused 
barriers 
Needs 
Receiver's 
background 
- markets Readiness 
- raw materials 
- labour 
- know-how 
- willingness 
- ability 
Figure 3-4 General ýbý. ýc! ý 1 ýf es __lc_bgy 
Transfer - Samli (1985) 
Samli's general model provides an insight into the key components of technology transfer, 
namely the sender, the technology, the receiver, the aftermath and the assessment. 
However, one important element missing from the model is the transfer process, which is 
the mechanism by which knowledge is passed from the sender to the receiver. 
Collett 
Looking more towards the home and host effects (direct effects) and content effects 
(process-mediated effects), Collet (1994) provides an important platform to bring together 
these effects. 
" Co';., ", i r , i, r; . ce . es .,.. ;i 
" Ecs sic, political, social Physical res-, a ces and cost 
sitLa ors Technological infrastructure 
" Site ýttrac¬iveness Transport, information and 
" Exi r:, es and duties service nfras uci re 1 
Supp,: er si:..: ý: ion 
Figure 3-5 - Str c rat Factors which Influence Node Strategy - Collet (1994) 
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Bernar and Wallender 
Behnnan and half dßä (1976' present a 'Technology Transfer Matrix' focusing r three 
phases prior to transfer to transfer and four subsequent. The relationship between the types 
(or phases), of technology and the mechanisms to transfer them is conceptualised in a 
matrix, Figure 3-6. 
The proposed matrix encompasses the communication and information aspects of the 
process mapping them against the phases of introduction of a technology, aL,, -OD, the 
transferor to evaluate mechanisms. However, there are a of assumptions 
particularly relating to -eso rc -. s -. ý -operation at 
(and between) both the home ar,:: ist 
sites. 
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Figure 3-6 Technology transfer matrix - ehrmari and Wallender (1976) 
Steele, Grant, Cregory aria : . 1_ 
' 
Researchers Y:. l_'. rrri the Centre for Technology Management (CT ) at Cambridge 
University have developed a framework for ufactu ing transfer which is reported by 
S ee$e et al (1997) and. Grant et a (1997), and is shown in Figure 3-7. 
Steele et al (1997) map their observations of four longitudinal case studies to the 
framework suggesting it to be a "useful and comprehensive structure", supporting 
Meredith et al's call for a "useable solution" (1989). Steele et a (1997) group Simon 
(i 991) and Ra anat an's (1994) considerations of tacit knowledge, of working 
practices, host infrastructure and organisational structure and other non-technical aspects 
into 
- Fitness of the home firer to trar smi . 
(How willing to adapt? How experienced with 
transfers? ) 
- tness of the host to receive. (How able to learn? ) 
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Figure -7 Framework for Manufacturing Transfer - Steele et al (1997) and Grant et al (1997) 
Minshall 
Minshaii, one of the researchers within the CTM at Cambridge University has used the 
-worK shown ir.. -i,. 1e 3-7 as the foundation of a workbook to guide manufacturing 
companies with the transfer of production technology across geogr" `. c l boundaries, 
1(ä 999). 
Szulanski and Jiver 
Szulanski and Winter (2002) propose guidelines for replicating best practices w-:, *:::. -. _e 
largely based on . ie -- r_. e `copy exact' mi-. c t:.., -sc13gy (McDonald, 1998). The prime drivers 
being: copy something that's worth copying, work from a single active template, copy as 
close as possible, adapt only after acceptable results have been achieved. The strong 
argument of not changing anything until its established does not fully recognise that some 
technologies must be modified to suit different cultures, markets and management styles. 
Kedia and Bhagat 
Kedia and Bhagat (1988) construct a Model around the cultural characteristics of the home 
and host, and the type of technology involved to hypothesise the success of the transfer. 
The subject of cultural differences will be investigated in ad critiqued later in 
section 5.4.1. 
La 1 (1980) uses the nature of participation, the co _-; plexity of the technology and the 
relative capabilities of the two parties to predict the type of transfer channel chosen. 
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Her ais 
Hemais (1995) proposes a model of technology transfer flow which inclu es: home 
market, characteristics of the technology, barriers created by foreign governments, the 
firms attributes and characteristics of foreign market. Predominantly recognising barriers 
in the charnel created by foreign governments and characteristics c,: ' : ri fo.: e gn market. 
Woodward and Mies 
Woodward and Miles (20000) present a technology transfer maturity grid based on Crosby's 
(1979) 5 stages of ir_ , ersta7- -ir ý. 
However, whilst the gild takes into account the sender, 
recipient and transfer method it does not recognise the issues present during international 
technology transfer. 
Grant and Gregory 
Grant and Gregory (1997) review other dimensions of technology transfer that affect the 
iiity to transfer: 
- Appropriateness -A process that can be transferred una apte to fit given host 
conditions. 
- Rob st ess -A process that can be transferred unadapted to fit any given host 
conditions. 
- Transferability -A process's irate, host independent ability to be adapted (where 
necessary) within reasonable time and resource constraints. 
The characteristics of the model's described above cluster and map very wet onto the 
generic 
model technology transfer (Figure )3 -3'. They recognise important attributes 
Niet should be included when co s d:: i. e .: con of the 
home, host, technology and 
¢ '-7 
transfer process. These contributions must be taken into account within -the assessment 
phase of the overall pre-transfer assessx :.: framework (Chapter 51). 
3.6.2 Disc.. ý, o' :. e:: yodels 
San 's model includes most ele ze:, ýs would need to be considered when transferring 
practices it reg ects to include the transfer process itself. in contrast, the Cambridge 
model includes the transfer process in detail. Although this model deals more with the 
transfer of i: -, r... -r-Ictaring as a whole package, there are important aspects which contribute 
towards the international transfer of technologies described in section 3.4. Particular 
reference is drawn to the `Packaging and Adapting' phase of the Cambridge model where 
changes are recognised as being necessary before the transfer phase can reach its full 
potential. 
The models above emphasise the importance and difficulties of transferring information 
embodied in people. Viewed in isolation, each model only explains a subset of the 
technology transfer decisions. None of them explain the complete picture. As Afriyie 
(1988) notes: "despite the rich collection of studies on technology transfer, key issues ... 
remain unresolved regarding the nature of the technology itself, on the one hand, and the 
transfer process, on the other". 
There is certainly a need to develop a model that will improve the understanding c, -- 
: -. e 
transfer process with helpful explanatory capabilities. 
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3.6.3 Fitness for transfer (Workbook) 
1 parallel to this research, Graft of the manufacturing group at Cambridge, University has 
extended his PhD research and developed a workbook to aid project managers in assessing 
The `fitness for transfer' prior to the `packaging and adapting' phase of the transfer process 
outlined by Steele et al (1997), see Figure 3-7, Grant (1999). 
The flindamental difference between Grant's work ¬ 999) ands this research lies in the fact 
that his workbook has been designed around manufacturing transfer - the transfer of 
mariulfacturing processes to produce a product rather than the generic and firm specific 
technologies to improve competitive capabilities - what Smart (1996) describes as `best 
practices'. 
3.7 Gap in current knowledge 
The literature repor ed above has outlined various forms of technology transfer models, 
and numerous characteristics of the components: home, host, transfer process and 
technology content to explain the process of technology transfer. Within t ýý literature, the 
activity of pre-transfer assessment is reported as being important but no useful framework 
to guide an assessor as to where the difficulties will He has been identified. 
The resear3ii __ý res= gation conducted by the author has focussed on the development of a 
framework that an assessor can use to help a firm transfer the tech ologieal knowledge 
embodied in people from one site of an MNE to another. 
3.8 Summary 
This Chapter has described the current situation in global manufacturing and highlighted 
the importance of the r its al enterprise as ý;: i : -rain agent fD-- fi: --r. s -. o operate 
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ly. The competitive eaaab' ides MNEs mast develo as also been recognised along global 
with the prime method firms use to aNi isc their manufacturing . c! v-: stages 
-technology transfer. However, ;v hi>st much research has addressed the issues relating to 
he transfer of tec o ogy, the literature sarvey has identified a gap In the current 
knowledge - the pre- ransfer assessment phase. Many aL -s refer to h but there are no 
models, guidelines or sir cthres proposed. This shortfall has formed the basis for this 
research. 
The following Chapter will report the observations aý: e uari: ig the case studies in Rittal, 
ALSTOM -Power and Nissan Motors LK. 
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CHAPTER FOUR CASE STUDIES 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous Chapter has ide---l-Eed the gap in current knowledge relating to international 
technology transfer - that is, a pre-transfer assessment framework whereby transferors can 
predict the probäe areas ahead of them. Specifically, the technology identified as being 
that which is to be transferred are the practices used by a firm to obtain competitive 
advantage through using their machinery and equipment on their own pro acts. Typically, 
the technologies have a high tacit knowledge content. 
This Chapter will describe the results of detailed case studies undertaken by the author in 
the Rittal organisation, ALSTOM Power and Nissan Motors UK. The salient findings will 
be grouped and analysed for inclusion into a new approach to pre-transfer assessment of 
technology transfer. 
4.2 Case :ia 
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 provide details of specific instances of )gy transfers 
between teal sites. Table 4-1 reports the observed case studies of wwEc i the tecl ology 
being transferred is of a generic form. That is, technologies which can be found in many 
companies of are tailored in their application for best gase within the cDr. F, zL y. 'I able 4-2 
reports the observations rrýý. 1e --t. i: -a 
the same case study site but the technology can be 
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described as being directed at the way the product is trade. Focusing on making the 
product and process difficult to imitate. 
Data was collected g irl g various factory visits betwee ~y 996 and April 2030. As 
described in Chapter 2.6, part of the author's job is to help develop the factories in, India 
grid . 
JSA. These activities have produced important contr ., tics within the action 
research where case studies of technology transfers were roves:: ® :. ed at both sites. During 
the research period, the author's dLtles have resulted in 12 visits to the I_ ant and 7 
to the USA plants (see Appendix 6 for details). Additionally, there were some 15 visits to 
the factories in Germany. During all visits, the author was hosted by the senior 
management of the factories and discussions were open and detailed. In each case study 
reported, the author carried out semi-structured interviews with operators, supervision and 
managers covering the issues of implementation and usefulness of the tec nology. 
Additionally, the author has physically witnessed the technologies in live use to gain an 
understanding of the real working of the technology and level o success of the transfer. 
4.2.1 Generic Tech .;, ý, )g s 
Table 4-1 below presents the transfer details of generic technologies used within different 
sites of the Ritual group. For the purpose of this work, the . ithor is not interested in t1 he 
technology per se. Rather he is concerned with as ecrs surrounding the way it was 
transferred. 
It should be rioted that Table 4-1 reports the technology introduction at Lf 'cg est level. 
For exari ýe, whereto principle o contro l> g the supply o flat parts is described Only 
once for a particular site, reality, t aE Tr, "cLion was to more than 130 parts. S milahy, 
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the apT ;, _ _' oai of 
`Single hits exchange of dies' (S ED5) described below suggests 
that it was only introduced onto urge power presses. Again in reality, it was applied to 
many machines including power d presses, brake presses, turret punches and some assembly 
areas 
Kanban 
Utilised in h- JK 
factory ; )3°t 
manufac", i, z ý:.:. hcase 
aionb ,, iP 'r: cated 
.. steners from 
sLpp. ers aii sub- 
contre: -ors. 
VISUAL FACTORY 
Techniques used in the 
UK factory include the 
display of: 
" Training matrices 
" Quality 
performances 
" Activity sheets 
Delivery 
performances 
Departmental 
performances 
; ', _c-to-matrices 
n, _. _e:.. nce 
scl, Jules 
Care points 
Germany 
USA 
India 
Germany 
Large fl .. -, L-ts Paris were Painted 
ready for short 
delivery tarne of 
3 con-figured gured standard 
cnc esures. 
Large flat parts Parts were required 
to be held pre-paint 
so that they could be 
ý2a: i d in different 
cijlours and be used 
for special orders. 
Small 
components 
Activity sheets 
pLr .;: rnLnces 
Regularly used 
1^o1 . pc. e1ts. 
Inc. eases 
availability in 
assembly and 
increases flexibility 
in sheet metal. 
System to record the 
problems and 
shortages (_. _tput 
targets, c, --=. -' _' 
proble. r: s, i: _te. nz 
supplier problems, 
external supplier 
p -, -; .:.., s, 
iaboLr 
s; ior. a-es, etc) every 
ilo,. r icrements 
Display''. i iTt : r: 
reject pe.: ý:: w.. ce 
and cLstcr. c: r 
co:. "- ... -- -; ysis. 
Observed by the 
group technical 
director whose 
ercoarage rent 
helped the smooth 
introduction. 
hu: idity in the 
s,. months 
resi .si: 
cm-, ponents rusting 
if 
. 1. :. 
anted within 
2ý: hours. 
Observed by the 
production manager 
of the Indian plant 
who also became 
the transferor. 
Very difficult to 
sustain, not at 
parties within the 
host site believed. 
the systems were 
necessary. 
Table 4-1 Generic technologies (C r: t': i_ below; 
5 See Shingo (1986) 
. 
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-- ---__ --_-E. r_. 
ý. v.. . __-- __ý ý--- 
Delivery 
pei romances 
Care points 
India Training 
matrices 
Activity sheets 
Departmental 
performances 
Work-to- 
matrices 
Ir. trod aced to the I The sheets were 
production manager filled in but were 
anti _ýh 
for not on splay `or 
rtrý i pct on. Lett er ev e-yone to see. 
TF' -, ; vas a 
gl. -c- a failing 
net .e , >s 
lt. in tr, e system as it 
becaine a. reporting 
tool rather than a 
live decision 
prompting tool. 
Adapted as seen in 
the UK factory by 
the QA Manager 
from the Springfield 
site. 
Adopted by the 
factory with 
enthusiasm and used 
within the sales and 
marketing 
department as well. 
'The hosts saw an 
.,:: 
diate benefit 
were self 
motivated to 
introduce the 
system. 
Used in the manner 
it was irate i -,, -d 
but 
there .s as o 
et1': er t} Le :. aga is 
: o: rect-. 
:, erfect. 
This technology 
works w.. ý, it took 
a tote.. of 4 visits to 
Factory 
r : s:. Bement 
be.. cved that they 
coal control the 
n. ý of `sets' in 
i- Leads. The 
Eýý.. system 
etr :' . es everyone in 
the _epartnent to 
see the status of 
every ones targets. 
Embedding took far 
io: e: than 
or_ U.. It 
F'ý3. ý: ed 
.: ice 
sche-rules 
Adopted very 
quickly with 
enthusiasm. 
One engineer stayed 
at the site for 4 
weeks to help 
e: ed the systems. 
Table 4-l Generic technologies (C it:. i. eck below) 
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introduced by the A the 
UK technical 2ev....,. Jjy was 
director. ac :;, tec well. 
3 . SC. s been no 
d ). i). otive rive to 
. __d the 
_, ; rnoogy 
into 
as nor to --are 
expand it in the 
areas where it 
al eady works. 
Just-in-Time delivery 
from sup_': Vrs. 
Delivery of sma. l parts I: --ia Delivery of Irf,:. structure of ! Sub-contractors are 
from s.. -; t '-: °s and slb- small fabricatad etc, sit within lOO n 
contracto_s parts. ei tory but 
c: ý. -.,, -ry 
is very 
USA Supply of Distances between Due to the distance 
components. large cities. between suppliers it 
is very difficult to 
achieve daily 
de. 'veries. Note: 
F .L..; ars on Rittal 
po . acts are metric 
cammo 
system in USA is 
imperial. 
Single Minute Exchange 
of Dies (S:., EIS . 
used India One for one, ecii ique modified 
in UK factory: tool changeover to s.: i. d ferent type 
" One gar one, toot system o 
changeover system 
" Standardised tool 
clamp studding St:: nc::.:. l: sed Management saw 
tool c. tt. D the benefit 
SHED techniques used studdl'_Zý immediately and 
in the German factories: er.: graced the 
I y_. raulic toi: tecC, Y. 
c.: 1: -. 1pi7g 
"t matic mYaterial 
r., äoval 
UK F ydrC. i. '. ' v too 
cia. c!:. Ado to 'without 
SMED techniques useu atio n 
in USA: Autor . atic 
, Material feeder " material 
Being considered at a 
system removal onto time of writing. 
next work 
station. 
Iii{ Material feeder Adopted as seen by 
system The system was the UK Technical 
ased to reduce Director 
waiting for forklift 
cks. 
Table 4-i Generic tec.. i. ; dies 
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4.2.2 Firm specific technologies 
able 4-2 below considers 'firm specific tecl ologies' which are used within t -e Kittal 
organisation where the technoiogy is apparently available off the shelf but the .: l ation 
of the technology is that which provides a competitive aildr_., wý°. 
TIC welding with very K S pc its in °ehnology Pis were slightly 
high current and travel s and size. .... 
fled by the modified to achieve 
speed applied to external .: a risferor on a site the fit-up accuracy fl(et welds so that it. similar to that used 
ioint requires almost no in the home site. 
pest o., a: i _;. g. ; nding. The technology was 
Deve1opvl.. i3 Vor an applied to 3 
machines including 
one robot. 
Large power presses UK Smaller parts Te : uc ogy Large specialised 
used to blank and form i_. l. v . ce by senior machinery, making 
components at high grou_ management. pro iction difficult 
speed. i .i 
The principle being 
Approach developed in tha competition 
Germany will have to make 
significant 
investment to enable 
the components to 
be produced. 
Powder nairting of 
' 
India Automated Acidity of water. Acidity of water in 
produc.. "'P. s system is process applied the pre-treatment 
used to pa:. " product in to manufactured affects the adhesion 
{ 
Germany, UK and USA. parts. of .. e electrocoat 
p, ..,. C'Il: inges are 
no out vary a 
lot. 
Oil seeping oat of Viscosity of oil 
'Dutch folded' increases due to 
components shipped period in transit to 
from Germany Inc:::. Degreasing 
becomes 
far r . c, re diffcuit 
necessitating 
increased 
. _;. I, )ý: a,.. "e and 
co" t. 
K pt. rts in -.., ednology as were slightly 
and size. L. _ .: 
'. tied by he modified to achieve 
. sferor on a site he fit-up accuracy 
sire lar to that used 
in the home site. 
The technology was 
applied to 3 
machines including 
one robot. 
UK Smaller parts Te o logy urge specialised 
by senior machinery, making 
grou_ management. pro iction difficult 
principle being T h, 
tha rcompetition 
will have to make 
significant 
investment to enable 
the components to 
be produced. 
India Automated Acidity of water. Acidity of water in 
process applied the pre-treatment 
to manufactured affects the adhesion 
parts. of cc alectrocoat 
0, _I- ... 
Cri: mies are 
no, . . ý_: out vary a 
lot. 
Oil seeping oat of Viscosity of oil 
'Dutch folded' increases due to 
components shipped period in transit to 
from Germany Inc:... Degreasing 
becomes 
far :. c, re difficult 
necessitating 
increased 
. _;. I, )ý: a,.. "e and 
cos 
Table 4-2 Firm specific technologies (Continued below 
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Flaws welding a Jed 
t. ..;. to '. ld. genclostire 
f -F s. U , &: -i 
1_.. . slog; was new 
: (, d and 
high 
ro t. Ye : arc-v. LCton 
o: t .' was 
o ei:; je, a 
between 
s. 1) i;. Id German 
Süd=t" I'. 
n 1- arrm process used bSA 
to Produce complex 
frame profiles. 
Sar ie Product 
t'! vfe. - in 
USA 
The technological Te , hn&. ugy 
demand On sup art .:: c. ýJ to improve 
staff was very : gh. tile C: 'ectiveness. 
The filler :., ts _ 
was changed fro 
v,. e; to wire, 
en:,: wig e 
tec""I'- . ogy to 
becor:. e more 
robust. 
No other way of Transfer process 
pro&; c ng experienced 
comporw.. ls which 
were s: ý red ;,. reg to A 
er ded periods 
r; to the 
C1 team 
fr® :.:: rr r inert' 
mv..: ac-rers. 
Table 4-2 Firm specific technologies 
It should be recognised that in the pasha welding and roll-forming case sta': gis, the 
Manufacture of other components such as doors, side panels, etc. were not included 
eeause the technology used to produce these components are general and not 'firm 
specific'. 
4.2.3 Codifi zJ *1 ui 
7ine tecýLr. logics investigated have a high tacit knowledge co as ter', -i-.: cc c codification 
difficult. in almost every case described above there was only limited documentation 
accompanying the tech° ology. Only in a few cases were component -nd assembly 
drawings of the machinery made available. The transfer process nor, ---__y it vo: vec. a 
combination of the following: 
- Photographs and vies c,: - i., e ; lrocess. 
- Exter ec periods spent watching the process. 
- ix ianat o /discussio s with operators arty/o development engineers. 
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Whilst reiativeiy Lu s. r.. c:. red, a surprisingly high level of `know why' was gained in all 
cases. This is confirr e by the ability of the transferor to apply the knowlledge gained into 
the host site. One interesting aspect of the studies is that, whilst traditionally the 
knowledge gained daring the observation/discussion phase would normally be classified as 
tacit, only minimal on-the-job training was required. This sugges sa significant 
a c- the cage collected was `s eci äabiy tacit' (see Polanyi (1966); Grant 
(1997)). The above observations suggest to the author that, where the codified knowledge 
is understood, the tacit element (specifiable or not) 'n these circumstances is more to do 
with recognition of the application of the co-----e- knowledge. One point worth 
highlighting is that many of the best practices described above were identified for transfer 
by chance. This appears to be a common occurrence and should be considered within the 
pre-transfer framewor c. 
4.2.4 ;, r:,:.. 
Dur';; g l: e action research in India and -? SA, it became evident that communication links 
back to UK or Germany were extremely difficult. This was due to two major aspects: 
1. Time differences varied from 5'/2 hours ahead of `British Summer Time' in India, to 5 
hours behind in `east coast time' (USA). This resulted in a very limited period when 
telephoning could take piece. 
2. Telephone links (land lines) within some parts of India can be very unrel-=-_'le, 
sometimes becoming inoperable for several days - particularly during the monsoon 
season. This made communication with Europe difficult through telephone, faxcimiiy, 
e-mail, etc. However, it is interesting to rote that it has recently become possible to 
use mobile phones in these unreliable areas, although this is neither easy nor cheap. 
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4.2.5 Summary of salient observations tt 
By cooking at the content of each case study, reported in Table 4-1, Table 4-2, section 4.2.3 
and section 4.2.4, the emerging prominent issues can be clustered. A summary of te 
issues are listed below: 
Observed Where the tec o ogy has been observed in operation by the 
person suggest tg1,. e transfer. 
a .:. ýmUr aeco es transferor. Where the person who s ggeste4. : -Je tea sfer of the 
technology becomes the one who will carry out the transfer. 
ý; ý, E_ of ý' us °__ _ : less. 
The uy-in of those involved at the host site that the 
technology will work in their environment. 
Time needed for e bedd g. Recognition of the time necessary for the new 
technology to be established. 
--cme resources needed ý_, r e:. _. -, '-I! Lig. 
Personnel and resources 
necessary to implement and nurture the new technology. 
o Supplier'. -- : i: r et¬ re. The capability of suppliers to support the new technology 
within the company. 
a Modification of technologv. The flexibility of the technology to operate in different 
applications. 
m HQ. ' he necess t for technology to iya 2,. is trend. Influence o 
adapt to changing trends directed from the market for insLance. 
Natural environment. The influence on the technology from the local environment, 
Surn as: temperature, acidity Lf water, etc. 
Documentation. The a üiiüi1I ility ns ai -1 zelä, l of 
drawings, Si3 ci fictions, planning 
sheets, etc. 
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C '. ýý.. i links. The 1 ences of time differences, language, robustness of 
eleýýýrc links, etc. 
The next section of this Chapter will yxar ine case study observations made at ALSTOM 
Power. 
4.3 Case study wi :... ý_ º .. 
ST 
.? p er. 
ALSTOM Power manufactures large steam turbine generators, pre er . Ir .y ; 
for -power 
stations. It was e gsen as a case study site due to the author's vvorking knowledge of the 
company and his relationship with its senior management. The author had worked for the 
company in the position of Prod-action Co-ordination Manager for more than 2 years and 
has a good knowledge and understanding of the changes and developments carried out 
over the past 10 years. The author has carried out in-depth, semi-structured interviews 
wits 2 senior managers within ALS OM Power 'see details given in appendix 4) and, 
through his experience and knowledge of the company's operations, he has the ability to 
interpret information and data gathered. ALSTOM Power have manufacturing sites in UK, 
France, Germany ail. 'v XiCO. 
The case study investigation at ALSTOM Power has examined two aspects 
content technology transfer. The first aspect to be considered is ! he c 
a technological advantages within the manufacturing sites and secondly, 
study is examined seg... t1::, ie transfer of a large amount of their _ .., _ know- 
how to a customer in China. 
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4.3.1 `:, 
_, ": 
ý - ," , artfies 
The company-wide transfer of technology is strongly supported by the se: Ja ae ent 
of ALSTOM Power. ` pricing Parties' are organised between nuf eu_, g managers of 
each site daring which the means of achieving bete 7, s, and enhancements are fteely 
shared. Areas covered i -. c _t-, c- aethods for reducing costs or lead times and for improving 
Working parties of =business unit managers are formed to transfer the best of the best 
practices from one site to another. The business unit managers are encouraged to travel to 
and from sister sites on a monthly oasis. This means that the manufacturing manager of 
say the Diaphragm Workshop in Rugby is encouraged to travel to St Florent in France on a 
Friday, spend the weekend with the French manufacturing manager and carry out the 
formal business on the Monday. This practice not only faciiitares the transfer of best of the 
best practices but also helps to form good working relationships between managers of 
6: 1: -ý re -t sites. On a three to six month basis, the results and progress of the working 
parties are reviewed by the French and British Prod ction Directors and Works Managers. 
Each working party reports the results of previously completed transfer projects and 
progress of current transfer projects. 
It should be rioted that, following the merger of the British and French elements o 
ßi ,5ii Power in 1989, e attitude on both sites was one of r. . 
distnist. Practices 
were protected and co-operation between sites was poor. Following some eleven years of 
working together with encouragement from very senior management, the culture has 
changed to one where both French and British can see -that sharing best practices is a 
sensible way to go forward. The cc i-.,: )ar.: y encourages its management to meet and 
socialise together So that they co-operate ti, `1. e`: cý ' anc 'is rust. Such co- 
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operation has led c tic rda czars in lead-times (in some cases such as the 
. manufacture of 
high pressure rotor blades, from 12 weeks 6o 10 days) and large cost 
reduction programs in areas which are recognised to be very within a high 
ecý *° o'j c g, ; al nvo veme t. 
4.3.2 'ec_rýx iy transfer from ,TK to L- ". - Ling Ao Power S `-ý. t :::.. 
As part, of a major contract to su ºy turbine generators China, ALSO Power agreed 
to 15% of the project to be a: -- tc'ured locally - in China - with the targ=et to enable full 
self-reliance. yh .t 
is, full documentation and full `know iiow', treati ng the host 
manufacturing site as a sub-contractor. To manage the transfer process a team of three 
engineers, including one manager, was set up. 
Documentation included drawings, quality plans, work instructions and CNC programmes 
were provided. In addition to the codified knowledge, the methods and techniques were 
recorded on video and by digitised photographs - expressible tacit knowledge (Nisbet, 
1969). 
The management of the codfie and ex ressib e tacit knowledge was by using an 
information Transfer Software'. This enabled the information to be retrieved through a 
logical hierarchy. The use of information technology was a great advancement over 
previous similar contracts where the management of the information was through a book. 
To embed the truly tacit. knowledge a three phase visit plan was agreed: 
1. Home eist to Rugby by Chinese engineers for 160 mar, weeks. 
2. Perm, anent expatriates to work at the host she, Ling Ac, problem solving. 
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manufacture. 3. On site experts to work for the duration o the 
his par: ic _. 
'.: contract is seen as something of a case st y for the company due to t is 
Egh per e-: `_; ge of local bu;!: ai-d vast an-munt of tec i ology transfer. 
This case sa-'v ' as particular relevance to the research in as much as ALSTOM Power are 
structuring ý , ch o ogy so that it can be packaged and transferred, albeit with the traditional 
on-the-job training at both the home and host sites for the tacit knowledge. At the time of 
wrsting, the contract has not re a6 ea the stage where the knowledge will be unpacked and 
consequently the author is unable to assess the success of the system. However, it is 
encouraging that where large knowledge contents are involved it appears that eff cient 
structuring and packaging may need to rely on software. 
4.3.3 Dc -. eil io case study 
.: r. ý the anuf =c: -rY of a large rotor shy. -h zii one of the French production sites, it was 
recognised that a mac pine overload existed and the decision was taken to carry out the 
final machining operation at the German factory. The operation was to drill the flange 
which is used to bolt the next rotor to the one in question. 
The French planning sheets and drawings were transferred along with the part-finished 
rotor to the German factory. However, although the for mat of the French planning sheet 
was similar to those used in the Gern-,, an factory, they were not identical. Each box on the 
planning sheet clearly described the contents but in French wich the German machine 
operator could not read and believing the format of the pianning sheets were identical 
C- -i.! ud he rotor with the wrong number of hoes at the wrong pitch circle diameter. The 
roLo shaft was scrapped at a cost far in excess of 1100,000. 
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This case study reconfirms the -need to standardise on documentation including the 
language when transferring between sites inter ationa ly. 
4.3.4 Summary of salient o se .: 
' ý, ns ALSTOM Power 
A summary o the content of the transfer ss es observed in the case sU- es at ALSTOM 
are listed below: 
Initiator becomes -: - 'jror. Where' e person who suggested the transfer of the 
tecl o ogy becomes Lie one who will carry out the transfer. 
Influence from - senior management. Strong encouragement from the senior 
management at the headquarters for technologies to be shared. 
._:,: _. c, ri: 
Drawings, specifications, etc. The availability and s'.,., l: y of 
drawings, specifications, planning sheets, etc. 
ised language _.:. ; format. The availability and suitability 
of drawings, specifca; iuris, planning sheets, et, . written in a language, and layout that 
the user can understand. 
Time spent at home site by host transfer team. Personnel and resources from the 
host site, necessary visit the home site to witness and learn the new technology. 
a Time spent at host site by home transfer team. Personnel and resources from the 
home site, necessary to implement and nurture the new technology. 
4.4 Case stu.::: i -'ý: 
Jss Motors U 
The case study material in this section was collected from the car manufacturing plant 
Nissan Motors United Kingdom ; N`/IUK) in Su. iderland. The author has chosen NMUK 
due to the high reputation (Nonaka aä Takeuchi, 1995; Womack et 1,1990, /iýicens, 
198 7) the plant has regarding their capability and vise of modern ýr r ct. tri g tee . _ci res 
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and practices. Additionally, the has a working relationship with one of the senior 
managers and has the facility to co tact him in Inform-al canner to clarify anomalies. 
Data was collected from NMUK I from between Sv . ý.. , er 1998 ý: r: l /Iay 2-000 during 
;i ch the au cr made 3 site visits andl conducted semi-s r_: , G. " e:. 
' 
.. ýrvievrs 
{see 
Appendix 5 for details;, these were conducted vv tl two o the senior st--f` wo are directly 
involved with technology transfer from Japan. 
4.4.1 Dir e. t_ir _: 1 .. _ 
Within the global organisation of Nissan, each manufacturing site is expected to perform 
financially as a stand alone profit centre. This ethos creates a difficult situation for the 
head quarters in Japan t "-, -,:; which technologies each site shall use. The approach 
instead is to propose `direc$Io1aal trends', such as the use of standard operations, supplier 
development teams, Gazen improvement activities, etc. Consequently, many of the 
generic tec _ )ges were introduced during the early stages of the plant start up. 
4.4.2 Advisers 
The plant at Sunderland has 35 Japanese advisers permanently on site each of 
an expertise in a particular field. Part of their res ons: l ty is to roc, C)__ 1ý' can 
f heir own subject but also to help w_-, Lei: -: trodue . ion of new technologies and lee 
new technologies developed at. NMUK and transfer them to other plants within the :_?. 
In the same way as the directional trends are pro-posed, the advisors suggest t at a new 
teC rib y may' benefit t °se site. Due to the advisors experience and i: i:: iý "F`, '. ý ", the 
o rý : is Go, if a technology will not be adopted then the host team w ll need a very strong 
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argument for rejecting it. However, it is normal that someone from NMUK will travel to 
the site where the technology is working to wit ess the sýýzcess. T F,, process has a very 
high adoption rate and usually has the added benefit c-gineer will see 
other useful technologies at the same time. 
4.4.3 Infra-fier 
, -. competitiveness 
The general trend of irate a` enal competitive drivers has been changing over the past 10 
years, (De Meyer 1997). quality and delivery were previously seen as being 
most important with cost (or price) being third, trends are now moving towards quality and 
delivery being expected and a strong focus on cost being the new top key driver. This shift 
has been experienced heavily by NMUK and the company are now refocusing their 
strategy of technology introduction. 
This focus on cost is not only to remain competitive within the automobile market but also 
to achieve competitiveness against other manufacturin sites within the global Nissan 
organisation. Individual factories within the Nisse organisation wj: l h compete aga irrst each 
other for the approval to build new models such as the new Micra. In exactly the same 
way, Volkswagen's decision to ^- =: -J cture the new Beetle in Pueb a, Mexico, A ,:! s 
result of a lengthy review in which f -he Puebla site was compared with sites 
in Germany 
and -Eastern, Europe, (Lau and Ngo, 2001 . 
To this end, great care is placed on the comparative measurements fd' have now 
become intra-firm technology in themselves. Similarly, a 11 proposed technologies 
which could a erg y yield cost savings are considered very care ... y 
before being 
prioritised for implementation. 
9 
4.4.4 9 Ir: 
_r. 3Devi 
Within this case study site, the use of generic technologies was designed to be used before 
the factory was built (Womack et al, 1990). Consequently, tie vast majority of the 
research related to the firm specific technologies. Table 4-3 reports the det-* l 
,-1: 0ý,, ý' " iN'ý': ) 
NM JK ::, J,. 
_, 
1 The technology 1:., , s.. 7eror being 
The problem,, as _-: Lt assembly operators 
had to fit the was identified by fr . ee; quarters d6 sh., oard into the cý.: - as it was moving along the main drive the advisors and sferred the 
cc..,, eyor. This was ci fficuit task for the operator to carry transferred with )&j to the 
e tc the fact dashboards are heavy and the minimum ost sites, 
ics for the o. _. `. r put strain on their 
backs and I modi, Lcation. 
rs. The open '. s s costly and te work-station That go 
o, ^)-, : anors sufäe, e, ir, _. nigh sickness levels. acaot Lo b ie type 
T.. solution was a m), platform which travels at the same ofve:. c. e being 
speed as the _c . veyor wa device for takin=g the weight of a ssembled. 
the pre-anti:: i.. ed J,. s _:. an . 
The tecýu>ý: '! a' wzs t. a" =ý:: ed into every Nissan plant world- 
wide. 
ASS:. ,!, LY LINE FEEWNG BY CAROL SEL 
*NJK to Japan 
A me, of prose: t:: ng s `.. -, i es of parts to the assembly line Transferred as The system has been 
operator was at :eS nderland plant. fL s "ab ed seen adopted in most of 
th-- fi rk-lift .r v_r c , 
bar stillage u'.:,. _. ` the factories in 
em.. Seri;! tL operator. 
.l -a: igeover ©peratorr is ü 
13300 Japan. 
r _. _' in ý:. eý. r.. at Cal y ac 
ivate_l. 
STANDARD OPERATIONS 
NMTMUK to Japan 
A method of r ,. esenting an agreed method o fl carrying out an Some difficulties Stan . ord operations 
operation. operations have ti : a, iG. i at 'first due to the ;. e .. "v zit accepted 
movement o operator recorded -1lo:. g w: t . assessments of kp::; -lese reliance r; etho_, of agreeing 
posture, tools, suety equipment, c per o: iri. es etc. They or c -res 
are designed to eliminate any between operators m inge neat of 
sage vision ands . so .:!.. 
't 
. ý: ",. . 
Nissan view the ta. , ..:. _. =v: 
dge. s...:: Janisation. 
SL..:. üC_ MIS as the way in which ajob s, Tot 
sl, -A Dc ?. wz. t: ý,: i o try to 
co: ', ' : t. 
'ILU' SKILL MONITORING SYSTEM 
Japan to N VIi1K and then NMUK to Japan? This is the only The technology was 
The ILU system of presenting skill levels of the operators in a case study within embedded, 
work area :su.: ed oe . sure there are sufficient operators this research developed and then 
avr:.. a' 3' .,.. lobs at al times. This is one of the where a transferred. 
the 'Nissan Production System'. technology was 
Ti: -- 3LU' syster. was originally developed in Japan and transferred from 
transferred to Sunderland when the plant was opened. It was oral site to 
further developed and transferred back to Japan. 
D,:, roped and 
tra .: erred 
back. 
Table 4-3 Case study -N US (C, ).::,:,.... - -.. t w) 
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J _,, NG 
OF ° ;i La T LV ý INASS , 11, _Y 
ý.. :i .ga waste reduction irograr.. -: _zý, 
:t as : ecr g L: eJ The approach was 
treat ; .e 
best place to site a plastic iiio. l_.: r r .. Ir: ii. 1ý 
for ::: e adopted into one 
pv.. `tarp was ct dy in the assemble .. 
is is : of the Japanese 
sited in ap od ctäor area. sites as proposed. 
OPERATOR CAR ; PROGRAMME 
NM K to Ja an 
This is an r. arc ch to assess the ; aerator environment A. tl, e :::, e of 
rel Ir. g to t L; it weiibeing and L_ t::,. y reducing the amount w. r, is 
of -, c'. ess and lost production. f ::. 0.. h the obvious -7 r. ryas 
posre -Motivation exists through co-. -. rar; y care towards sie considered 
e: _1p. owees, it is financially driven Cc-!; 'deratior. is fo : .. ansfer into 
body twist, vibration, etc. The numerical assess-nest all Nissan 
:: ig ers a kaizen teams on an improvement to the desiguu of the factories world- 
work-station. wide. 
IAL COOLING OF POWER PRESS TOOLING 
apa.. -.: o NMUK Tech-a. ogy Environmental 
y tool for producing car hoer components was .aÄ rred 
intro iuced at XWLTK. Similar ;: ' , .g', ad 
been used in Japan without foil 
and due to the increased tempera_ a -es experienced by the tool, know edge of the 
cooling was necessary. The tool was produced in Japan to the environmental 
same specification as those used in japan. Unfortunately, the conditions of the 
diameter of the roles through which the water was to flow host site. 
were very small and took no account of the fact that the 
cooling water at the plant in Japan was far sc .r... "Ie hard 
water supplied in the Sunderland plant. Copse:,.. y, after 
some months, the holes cLgged up and the tool : cheated 
and sustained severe E. ar: ýý. :.. e solution has been to fit a 
visible flow meter on the . ýý and flush the cooling system on 
a regular basis 
Table 4-3 Case study -NMUK 
4.4.5 Summary of salient observations NMUK 
Similar to the summary of observations of the case s L: es within Rittal and ALS OM 
Power, see sections 4.2.5 and 4.3.4 respectively, a summary of the content from the 
NMUK case study is listed below: 
a i.... ieuce from - senior management. Strong encouragement from the senior 
management at the headquarters for technologies to be shared and the directional trend 
of tLe business. 
. ý-: u r 
jeep es transferor. Where the person who suggested the transfer of the 
tco,, _1. ý=ogy becomes the one who will carry oat 1e transfer. 
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® 'i ri t- r ;,., I2 five ess. The necessity to maximise corr. z-:.. 've 
cc,., «petencies -over sister nian-afact-aring sites. 
Development of the technology- ..: ý ,ý -improvement. 
'hei ortance 
i provinig a technology after t has dent fied at a home site. 
Time spent ¬ site by host r.. _'i 
team. rsa eä and resources from the 
-:: Ist site, necessary v: s t _i. e Lome site to witness and learn the new tec_ o ogy. 
1) Time spent at host site by home transfer 1e-,. -_ .. 
Verso el and resources from the 
home site, necessary to implement and nurture tsae new technology. 
1 Trita _° .__r °rý 
Recognition of the influences on a technology from the natural 
environment at the host site. 
4.5 S ;.... ,: ry of observations from the case _,: 
'-, s 
i his sectioji will s marise the contributions i. 1,, ue from each of the three case study sites. 
ý_ .. u ý: _... ý,... c_..., - ýý. Lee, X I. --r; o. 
iiaua e ent 
Natural e virou nent Influence from HQ - senior 
management 
I;, s.: ator becomes transferor 
initiator becomes transferor Documentation: Drawings, 
s eciT a:. ý etc. 
Intra-firm global 
competitiveness 
Belief of technology usefulness Docume t: I,: on: Standardised 
la uu e;., jrmat 
Development of the technology 
- continuo is improvement 
Time needed for embedding Time sperr. it home site by host 
transfer team 
Time spent at home site by host 
transfer teary 
Availability of home resources 
needed for embedding i 
Time spent at host site by home 
transfer team 
Natural environment 
Supplier infrastructure 
Modification of technology 
Strategic directional trend. 
Influence from HQ 
Natural environment 
I3 re:. tabor: Drawings, 
s ec__ tiä.. J'. fs etc. 
' Cc ian..... c aeon links 
Table 4-4 Summary ofs;: li .: t oiservations during case studies 
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4.5.1 Common aspects 
One of the co - ~. c, ei aspects w :'-, `aeeame evident in all three of the case s c" je rs' ýs 
was the influence of the head Dace with regard to tec moi y transfer Ln relation to global 
competition. This helps us to understand that technology transfer is not only an issue 
between the two sites involved with the transfer but that there is another dimension not 
previously included in technology transfer models and frameworks: The corporate 
environment. Categories affected within this environment include: 
0 Political restrictions 
The role of the initiator o the transfer 
® Finunc al issues 
e Access of the home site to the transferor. 
These 4 elements within this category will form a fimr da en ai dimension of the new 
framework. 
., ary 
7dis Chapter has reported the international technology transfer activities of three large 
manufacturing organisations and recorded the observations made. The case studies have 
proviGed a signisiea t international contribution to the research highi3 T_ _i-: g seas not 
previously included in technology transfer models. The observations provide a 'real use' 
element to the development of the final framework, recognising the difficulties 
encountered by those involved in the case studies. 
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T' e following Chapter will consider current tech ology transfer models l cc _. '. ; ý. t o 
from other relevant litera. -e. The Chapter will then go or to bring ý. get ca new 
framework which can be used as a foundation o Fa useable workbook. 
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FIVE DEVELC 
5.1 11LL Auctio 
The explanation phase Meredith et al's (1989) research cycle, this Chapter will develop 
a new pre-transfer assessment framework, bringing together: 
(9 Existing literature relating to technology transfer models and frameworks (Cap er 
3}. 
(ii) Observations made through the case studies (Chapter 4). 
(iii) Contributions from other relevant literature (Section 5.3). 
Content from other literature includes: international cultural differences, communication 
issues, sup ly chain management, global competitiveness/international manufacturing 
networks, financial considerations and training. 
The process of forrrý iating such a framework will be to assimilate the information 
gathered from the academic literature (Chapter 3) along with the observations made during 
the action research and case studies (Chapter 4). 
Figure 5-1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the development of the new 
framework. Using the generic model (see Figure 3-3) as the foL: idL.., -)i. of the framework 
and is the basis for the categorisation of t-l-le salient characteristics. 
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Case Studies 
iI 
Figure 5-1 Diagrammatic representation of the development of the framework 
The observations recorded from the case studies are then summarised and brought together 
into the new model. Finally, contributions from other relevant literature are considered 
towards the final framework. 
5.2 
. 
ýý 
.:: observations from current _, ,, ¬i ', " _ý; vc 
ks 
This section will consider contributions from existing models and frameworks. Using the 
gener, c model as a foundation for the new framework, the content will be categorised 
against the components of the generic model. 
5.2.1 Generic model as the of aggregating existing models and frameworks 
Figure 3-3, previously shown in Chapter 3, represents the generic mode! as -described by 
Redd- and Zhao (1990), Keller and China (1990), Tsang Mansfield (1974). 
0 
.*i. --i and 
Came ( 1987) and T eece ;. _. 
The appropriateness of this model as a 
foundation to describe the entire process, is si: V -), )rteä by Anaroni (1991) who along with 
Bea man and Wallender (1976) also propose interrelationships between the nat u re of he 
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technology, transfer process, and the characteristics and capabilities of the home and host 
site. Consequently, this will form the foundation of the framework being researched. 
Figure 5-2 Generic Model (previously shown in Chapter 3) 
5.2.2 Content of current models 
Chapter 3 has demonstrated the existence of the significant amount of literature relating to 
technology transfer, the content of which has been tabulated in Table . 5-2. The 
characteristics of the contributions are categorised in line with the generic model, Figure 
5-2 (previously shown as Figure 3-3). 
Category Characteristic Author 
Home Willingness/Co-operative spirit Samli (1985), Chen (1996) 
............ .......... _.................. ... _.... _.... 
... _... -.. _............ __-.. _ 
. _. _.... Knowledge of the hosts background 
__-- ...... _..... _........ _......... _.... _ ............... Country of origin Collet (1994) 
--- 
(Physical 
_ 
resources and cost) 
_ 
---- - 
Facilities, Catty, Technology- 
_ 
Steele et al (1997) 
Human Resources & Workforce Skills 
Knowledge_. 
-.. -------- --- 
-_ 
Or anisation Structure & Relationships 
___ Fitness to transmit 
Culture 
. . __........ _. _ .. 
Kedia and Bhagat (1988). 
_.. _____. _...... _. __.. _.. _. __. _...... _...... _... _ . Nature of participation Lall (1980) 
Transfer Process Home caused barriers Samli (1985) 
and Technology 
_. .... -_. _. _. ___------- _.. _. _. _. _-. _. _. Host caused barriers 
-------- -_ _-. --_-. -"-. -. --- . _.. __-__. _..... __.. _.... ______. _. _. _........ .... _ _................................... _........... . _.. _... __. _.. . _. Complexity of technolo. U------- 
_ __. _... _. _. _...... _.... _.... _ --Lall 
(1980) 
................. 
Table . 5-1 Tabulation of existing technology transfer models/frameworks 
(continued below) 
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Table. 5-2 Tabulation of exist= g technology transfer models/frameworks 
5.2.3 Aggregation of e:, a 
Table 5-3 below takes the chi aeteristics in existing models and ra. env :s proposed by 
other a, ii: iJrs, and aligns it with the key cl aracteristics in the new 
I siýe ie_-_- r_[ý 
out t" 'o tý- 
host site. 
Knowledge ofthe Experience of the home 
host's back,, U und site 
Country of origin Cultl, zal affects 
Facilities, Capacity, Y of home I Availability of the necessarynome 
Technology resources i resources to ur, d_: _ýiw the 
tecl ý,, gy tt: ý. I ýL 
Human Resources & Follow up support -pport _-'i_ - --d visi's fji 3W -c)-rt -tipsu Workforce Ski-Ils ty of home Availabili Av, _Diliyofdlenýýessf.: y 
resources resources to undertake the 
technology transfer. 
Knowledge Experience of the home Experience that the home site has 
site with technology transfers. 
Organisation Structure Availability of home I Availability of the necessary home 
& Relationships resources resources to undertake the 
technolog transfer. 
Fitness to transmit Experience of the home Experience that the home site has 
s ite with technology transfers. 
Culture Intemational cultural The effect of the ý: -, J 3nal differences cultural differences beween the 
home arid host site. 
Nature of participation Co-operative spirit Co-operative spirit within the home 
s te transfer tear, ý': i_ _ial to can -y 
out the technolog transfer to the zY host SiW? 
Trai _'or Home caused barriers Documentation - ility of drawings p:,, cedures Aw o 
drawings, procedures, ar, ýc: ý7, cafions that w- -he 
"Y specifications. sý-. -., )o.. ttr_nsferof the Host caused barriers Documentation - of drawings p. --cedures 
draw. il, ls, i-ocedures, p --c. Ications t w, --I o he 
s is. 
mity of Cor i current V, L , -sJon 
-. e-,. Ic, I, y systc:. Is co other at Modification to the hce 
technology -he o- the -. -c-. ý-Io. y in the Maturity of existing p., oven o. -. ie site or 
technologies does it need to be ifoc, ifled for the 
host. 
Have si in; lar or ý z, -r, p,, - r, -. entary 
technologies bc,. ý ý)e and 
have they reacl_ý_ _y to the 
exte. -. t hat the host silý is competent 
wit, 
Table 5-3 Characteristics from existing s oriels/framewor,:,.: ._ iei with key in new 
framework (Continued below) 
IOU 
0 SI :Iss 
Readiness ---xisting, 'Lechnologies/ -0 
ýLlowle-ge level 
-) suit Backgroumd -'. on te 
a Markets X-A- lazes 
0 Raw maerials 3-rces 
0 ý; nc Co- Labour ss- for 
I it 
14 K I-, ý, w-how 
o 2. ative Spir, -,,, y extended sutticient ti ýe p, ý-ý. 
ý periods) to -ýa! L ss b-in-transferred. The, 's, 7'es 
willingness and p,, je 
towards the -r, i ie re zelp, 
ofthenewicc "--'Ir site. 
S. 
-e attractiveness 
Alignment with strategic The amount z. gy 
needs complements the s-rategic needs of 
the business. 
Econornic, political, Nol licab' P 
social s; tuatwn I 
Exchange rates and Financial -. ie uence of exchange rates for 
duties benefits/ support investr. -. ent and impo-ited materials or 
processes 
Facilities, Capacity, Original host c1haracteristics 
Technology 
Vertical integration & Supplier capability The inftastructure of suppliers to 
Material Supply sýpport a new technology. 
Human Resources & Learning resources The availability of the necessary 
Work-force SUIls Accýss to the transferor personnei for sufficient time 
ossibly extended periods) to learn kP 111 
the technology being transferred. 
-hat the I The access t, host site has to 
leror, a, e the transf nd the ab i lity for th 
trzýi sferor to visit the host site as 
reL . 'red. Knowledge Level of technical ýendency on tacit or codified 
Knowledge -ý--iowledge 
Organisation Structure Political restrictions Infl ulence of corporate politics. 
& Relationships 
Quality Existing technologies Lev, ýI competency on existing/similar 
-Y, IS. 
-! ýXternal Environment Environment The effect that the host environment 
will have on the technology - 
1-m- hy, road inftastructure, etc. 
Fitness to receive Caoabili ty to 'receive EJ rienced the host site is with -; v e,, pe 
-ýceivi.. g transfers. 
Culture International cultural nal LofThe internatior differences djý2erences between the 
f home and host site. 
of participation Co-operative spirit/ 
culture 
Table 5-3 C res s cs from ex : s,::.. ! r-mewor aligned with key attributes in new 
..... env :' Minted below) 
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'or-eg* Governments Not 
C r, .: r, joas Corrective act>o l loop "ßß. e 's systems to correct 
, vc erg io _ )r urgier take 
cafatinoi s. ý. 11eait. 
-. 3 Characteristics 'rc, i! ex . t..:; i .. raeworks aligned with ., ýYy r' i rtes in new 
ir. work 
The aggregation of the salient content from existing models provides a suitable platform, or 
which to build the new framework. 
5.3 Observations from other relevai. t a: rar re 
a he development of the new framework has started with the generic structural model, 
Figure 3-3, drawn from existing literature, section 4.3, and added to this observations made 
during case studies, section 4.4 and 4.5. This section will cover 7 important elements 
identified within other related literature which support the development of a more robust 
and thorough framework for inter atio ai technology transfer. 
{i Al-though Kedia and Bhagat (1988) focus their model around cultural issues, 
reported in section 3.6.1, and included in Table 5-3 (`Characteristies from existing 
models/frameworks aligned with key attributes in new framework'), cultural issues 
have been significant in the case stL. ': ies and therefore the subject warrants more 
investigation. Slack et al (1998) highlight the general problems 
associated with c ltura issues between Japanese and western people and, La and 
Ngo 120011; express concern relating to the parent con pany's national cultural 
affects relating to overseas subsidiaries. 'When considering the transfer of 
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technology anywhere in the world, cultural issues is a significant element to be 
Considered. 
(ii) The second subject being considered is that renting to redeployment strategies 
(sequential, parallel or delayed as reported by Keller and C". '. (1990), and the 
application against these of learning curve theory as presented by Adler and Clark 
(1991). 
ii hip ly, communication issues are considered. '. e. lj :ý ý)t C , -ILy to 
difficulties 
involving foreign languages and terminology but also the eo p ieations regarding 
time d* . 7-I ences and the unreliability of technology in lesser developed reg ®res of 
the world. Finally, in regard to communication issues, the importance of face to 
face contact is discussed. 
{ivy Fourthly the complications involving global supply chain management are 
examined. This is narticullarly v. ere tech o ogles are transferred 
internationally into regions whereby local infrastructures are inadequate. 
(v) The importance of strategic gioba competitiveness in relation to de design of 
manufacturing networks and the firm's capabilities is examined. 
(vi) PeMul i atly, financial implications are reviewed. Particular attention is given to 
it. i, )rgsation of the necessary capital investment and paybacx or return that the 
investment will yield, recognising the firm's a bi ability to finance a project in terms of 
cas: i to' v. 
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(vii) Finally, training is considered. As a critical, element of the process, training o the 
host sus s crucial for the success of a new technology, inn dig measurement of 
the starting point to enable objective assessment of the ultimate success of a 
project. 
5.3.1 Interr-..: *. -, n .ct r-I 
! °v ce 
Within their technology transi-er model Kedia and Bhagat (1988) construct around the 
cultural characteristics of the home and host sites. The most well known (Carlson et at, 
1996) and significant (Bhagat and McQuaid, 1982) works of investigation io 
international cultural cl f. ' iis was carried out by Hofstede (1991). Hofstede, 
categorised his findings of international cultural differences between the people of 
different countries across the world and compiled 4 major traits: 
- `. _ce. 
The exte to which power is c sari iý tad. [: üsuý. i ,c 
iegatio of 'In 
authority ari consultative approach such as UK, Germany, Holland Denmark and 
Re _-ýJ, Iic of Ireland or the centralised hierarchical' structures Preferred in France, 
Belgium and Portugal. 
® vs. Col-xl-'vism. Self care and independence versus a tight knit 
framework of ter eilen ence. Individualistic cultures favouring rewards on merit and 
a relationship based can mutual benefit such as UK, US, and Denmark, 
compared with collectivist cultures such as Portugal, Greece, Southern Italy, most 
Asian, Pacific. Rim and South American countries where employees expect the 
company to look after them in exchange for loyalty. 
Macho cultures such as UK, US, Austria, Italy, Japan and 
Switzerland with assertive, performance driven individuals compare:. ', r Scandinavia 
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and the Netherlands where people value more feminine traits such as raring for others 
Lr qashy of i e. 
- cer vrý _ ec. How far the people feel threatened by uncertainty and 
bigLity. French, Belgians, Spanish, Portuguese and Germans need rules and a 
formal structure to feel secure, whereas countries like UK, Rep ublic; of Ireland, 
Der r ý, ti f;: il Sweden are co rl : ý'e zvit= flex- lily and . ccep. 
': 
_'ss. 
These observations made by Hofstege give an excellent pre-warning of cultural 
he author has observed significant different cultural differences during the differences. 9 
action research: 
a British - German 
a British - Indian 
a British - American 
® German - Indian 
o German - Amer.; can 
Although the IndiarlAnericare combination is obviously possible, the author has never 
been involved within a transfer process cludding the two different cultures together. 
A detailed analysis of the observations is outside the scope of this work and the author 
does not feel Lied to give any further other L:: o report the fact that certain 
cultural traits have sometimes made working in some of these environments extremely 
dif icu t and tense. 
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a-_e subject of ii rÜ al cultural differe~ --es the rela onsn': ) bei -a 
office and the daughter sites also recognised. In particular, Lau ri (1 re on 
6c affects gist the parent company's own national cultLre can : Lvý, LL op-., -a.! c------- ; ich 
ý n, heavy -Te ert practices of the subsi . 
iary sites. They go on to say that too ofte 
handed res o ses from he i J. u. a-teis squelch local enthusiasm and drive out good ideas - 
and good ea e. C: , :: slic thinking may be that successful corporate executives 
recognise that good ideas can come from any foreign subsidiary but the reality of this may 
be less often than hoped for. 
5.3.2 Transfer s. --,, es 
There are a number of possible sequences of transferring a proven technology from one 
site to others each of which can help to resolve problems that cause dim acuities during 
transfers. An organisation that becomes more adept at pre-err -D. 'cor resolving transfer 
. elated problems will be better prep : ýe - .ý; next t .ea transfer occurs. 
The financial benefits, or cost sav7 rgs, of adopting a proven technology has been the 
subject of much interest, see: Scl: o_iý, --: ger (1986), O'Del et a! (1998), and clearly as tz e 
technology becomes fully adopted and em be ded the financial be et s gained from the 
introduction of the technology will ease. 
n the case of intra-firm technology transfer, which Buckley, (1988) tern as 'internalisation', 
redeployment strategies for existing pproducts or processes can be implemented in a 
sequential, parallel or delayec. rr_ .. _ : er 
(Keller and Ci ta, 1990). 
In a sequential transfer the is only transferred to another site after the 
technology has been proven ake home sie. Although not the s -Lbf jject ci this thesis, in 
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cases where the technology in question is `the manufacture of a product', transfer may not 
take place until after it has completed its life cycle in the home site first (Vernon, 1966). In 
a parallel transfer situation the technology supplier simultaneously introduces the new 
technology into all sites at the same time. In a delayed situation, a new technology is first 
introduced at the home site, later after experience is gained and improvement made, the 
technology is transferred to another site. Considerations can then be given as to whether it 
is more beneficial to transfer in the sequential or parallel method. 
To graphically present, Keller and Chinta's (1990) 3 categories of transfer sequence, a 
theoretical global manufacturer having 5 MNEs is shown in Figure 5-3 demonstrating the 
options. 
Figure 5-3 Representation of transfer sequences - based on Keller and Chinta (1990) 
With this in mind, consideration can be given the appropriateness of Adler and Clark's 
(1991) recognition of learning curve theory applied to technology transfer. The benefit of 
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the learning curve in the cv; _ +ýý; t of technology trans er has been recognised by Keller and 
Chinta (1 90) but the theory ä. as not generally been exploited. 
The r. c' Die of e °r. ': curves was first presented as a theory by T. P. Wright g 1936 
and was developed principally in the manufacture of aircraft to predict overall production 
costs over volume rojects (Lundberg, 1956). adle tra iti aap ica fl of ea ir0 
curves is to plot operation costs against quantity. As the quantity increases, the operation 
costs decreases. The reduced cycie time/operation times are achieved through familiarity 
with the operation and improvements in methods, (Adler and Clarke, 1.991) although, 
Womack et a! (1.990) suggest that reLic`ic: is can also occur as a result of Kaizen projects. 
In the sequential (or series) scenario, with the above in mind, one would expect the cost of 
implementation to be less for the last one than it would be for the second, for instance. See 
Figure 5-4. However, the financial benefits gained from the introduction of the technology 
would not be enjoyed nth, much later. Depending of course on the time-scale of the 
implementations. -Nevertheless, Szuianski and Winter (2002; argue that when following 
the `copying exact from a template' approach, it is possible to reduce the learning curve 
by several months. 
08 
Figure 5-4 Representation of learning curve theory applied to sequential technology transfer 
However, when the `Parallel' or `Delayed' scenarios are considered, this approach 
becomes far more co... -, cated due to the fact that the cost of impierr. e _. _. _ _jr. will 
decrease 
due to the lost 'learning' effect of the i., nplerr. en, or/im-olerrientatior. 'cam. The 
implementor will be less experienced i the implementation of the technology and : here 
will be tittle knowledge gained fror the problems encountered on the pilot project. 
Compounding this situation is the potential financial benefits which can be gained earlier 
in the time-scale than in the sequerniai scenario. 
In summary, the project manager or implementor is faced with 2 conflicting options: 
1.8 he sequential approach - which reduces the cost of i pie er tation as of 
implementations increase. 
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2. The financial gains - from the use of the technology .:, e sites will 
benefit eagle if 
they receive the ttechnology straight away. 
Bringing together tage costs and benefit, it is easy to see t : it '-e -, ss'c' gis become very 
ct n. _ --x. To help understand the situation the financial benefits can be considered, against 
the cost of implementation (learning curve) Figure 5-4, presenting them together in the 
form. of a2x2 matrix - Figure 5-5. Clearly tie entatio costs will be higher if the 
host site is early in the sequence. 
High 
High 
Cost a- 
1 
LOW LOW 
Low High 
Time/No of implementations 
Figure 5-5 Cos¬/. °: i . _ý ßa1 benefits matrix 
5.3.3 C:. issues 
In reporting the development of compeer technology between the 1930's and 1960's, 
Twee ale (1992) covers the following aspects of technology transfer: 
0 USA was able to expioit British ideas -through avail b; e finances. 
The interactions be ween both p:, -'. '. es were complex. 
The speed of the transfer of c®r _, L. `ing technology 
for its dev&'v _r er_ was due to a 
number of factors: 
-A common military cause. This view on tea work ng is also supported by 
Leavitt (1972) who terms the truism for teal word g as identifying a common 
enemy. 
- o:: -.. p. .. es spoke the same everyday language. 
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- Both parties spoke the same sc: ýä ic lag age. 
Information could be passed swiftly and freely between- interested pies, there were no 
restrictions - political or otherwise. 
in the context of te,: Dgy transfer TNiee (1992) contrasts everyday and scientific 
language. The author's action research has reveaied that the ability to comm. u icate in 
everyday language alone is not sufficient to ensure successful transfers o technology. 
Co 'ion breaks dovvn eventual y (rather than quickly) when :t' party clearly 
u ders ,s the technical elements behind the technology. 
5.3.3.1 Ie:..... ' _--, engineering ; er. __:. _ 
logy 
Within the international tecL.. -, c? cgy transfer environment, there are f damenta? 
differences which cause difficulties and confusion. Typically, terminology used in one 
country is not the same as that in another to describe exactly the same thing. Two 
examples which have been noted during the research are: 
1. Within the UK, the character used to define the start of a decimal is a decimal point and 
the ch«: _cter used to define multiples of three Os is the comma. However, in Germany, 
the use of these characters is exactly opposite. That is: in UK one would write 
465,767.379 but, the same r.:. a_, er would be written as 465.767,379 in Germany. 
Whilst the difference in convention is unlikely to cause too many errors as a dimension 
a modicum of common sense is used - numbers of purchased parts can 
easily e mistaken. 
2. Te convention for describing 'the -physical size of an electrical or electronic cabinet in 
the LISA is `depth/height/, idth', he rest of he world it is 
:.! ''. t/depth'. This causes problems because within the industry, in : vici zals 
rarely describe an enclosure as for example 600mm wide x2 03m i 'high x84r. __: i 
deep. is normally 600 x 2000 x 800. Consecuently, without the prior 'c ow edge of 
11v vt cove ýi ors, mistakes are easily ö n_: cl, -. Compounding the c- ---'., sic, most 
manufactures des-gn their product article , ýers around the convention. For 
example: a Rigel PS 46008 enclosure produced in Germany is exactly the same product 
as a PS 4806 producedin USA. 
realms of practicality, there is litt' do to c, -j---tge ihe above e anyone car 
difficulties. Proposals have been trade to change the use of the decimal point and the 
comma w.,.,., ,i:. to UK (see BS 8888) to align III engineering practices with that of t 
continent. However, this has received tremendous objections from -many engineering 
professionals 6 and like the changes from the imperial system to metric - it will probably 
take a long time. Regarding USA charging their convention of describing electrical and 
electronic enclosures to that of the rest of the world, this is highly :: '.: kely. Their 
attraction to the h: 2e-ia measurement system is extremely strong with almost no sign of 
giving tip the use of `Fahrer, eit, inches, pounds, etc. ' consequently there is little 
expectation of change within the enclosure industry. 
As with the Loreig languages, these cc, _ive.. rt_:, r s are practices which currently have to be 
eared and care has to be taken. Mistakes are easily made and the consequences are often 
costly, particularly when a customer in USA receives a container full o perfectly well 
made product made in Germany, only to find that it is not what they wanted. 
6 See 'Professional Engineer' Volume I_l : N1:. r ber .8 
>z 
5.3.3.2 :E tý : ýýe 
The need to communicate clearly and quickly creates a pressure to codify what might 
otherwise remain knowledge. Yet the very act codification sheds ci knowledge 
(Polanyi, 1966 ). This stays behind with the transmitter who consc' : _. s_y c ._ aco. rscio sly 
always knows more =1-1L. -i 'to/she can ever say. An act of communication is therefore 
always, in some fundamental sense income ete { ojso , 
995). 
Teece (981a) emphasises the irrportaree of face to face contact when transferring 
technologies, as a siv :; 'cart amount of the know-how (which is needed to make the 
technology transfer work) is carried in people's heads. Chen (1996) refers to trust and co- 
operative spirit being indispensable for technology transfer agreements to be viable in the 
long run. 
Wang (1994) explains that, in China between 1992 and 1993, over 7800 technical 
personnel. were transferred abroad for co-1--i--d training and over 2000 foreign experts in 
the field of technical engineering education were invited to universities in China. The 
latter approach was considered to be more beneficial on economic grounds. 
These views are also supported by evidence from the author's action research and case 
studies whereby those involved do not only have the opportunity to ask Uestiolas 4- . rt f --y 
also build up a rapport and feel more trust towards each other. 
5.3. ': S), c1_w. _i 
N=_ý_ ý authors have expressed the of reliable material sL_)'ý_iers and supply 
2 cl-lain management in the context of competitive performance (. arning, 1993; Moody, 
13 
-ý_ -1c do s are 1993; Hines, 1994). However, the difficulties facing an MNE fo %r i- 
more far reaching. 
this work does not intend to ent., que all of the issues relating to supply 
chain management, the author Coes however, refer to the work olf-I hdr-ý, sa Flaherty (1996) 
who dedicates a su bsta, -'E,, --, oý 
'. on of her bo A on global operations ýý-. Cment to gl obal mD 
supply chain performance. Flahe-LLY highligh-LS manyof the issues associated with a s-ir. -Iy 
chain in the context of MN i - -Es which are broadly divided into 2 categories (Table 5-4) 
which the DANE must consider: 
ý. 
-J . ... _.... --- ý..,.. ý.. ,. gis.. ý.. ý ... 
ý ýý.,.. _... _ ... ýý ý .... ý. .ýc.. , 
® Excha:. ge rates " Call-r[.. iss-as 
" Import duties " Natural resources 
Delivery times Supply networks 
" Adjustment to schedules " gransport infrastructure 
" Total landed cost " Quality understanding 
a it ven ory in pipeline and saffety stock " Sensitivity to problem so ving 
Co-ordination 
Table 5-4 Difficulties ? NEs face with supply cain management (based on Flaherty 1996 
The tab äe is clearly rot exhaustive but gives the reader an overview of the difficulties 
which must be considered when transferring a technology to another location. 
5.3.5 G] competitive 1_ :. _" to:, -b networks 
The grwvth of global manufacturing has Mcreased dramatically over the past 00 years and 
exponentially over tae past 30 years. Ar indicator of the development of global 
rnanufact uring is the -)-t t of foreign direct (FDI), which in 1971 was 
US$172. I bn and increzýzý, -. d by a factor of 9.4 by 1990 to US$ 161 -')bn. With the industrial 
Iii 
of the Pacific-rim co : _r: --s, Mexico, Brazil, India, e. western 
'-s are 
draxvn into the envIronmen., F C- f ý1996). 
Fro, ----- a strategic 
standpoint, Shi and Gregory (1998) propos that a netw sh -Ii be e0 Ouc 
to exploit a firm's competitive caaýa-)'. -', sT1y sugg st mw a fra e ork for 
i es network con guration-s' whereby a capability nap or -1 -3 can 
be moduced 
-o assess the global network czýpability of the firm. and tilleir 
--acturing systems can then 
beco-nie the inain engines for their global economic 
9` Supporting the importance of international networks, Lau and Ngo (2001) argue 
tä critical success factor for technology transfer is typically how well the project 
champion is connected with other parts of the corporation. 
The global environment is one whose importance is increasing year by year and one which 
is attracting attention for strategic management and development of networking. 
Furthermore it is an c-7.,, -zacteristiz relating to international 'LeCllnOiOgy tranStef 
which is a dimension not included in any existing models. 
5.3.6 'i c .. 1,... _L7ý _vý_ 
To achieve any technology transfer will! require some --financial 
investMent. Whether it is 
tangible such as rnachinery and equipmen or intangible such as Icnowledge, and 
experience. The following 3 sec-lions exain. f. c .,,, e facet of international 
iology transfe. r and how it can affecL lechr ' the decision making and difficulties during the 
technology transfer process. 
t: 5 
5.3.6.1 ',!, ; 
) define investment as "the commitnient of resources made in the Bierman and Smidt (1986. 
hope of realising benefits thali are expected to occur over a reasona. -bly long period of time 
in the fbauxe". Similarly, Sharpe et al (1,099) define it as "the sacrifice of current cash for 
future cash ... witn two different attributes involved: . nd risk". In view of the 'time 
and risk' , the lengt'n of time and size of"risk will b, - decision making 
process along with f-mances '. 0 fund t1he investment (31eman aand Smidt, 1986; 
Sharpe et al, 1999; Levey _: ~i, J Sa at, 1994). 
5.3.6.2 Payback 
The principles of finance can be traced back to the old Babylonian period (circa 1800 - 
1600 B. C. ) in Mesopotamia (Levey and Sarnat, 1994). However, even up to modern times, 
the decision making process businessmen still use is the non-discounted rules of thumb 
such as simple payback fo=rmula as opposed to the more `complex time-discounted' 
decision rules or even the 'accounting rate of return' (Levey and Sarnat, 1994). However, 
whichever method is used to decide if a project should receive investment approval or not, 
the following points should be considered: 
5.3.6.3 Main characteristics 
The i ist pfesented below is a surnmary of terins and definitions of the 
relating to capital investMent proposed by: Harvey and Nettleton (10.83), Bierman and 
Smidt (1986), Sharpe et al (1999), French (1985) and Levey and Sarnat (1994): 
1. Payback (Amortisation). The payback period. which w-lill a' tract the necessary fUrldirig, 
(no matter how it is wrap ed up), win be a functio of the following: n 
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1.1 1 the _. Time. The per*--)-, cuver wh-ch the 
benefits of the investment will e quL ai 
invest ent itself. 
1.2. Risk. The amount of risk a company is willing to take in order to pursue the 0 
an ici a. ed benefit. 
2. (Financialbenei"its). The amourA of cash received as a result of the investment, 
L. ý.; &-! y consIdered over a one year period after the investment has s', -' 
Tsed. It 11 
-- -'i-' -a cleaT 
financial return is often dif-Ecult to calculate suca as training, or be ncl 
the benefits of technologies in order to develop flexibility. The necessity to become 
no., - --_ýx 
be could be simply due to market changes or demands and co se ue ty the 
riss eienent of the decision making increases. 
3. Cash-flow (Available finances). The difference between total cash inflows and total 
cash o .Y ows of accounting entity over a period 
(or of an investment project). 
4. Investment approval. The level within an orgL---JsL'1or, eL which --lorisation 
approval may be given for a particular investment sum. 
5.3.7 Training 
Having identified the suitability of a teelinology to be transferred to another site, questions 
arise 
I. Who wLl be trained? 
2. Who will carry out the training? 
ý. How will it be delivered? 
4. iJher wi-l t :, e delivered? 
5. How will one know if it has been successful? 
17 
Mcrease the effectiveness in part of the The fLmdamental objective of any training is to 9 
organisation. Whikst answers to the first 4 questions above may well be inevitable due to 
unavoidable circumstances aL the home and host sites, the question of training Cý 
effectivenless is one which must be considered. ýjoldstehn (199-1) s, 1, ý, ý hat systematic 
C- --ýsts th 
1 eva to make compete-- ic,,, a of te effectiveness is necessary it decisions re. ating to the 
instructional activities. 
Traditionally the overall traim ing process will cove. all steps ffffrom idem- ag the need * fyi 
Lhrough to revising the content or trai "6' ic LL inhig method. Bramley (19 ---, -, 3oses a 'svsicmat- 
training cycle' ami presents this in 5 overall steps, see Figure 5-6. 'I"his certainly 
encom. passes the activities surrounding the evaluation stage, and supports Goldstein's 
(1993) recommendation of its importance. 
t 
ý------- 
i i: 5-6 Systematic It a . _, ,v . le, Bramley 1996 
During the case study interviews at NMUK it was revealed that they have a 
wel. I structured training organisation wit th procedures in place to cope with the introduction 
of new technologies, etc. even new models of a motor car. Separate areas are set aside and 
programs exist whsc, Ih ailow for personnel to be removed from their normal duties for 
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training activities. This is achieved by budgeting an eltra 7% in the manpower head count 
which is intended to account for ah training actiVitiCS throughout thte year. 
However, not all organisations have the business structures in place to provIde such 
MICIE'Eties. This is -Particularly the case where the manufacturing plant is in lesser leveloped 
countries ", -e plant 
is still in the phase of establishing itself and trying to keep costs 
lant in Bangalore, there 
is certaindy no training to a minimum. At the Rittal India p, 
department but the management are encouraged train -, he employees not only to set and 
operate the equipment but also to -Le 
Nissan principle of -every manAvornan being 
able to carry out 3 tasks and each task having 3 men/women trained. As new teelmologies 
arrive at the plant, time spent on training is either recovered through overtime, or 
temporary labour is recruited to bridge the gap. 
is clear tihat to adOPL a new technology training is required. It is L. ipo: tant that in the 
pre-transfer assessment phasC of the process, the assessor recognises that training will have 
to be accounted for and arrangements made to carry it out. 
5.3.7.1 Measure em of ýýw cz zss 
Having accepted that a technology s to be transferred and that a training program is in 
place, the question now arises "How will one know if it is SUCCeSSR117 
The obvious point here is that before one ca., k-Low how successful an activity has been, 
the following need to be know (Bramley, 1996i": 
1. What was . status 
before I -, '--:. 11entation. 
2. What was tai,: s, LJL, s fier it was complete. 
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With a similar view on metrics, Kerzn-, r (19981 defines project success 
meeting 3 Objectives: 
1. Completed on time. 
2. Completed within budget. 
comp-I 
Icteda-afhe desired'evelof quality. 
specification). 
These points are internal to the project, and do not include performance . -, ---ý or the 
CUS"LOMCr. However, TII ukel and Rom (200 1) propose that ., be real 'quality' measure of 
-P success of a project (and should be included in the specification) is a hiZc:,, her focus on the 
end user. 
However, before evaluation can be meaningful, the decision needs to t fý : -, -ý -1 -- over what is 
I going to be measured? As Bra. -, nley (1996) points out, measurCMent:; ý ýý t'- aligned to 
goats and objectives. 
L Ls evident that during the pre-transfer assessment stage, the ass%- I v. ecognises the 
objectives and goals -,, vhich the technology are expected to achieve, "--, measurements 
are taken prior to the taking place. This ineasurements to be 
taker later and the level of success judged. 
: 5.3.7.2 "I c) i I- .- Dj ect 
Often deficiencies exist which will not surd-ice until the process begins. 
v or thi s reason a small-scale tryout has many benef ts, .1 .- -i'chins 
(1999). 
'It not stretch resources and ensure lirst efforts are well supported. -w. Apilotprqjm 
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Indi .,,,. 's 7, re less likely to resist a small-scale pilot project. 
'arge-sc init. atives are fa 3. It can bee modified as problems are highlighted, lalle r iess easy 
to control. 
4. A small-scale pilot enables tile impiementation t-eam to dernonstrate success of Lhe 
technology. 
5.3.8 S.. s. _.. _.. [1 
--2w t literature 
Summarising the content from the review of relevant literature, Table 5-5 presents an 
aligrument of the characteristic W'---Lh the appropriate category for the new frarnework. 
-ýn 4. .... .................. . ... ........................ ....................... - ........................ - ............... I ....................... equi: eýi --nts a.: cl R .... .... 
......................... Br-amley. (1996) 
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Tale 5-5 Content from relevant Iii 
5.4 Form _hit_ tt Dfthe new 
framework 
Table 5-3 ) shows an aggregatioi, c, -ontent of ex* F technology transfer 
-1 fal a useal --work 
fo., 'S. 1 i 'Is short of provid, 
proposed new framework includes the content frorn vith the salient -he 
observations from the case studies ý)M the relev-=ce . c, 
towards the Aý o takes into f technoiogy being investigat-- lype oý Z, 
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account the complexity of j,. ýanufacturing sites from wil"1-- 
erste r Sy. 
Table 5-6, 'I'able 5-7 and Table 5-8 below, bring together the content cf 
case studies and relev-nt literature. The elements will form thý-, 
framework. The fo-,. 
--I'-----, -- of the 
fraynework is based or.. three env* -, i-. s: 
1. Intra multinational enterprise environment. The environment between t, ýIe 
manufacturing sites. (i) Home, (ID ) Transfer Process and Technology (ih) Host. (Tabl. 
5-6) 
2. Corporate environment'. The environment within which the manufacturing sites lie and 
have to operate under the influence of their headquarters. (Table 5-7) 
3. Giobal market environment. The enviro=ent within which the group or corporation 
perform against their competition. (Table 5-8) 
The tabulation of the first of the three environments is -oresented below. 
c)fho: -. -ie Ava:: -L-)i. ty of nor, -. e Aw.:. -1 jýi ýy 0 if ý. Ome 
resources resources needed for 
Table 5-6 Tabulation of the elements of the new f. -amework - Intra-MNE environment 
(confinuel. ' 
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cation to the T-Mod-. -Ic-k) a to 
ý. g__y_ - ------------ z'l-fiorl - I -C--- -or: drav , s, procedures, Dra,, * 
specificat-lons. specifications, etc. 
ßr1.,... ritv of existing 
Documentation: 
Pilot 
Star,. used lang age 
Jýý. _..... ý... 0:. :S 
Level of technical 
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-1:. , less 
/ Co- 
-x,, spirit 
;o , aI cJýl 
-e ces 
a<: 3 i1 -v ýo receive 
C.. z).: ec - 
ive action loop 
i:: e: _. Bess. Cutbacks 
of the 
CC ,i u9 
i.. " .'3 JB1il 
iä 
. ... . .............. . 
...... . ... 
. .......... IT, 
Tech Ci! l.. 
Level of technical 
2Less /Co- 
S shit 
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iý C 
. 
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'c vv acuon loop 
. ... . ...... - ------ ------ - M -Tel, "'t easz,. rer, int 
Stari a P, 
--- ------ ....... . ............... . Locatior, z; don Lot 
. ............. . ... rz Jý -'Ces, Tim ent at h. -) site I-z 
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Z, --. rot 
lby- 
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Table 5-6 Tabulation of the elements of the new framework- Intra MNE environment 
Based on the generic model (F* -, Lze 5-2. ., ), fhe content of Table 5-6 is shown grap - Figure 5-7 and forms the ci , -ý . -, ew v: oi-k. 
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Availability of home resources 
Experience of the home site 
Co-operative spirit 
Training requirements and methods 
Follow up support 
Learning curve 
Willingness/Co-operative spirit 
International cultural differences 
Timeliness/cutbacks 
Capability to receive 
Corrective action loop 
Measurement of starting point 
Location of application 
Learning resources 
Environment 
Supplier Infrastructure 
.... v. 
TECHNOLOGY 
HOME TRANSFER PROCESS HOST 
Alignment with current systems 
Modification to the technology 
Documentation - drawings 
Documentation - procedures 
Documentation - specifications 
Maturity of existing technologies 
Pilot project 
Everyday language 
Technical language 
Communication links 
Level of technological knowledgi 
Feedback 
Figure 5-7 Intra MNE Environment 
Building around the MNE environment 2 new environments are introduced. Table 5-7 
shows the content within the corporate environment and Table 5-8 shows the content 
within the global environment. 
Influence from HQ - 
senior management 
....... -.. -............ . _......... _- Strategic directional 
trend. Influence from 
Initiator: 
- Observer 
- Initiator 
Relevant literature 
New Framework 
Political Restrictions 
Initiator 
Financial Benefits Financial Benefits 
. ............ 
Investment Approval ... ....... . .... Investment Approval 
......................... 
Available Finances Available Finances 
Amortisation Amortisation 
Access to the transferor Access to the transferor 
Table 5-7 Tabulation of the elements of the new framework - Corporate environment 
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........... ................ ............. ............. ................. 
Modlacation to suit 
market change 
Table 5-8 of the elements of the new I'rf. i. iework 
By bringing together the elemenits tabulaited above, a graphical rep-r--F, 2-- can be 
presented. The new framework shown in Figure 5-8 is based on the genericmodel, Figure 
3-3, in addition tothe direct effects on the core transfer process, the new frainework brings 
in the additional dimensions relating to the different environments; Intra-MNE, corporate 
and global market. 
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Global 
Environment EXTERNAL FORCES 
- Alignment with strategic needs 
- Review - manufacturing strategy 
- Modification to suit market chan) 
Availability of home resources 
Experience of the home site 
Co-operative spirit 
Training requirements and methods 
Follow up support 
Learning curve 
Willingness/Co-operative spirit 
International cultural differences 
Timeliness/cutbacks 
Capability to receive 
Corrective action loop 
Measurement of starting point 
Location of application 
Learning resources 
Environment 
Supplier Infrastructure 
TECHNOLOGY 
HOM TRANSFER PROCESS HOST 
AAA 
Alignment with current systems 
Modification to the technology 
Documentation - drawings 
Documentation - procedures 
Documentation - specifications 
Maturity of existing technologies 
Pilot project 
Everyday language 
Technical language 
Communication links 
Level of technological knowledg, 
Feedback 
Access 
to the 
transferor 
Initiator Financial benefits 
Investment approval 
Available finances 
Arnorti-ation 
Political 
restrictions 
Figure 5-8 New framework 
This is a new framework and is the author's contribution to knowledge. It takes the issues 
of international technology transfer further than any existing models or frameworks and 
enables practitioners to assess potential difficulties prior to transfer. To assist practitioners 
with the use of the framework, and to enable practical validation of the proposal, a 
workbook has been developed. 
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5.5 Workbook 
The justification for this research was to develop a pre-transfer assessment framework to 
aid those involved with international technology transfer. To make use of the developed 
framework, it will be form the basis of a 'workbook'. The workbook, see Appendix 1, is 
constructed in three major sections: 
1. Guidelines. Describing the salient components of the pre-transfer assessment 
including the pre-transfer assessment framework on which the whole assessment is 
based. 
2. Questionnaire. A series of questions which the assessor answers, rating the degree of 
difficulty for each element of the technology transfer process. The assessor considers 
the obstacles within the intra-MNE, corporate and external environments, which may 
hinder the success of the transfer. 
3. Degree of Difficulty Chart. A pull-out sheet to chart the rated degrees of difficulty 
assessed in section 2. This will give a visual representation of the overall difficulties 
facing the transferor. 
Workbook 
Guidelines Pre-Transfer 
Assessment 
Framework 
---------------- 
Questionnaire 
Chart 
Figure 5-9 Overview of the Workbook 
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To enable the assessor to create a visual representation off the diffllcuhi, ýýs afhead, an 
indicator rating is used. The gL, CI--Ir-es below suggest a ratin,, .ý.... c., i 
be used. Please 
note that the assessment is rL, --g , -- ,, -i g -ee of DIFFICUL -1 Y. The ý. dicators below T 
are for guidance only. 
-Where the c, ý, ici'. Ls being assessed would yield such answers as No, Poor, Difficult, 'v 
Bad, etc. The assessor should score high, e. g. 9 or 10. 
a Where the conditions being assessed would yield such answers as Yes, Good, Easy, 
StraigliMforward, etc. The assessor should score low, e. g. I or 2. 
* Where the assessor feels that the answer should be somewhere in between then clearly 
an appropriate score should reflect the assessed situation. 
Followhqg the assessment of each section, the 'Sc-)re' should be transferred to the 'Degree 
of Difficulty Chart', similar to the example ; --- ýý -- below (see Figure 5-10). This will 
provide the assessor with the visual representation of the -, , --i E-reas. 
Ex, ý!.. _ 
-, --: The table below, Figure 5-10, is ar. -- -ý- -ý Section 2.1 of the assessment 
fraiiiewurk and demonstrates how the frame'--rk -., , .- , -- filled in. Here, the assessor 
has judged that the co-operative spirit ant: as being problemarCas. 
2 
5.6 Li--, - : -l*y 
This Chapter has described the develc? -ii, 2r, L -if a new 
tee'l-mollogy transfer. with the content of existing mod&,, - ýl t -s 
observations made during me case studies and further elements in relev ! ",, rature. To 
--ake use of the framework as a praCtIcal too], it has been built Into a w,, --Izbook which is 
to be used by those involved to ewl-ý, difficulties, prior to 
ccl- - il--iing the transfer process. 
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CHAPTER SIX VALID, ', -r 3 EASEZ1, -77 --', - ARCH 
6.1 Introduction 
The pTevious Chayte--,. -Is fhe framewoex -, -iý-. s : ). ýen 
dcv, -', )-, .' and how it can 
be usec, as a practical tool in the form of a workbook. The objective -r , -'is 's to 
review the validation process. This is the testing phase of the research cycle, Mereditin et 
al (1989), it will review the validation process and report the findings -and 
reca=nendations. Evolving from this process will be proposals for future work. 
6.2 V-]*-. ----: - of the framework within a work-book 
The prMcipal drive t5or this research was to develop a framework for pre-transfer 
assessment - useable by practitioners of tec"Mology transfer. To meet Thomas and 
Tyrnon's (1982) suggestion for operational val-Li. y it must meet needs of the practitioner, 
that is, it will have to be a useable practical tool. Consequently, the method of + fvalidattion 
of the framework has been its use within the workbook, this approach places the 
framework in a working env--, ar ,,, i L. 
Hoývever, before it can be said to be robust and useful it rnust be able to withstand the 
' pur off critique from a -panel off experienced in the field oil international rig 
technology transfer a-c-ig Nvith a pa, -Ie,, of academics experienced in one or more of Lhe 
fields of the fra-meworx scope. 
I`50 
6.3 DI of ýýýI--, [ 
'idL- iesti--, I- and vaý of the framework took an 
iterative cycle - line vArith Meredith et 
al's ., -, 
39) research cycle, Figure 2-2. That is, the initial was developed 
fbig . owing the evaluatior of the literature review and case studies, tested by the a: ut. ho-. r -in a 
live enviro=ent, the findings were further reviewed and the frar, -, - -- --'ý modified and 
extended (3 cycles). It was then reviewed terr! -I University of 
Plymouth) and the feedback evaluated, the framework was t-e. i modi. -. -ýd further. Final, 
validation by an external panel of industrialists (users) and academics (experienced if, the 
field of intemational technolo, -y was carried out. The for this stage is 
reported in SeCLion 6.4. Figure 6-1 shows the stages of validation against the time-line of 
'he _- sea-, h. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
-- ------------------------------------ 
MPhil/"hD 
transfer report. 
Init; al frarriework 
Author's, le 
testing ! L1 
FlPre 6-1 Tinlelh- .. -. - i 
sub-sectiorls -WiL h-- follow. 
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6.3.1 Lh,. - th 
The first version of the workbook was developed and tested in action by 
the transfer of technologies to the Rittal plant in India. This phase was pa-, 'c-,, , -, 
as it guided the author towards a practical, useable ap roach, improving t'he rot LI; L- -, --- IP- ID -3, ý ýjj 
the framework with-owt drawing on members of the validation panel unnecessal-jiv. 
Therefore, the time of the panel could be focussed on a framework and workbook which 
had already undergone a number of cycles of the research cycle described in section 2.3. 
The live testIng by the author was on three occasions between March 1998 and January 
1999. Problems w' hich were identified included: 
1. No, all of the framework had been developed at the time of the earlier trLals and was 
therefore lacking iin scope. 
2. -No degree of difficulty against the eiements being considered. The framework did help 
týc to identify areas of difficulty but there was no priority or comparative 
importance identified. 
3. The degree olf"difficulty was originally weighted. 'Irhis proved extremely difficult to 
use even though -he author was in a position to make all necessary decisions. It was 
subsequently decided to forego the method of weighting elements and simply allow +,, he 
relative we. user the fiacility to judge for hin-JI-. ers. - --c ightings should be applied 
as the char, 9 is filled in. 
6.3.2 Internal validation 
17ollowing the physical use in a live eriv., r, ý - : i-. o-t by the but prior to validation by 
the extemal panel, the feedback validation sheet was reviewed by an internal panel of 
lecturers from the UrýiVe. rSiq of Plymouth. The p-,. -: ), )se of the imernal v", * 
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was to assess the approach of the questioning - to promote v,, '- 
involved were: V-r Jim Pearce, WEr Mike Miles and Or Chris Rý, ck "heir c- 
were evaluate--I ----, cl ir zluded in -Ziý ! )efore beir, ý7 
panel. 
6.3.3 Ex- >- -ý - 1, ý -'- ý' ý ý., 17 1 and academic pane, 
able 6-1, were drawn frorr-. experienclý' The validation panel, see d ir, 
inte-mational tecýmology transfer, andacadernics learned ino,,. -- -j 
flelds. Both 
industrialists and academics were chosen not only for the! -- i technology 
transfer but also their finternat. -Lonal involvement. 
Each member of the panel was sent a copy of the workbook (. ý1.77--dix 1) and a validation 
feedback sheet (Appendix 2). The questions on the vaficL.. I. -"- ---- --, ere to be answered 
by the panel which was designed to establish: 
1. Their experience in the field of i. -nternational technolog: 
2. The relevance of such a framework/workbook as a pre-, --; 
3. If the process was representative of the way they --ationall 
technology transfer. 
4. The clarity of the approach. 
5. Diffliculties in completing the workbook. 
6. How long did it take to COMPIC-Le the workbook. 
nework addifess the problems mos' - 7. Does the fran 
'd be improved. 8. How the framework coul 
9. If the workbook covered the element ts in suff', - -', ý, --- 
uld- 0. How the workbook co be improved. 
1. Other commenis. 
JJ 
The vc, 3- panel, Table 6- 1, consisted of industrialists and azade Lenced in 
te activities of technology transfer. 
lvlzicý --ill 
................ 
. ....... .................. ................... 
ac -L , :, -i-ýý- -- ........... ........ 
K 
. ............. ...... . ......... . .......... .-............. ... ...... ...... C- 
Schiiie - 
.......... .... . ..... . .......... ................... ........................... ............................................................. ..................................... ........... ................. .............. .......... so- 2m:. t, UK John Stewart Deve-, -ý: nent Managef - Co) ................... ............................ - ....................... ...... .............. ......... ..................... .... .......... ......................... vi TV 'Ie 
jago Cc). -. s, -r-er 
Pro 
................. .... .......... ... .... ............ ...................... ....................... /I r Lave Greein P, -: " ý' -I Z' 
d P: oc es SSIiF, 
................................... ............... .............. ....... ........ 'Dý, -ector - BSA Tools, Bý, - --'101 Tvir Steve B ri-ap I ..... ...... . ..... ...... ..... ...... . .............. ............ ............. ................... 
.... ... ... ............. .............. .............................. .............. .......... ...................... ........................ HOLA011, USA Cu 
..... ... . ..... - ................. _ ............... . .................... .......... . ..... C Lff--- %I ý: 'c. r)ri-. stin, 
USA 
............ ........................................ 
Dr 3, p r) Lr, *versky of ., is. c . ', Scýý2. ice and Tecij. loloý ....... .................. ............... .... ............. ............... . .. .... ..... . ... ............ ................. ... ... .. ..... 
I- -y of Ma -s. ý Li ýL Science and Tcc'iiY-,,, Univeý si. .... .............................. ........................ .... .... . ..... . ? rof D 3e-. -, ýtt 
... .... . ... ...... ... . ........ ......... . ... . Aston BusineEs Scnonl, UK 
. ............................ ........... ................. .......................... ...... . ..... ....... ....... . Prof 
...................... .... ...... 
.. . Warwick Univ--: s'ýv 1, K 
.................... ............... ....... .... .... .... ............... ................... .................... .................... ....................... . LTI'Rf Dý veyer 
............. 
INSEAD, Fontainoteau, France 
. ...... .......... .................. ............. ........ ... ....... ...... ........... Prof D Jo, University of Carý! '. -f, Wales 
Prof Kata, Lr, --a 
....... ............ ..... 
. ... .......... ............. ........ ..... ... ......................... -- ..... ......... - .................................................. .......... ............. .............. ........ .. Waseda University, USA 
....................... ..... ............... .... ....... ................... ................. ............... .... .. r Mýýjp ýOvic 11 ....... .... ........... - 
Glasgow Caledonian Univers. ty, UK 
- .......... -- ýII.......... ..... ..... ...... .... ........ . ....... ...................................... .......................................................... ProFNew 
.. .... 
Cr--ý--LýJc School of 
...................... ...................... ......... .. . .......... . .. . .. . .... ......... ..... . ..... 1 Prof Pisano 
...... ............... 
.. . I-- .. ... . .. .......... ... .... ... .... bulness Sýý oo,, L'11)A 
... .... ....... .... .......... .......... . iof Samh --il, v-ýrs-- of 'North., ý- ý`da, 
US!, 
... ....... ..... ................ I ........... ........... ............ Prof Teece 
.. .......... .... ..... ... 
ým,. s School of Man42, eynent, U,,. ýveTshtv of California, USA 
..... ... .... .... ..... ....... ....................... ........... I ........................................ ............. ............ --- ............. ... ...... .... .. ...... .... .. ... ..... I ... ... .. .. of D Tranfleld 
.. 
. ... .. . 
, 
ýý., 
. ........ .... .... ... . ...... 
Cvý-field School of i, - ? 11 .... .. . .. . .. . . l .... ..................... III-I............... .... Dr Vereecke .... .. ....... ... . 1 111.1 11 ... ...... I ..... ....... ............ . I'l 
... .......... ... ... . 
Vt-ý rshy of Ghe,, +,, --Bo*, t,. I. ý, . ýýof X Waqq, .... ..... .. ................... ...... ..... ....... Re 1: ý 
d'-. Universitv. B i, --51 
........................... .... .......... ........................ .... . .. . ... - Prof Boisot 
............. .......... .............. 
.. ... ...... .......... .... . ... Colleýý, e Lu, Im _K' ........... ........ .......... ... ......................... ............................ ......................... Dr Sralanski Warm, - USA 
... ...... . ....................... ..... ............ .................. ................... ... ... . .. ... ... .. .. . ..... ..... ...... oL Hardt ... ...... ..... ... . ... .... .. . . ..... MI-, ssaLI. ý--F-'tL. 'I -stitute of7eJ, --)ý--'ýzy, 
USA 
Table 6-1 
6.4 Responses 
Of the 10 industrial panel and 18 acadernic panel, only 6 industrialists and 4 acaderracs 
idation questionnaire. Prof Samli responded to e :,, .. r fhat responded by filling in the valL i X_ -ý 
he ff ad recently refffired ý_A Proir. .s no longer involved with technology transfer, Prof. New h 
Tranfic-ld felt that hisarea of expertise was too far from the heart of this work. L-, ý ýc -- with 
I-ST and Dr of Warton 
University had both Lhe letter, of request, Dr Barber of Ul"M 
asked one of their PhD st-udepAs involved with intemational techn. -cology transfe-c to 
yN 
UK 
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co--Inplg lete the questionnaire. M. - Mim- Ive replied on behalf of Dr Barbe--, - and 
Mr Jensen 
replied on lbehalf offDr Szulanski. 
6.4. '- tE! -! ý- r--s from tf-2 
here Tý, ýýc 6-4 below shows a sur, -r-r-i-y of Lhe rcF'---, nscs from the vI-'k, E, ý:, ----a panel. 'W 
pos, -*ble, the comments are ver-. D)atim of the resý However, d-u-- .. )ace restrictions 
in some cases the author has compiled a pr6cis of the comments. '"Where :,,, Is '. -., -Ls been done, 
care has been taken to ensure that, the intent of the original cormnent has not been lost. 
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6,, 1.2 Comments and recommendations 
'I., -ý-zi ponses from the partel was not good, there were sL cat the of res- 
comments from some very distinguished people who's judgement is respected 
inter -ý-, j. 
itively, most, of whom added comments based on the-Z, all respondents reported pos. Overal 
experience. Whilst there are -many positive complementary comments which gives 
j7eassurance that the frarnework meets it's objectives, it is the construC'L. VC criticis-ins and 
recom-inendw, lons which will take the framework fonvard. The following remarks are 
noted 
a "The fechno! ogy transfer is in one direction". ! Illr SchWer and Prof De Meyer. 
Orig', 1-1ý-- was that this aspect. seems tO be more associated with joint ventures 
and -, -c' -, - -: Y exchange. 
However, there was one case study at the NMUK site where "Y 
a' Lechnology was transferred from JaDan to UK, developed and sent back. Provision 
could be made Jor such occurrences. 
a "Thirdparry involvement when completing the assessment ". Mr Armstrong. 
As a procedure tO the -usefulness ofthe workbook &, is would be a usefa'- -, L. d'-'rjn. 
However, this does not necessarily help the development of the framev, 7ork itself. 
a "Suggest consideration given to government poliqy, infrastructure (power smpply), 
relative law". -Projý 
Wang. 
The type of technology covered -, -v-* -: -I* - -Ms research (that with a 
high tacit content) is 
unlikely to breach government polc. es. Nevertheless, if the framework were to be 
developed for gencrall, tecLrioilogy transfer (see further work, section 7.5) the inclusion 
of government policy could be included. Regarding lhz (povver s-, 
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some changes of machinery may present a problem in some c*, r-, 
element could also be ine"uded. 
a "Too genera4 may need customisingfor some situations ". Mr Green. 
The ftamework and workbook have been designed tO be as flexible as possible. -T -' -- 
ýfic it wou. were changed to become too specg i Id loose it's usefulness in 
applications. 
a "Too. %pecific to Rittal. It needs to be widenedt! -!!! l, -'2 ". Mr Sadlier 
This is a direCt contradiCL;. or. against Mr Gree., 's commerits. On re-checking the 
questions and- tips, il was found that, specific engineering or manufacturing references 
WCre 'W: 
o 2.2.1, SMED 
o 2.2.2, Castings/Fabrications 
* 2.2.5, DINASO Standards 
a 2.3.5,8D, Kaizen. 
a 2.3 3.9, Humidity/water 
a 2.3.5, Roll-fb=iing machinery 
Whilst roll-fonning machinery is specific to sheet rnetal production, all of the othe. -s 
are generic and applicable to many industries. It is highly probable that -VMr Sadli-, r's 
relative in experience in technology transfer has resulted in his views being C', 
towards ihe Rittal activities. 
a" Tacit knowledge is understwed ". Prqf De Meyer. 
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Tacit knowledge is referred to directly in term s of the level o IF technological 
?m Iso referred to 
in several areas Indirecady, 
in terms of: I knowledge. However, it is aý 
-Y to recelwe transfers; etc. maturity of existing technologies; capabilit 
"Expectedli-ý qfproiect. WO it he long term or a single w0jecP " ! vl, -,,, I-Irjnst; rong. I IL 
In the case of the tee-11-mology investigated in this research the life of the pToject is 
-a= resources a, ihe host recognised by the ava'LlabJity of the home resources and le ýing ý 
site. Having said this, in the context general tech-nology transfer, the suggestion is 
relevant and could be included. 
e "Wouldprefe), to include more detail. For example: trainingJacilities, trainer, people, 
etc. " Mr Schüler. 
Although the personne., side of this suggestion is covered, the physical facilities are 
not. This could be included in the framework. 
"Tolerance bard on ! he modification to the technologv, payback, etc. " Mr Armstrong 
T"llie tolerance of technology can only be decided with the individaal case 
circumstances. Philosophically sPeaking, every elernent of the framework will have a 
tolerance and each must be treated in ifs oNvp. right. ShInflarly, regarding the tolerance 
on financial questions, individual companies will have their own rules of authority. 
For instm-ce, sorne companies will insist that there is no overspend whatsoever without 
prior approval, whilst others are m- ore than happy to accept a certain amount. It is 
totally dependant upon the culture o-f the company. 
a "Aleed to include examples of other technologies, systems, etc. " Prof De Meyer. 
The examples are intended to help the person filling in the -workbook. Whilst this 
.d give a broader perspective to the -%vorkbook, it would eo for the woul 
framework. 
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"If ou put 2.3.2 7 in -writing in USA they would sue yourpants of, Wdrum ly 
The author is confident that Mr Landrarp has taken the questio. - ol of cop-text. 
However, this does pose the question ov2r act that some readers ' r, sensitive 
regions of the world may take qUeS-Lions relatirig to issues of cultun- d*. "--,, -- aces as 
being offensive. There is a sigmificant body of research relating to Ule culflUlral aspects 
't --- of international technology transfer (see section 5.3.1), and any frar--iework oT 
this ýo-oic would be lacking and incomplete. Consequently the L- --)r Is satisfed I 
despite Mr ., -, tm's misinterpretation, the aspect of cultural -'-'crences rnust stay in 
the framework. 
Although some of the comments above have relevance to the framework and could be 
included in a further development of the research, the author consIders that there is nolhing 
which fundamentally crit. 16ses the framework nor would the suggestions materially 
improve the framework if -,. -hey were to be included. Under the circurnstances, the 
framework wi I be left as it is and considered to be validated and useable. 
6.4.3 Degree of difficulty chart 
Five oL the panel retu-med the workbook co--. npletely filled in based on their experiences. 
this is not the way in which the workbook was intended to be used, pre- 
assessment as opposed to post recordi-ng, it does give a facet, of rich information. 
One of the comments Prof. De Meyer -1u. d-- was that he always seemed to score at the 
extremes - suggesting that the scale was too Ene. To assess the validitY of this 1-emark, all 
This section refers to international cultural differences and is based on the work of Hofstede (1991). 
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5 of the returned sheets have been tabulated, Table 6-5, and the scores plotted against each 
other. 
Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Prof De Meyer 12 8 1 2 1 0 4 3 4 1 
Mr Green 12 3 7 3 2 2 4 2 0 1 
Mr Brittan 1 6 5 5 6 5 3 4 0 1 
Prof Wang 3 9 12 5 2 0 3 1 1 0 
Mr Jensen 4 8 5 7 3 4 3 0 0 0 
Total: 28 26 25 15 11 7 14 10 5 3 
Average: 6.4 6.8 6 4.4 2.8 2.2 3.4 2 1 0.6 
Table 6-5 Tabulation of validation panel scores on real life technology transfer cases 
The scores reported in Table 6-5 are presented in Figure 6-2 where the frequency of the 
scores of each of the 4 panel members have been charted. 
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Figure 6-2 Graphical representation of individual assessments 
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Of the 36 categories scored, it is clear to see that Prof. De Meyer's feeling of scoring at the 
extremes was only real at the lower end of the scale. It was interesting to see that similar 
profiles were reported by both Mr Green and Prof. Wang, and to a lesser extent so did Mr 
Jensen. As stated above, a population of 5 is clearly not enough to form a theory but 4 out 
of 5 respondents recording the similar profiles certainly opens questions leading to further 
research. Showing the data collectively and plotting the average score, it can be seen in 
Figure 6-3 that there is a general tendency to score low. However, care should be 
exercised, because this trend could be due to the fact that the samples are retrospective 
scoring where many of the difficulties encountered would have been resolved during the 
actual transfer process. 
Chart of validation panel assessments of 
live use of the workbook 
14 
12 
2! 10 0 
8 0 
6 
4 
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Mr Green 
Mr Brittan 
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Figure 6-3 Graphical representation of the validation panel scores 
6.5 Summary 
This Chapter has set out to report the method of validation through the use of a panel, 
drawing on the practical experiences of both industrialists and academics. Whilst the 
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nuumber of respondents was h was pa., Llcularl,; encoura-in- 
nternationally recognised and respected. This gives signiflicant value L 
o-rocess and the author can be conEdent that the framewark has Vithstood 
critique. Many constnactive comments were received flýom the panel and these 
Issed above. Where the cc 'S were such that they wo, -. etter ii, - 
J next Chapter. A-z- work then these will be discuý; se, 
C: i--?, --r 7, 'Discussion and conclusions', will review the research as a whole looking at the 
reseaTch inethodology, development of the framework, conclusions from the vLI*J-., *ii,. -,, ---- 
future work which has emerged as a result of this research. 
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LF-7VEN DISCUSSJO', ý 
T 
7.1 1i: i 
As previously expressed in Chapter 3, the ability to quickly and c( _-, --, -ntIy 
transfer 
I. technology between international sites of a global organisation has become a critical 
competence for firm. s competing in the globall market. The capacity firms have to 
max-imise their already hard earned knowledge will ultimately decide on their future. 
Guided by the above maxim, this research has focussed on developing a pre-transfer 
assessment framework, for International technology transfer. The framework will' enable 
firms to prepare themselves prior to undertaking the arduous task off sharing knowledge in 
an international environment. The research has followed a traditional research 
methodology -,, as provided a framework, based on scholarly earni ing an' goo' ý'ty 
C 
empirical evidence collected in reputable international organisations. The developed 
frameworK has bridged the gaps identified in existing models and through the practical use 
of a workbook it has proved to be a useful contribution. 
This Chapter will discuss the research as a whole, quesI. c--. I. -,, ý. ýs to whether the research 
aims and objectives have been met, and -discusses aspects highlighted during the rcseý---cn Z-Iý 
including those ele-ments which lead to fLirther research. 
7.2Researci , 'ý: ives 
As explained in section 1.3, the aim of this research study 'wos to investigate international 
technology t-rainsfer -and determine if ffiere was a need. for a pre-transfer assessment I 
framework. In OTdCT 10 achieve this aim, t1he objectives ofthe researeb were: 
To select a suitable research methodology, appropriate for ir, -ý-- -'D 1 il pTod-ction 
operations Iý-. .,, ez-., ent. 
2. To critically review current literature relating to intem, ational technology transfer 
witilmn TVITNEs and identify gaps in current knowledge. 
3. To and evaluate case studies within -Lhree multinational o. -ganisations. 
4. To develop and validate a pre-transfer assessment frarnework. 
5. To provide practitioners of teclinnology transfer with a pre-transler assessment 
Judge where probable difficulties lie, before fýanqework which would enable fhem to -t 
the fý -- Hansfer phase begins. 
7.2.1 Research methodology 
Thie philosophical approach taken in fnis reseaTch regarding the qualitative/quantAve 
debaze was based ic)n the nature of the subject, operations managemer-ft (Meredith et al 
(1989), and fhe decision taken was to follow the qualitative approach. The case studies at 
Rit, qal, ALSTOM Power and Nissar, Motors UK have all lent ffiernselves to the In 
longi. U, "r. LI studies af), )rclý)--iate for understanding a process such as international 
tec-111mology transfer, an approach which McCutcheon and Meredeth (1993) strongly 
support as a rigorous research method. However, qualitative case studies are inevitably a 
live means of capturing data. The researcher decides )Vhat to look at and vihat to subject 
ignore, what to recom and what not, and so on ýKaplan, 1996). Although the phenomena 
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is studied in its 'natural' environment ... clearly real world, ... completecd over time and 
not a snapshot it allows a greater Understanding, howeVeT, it C i-ý ' 11-11ill et al, 
. ess, if the researcher has been tempered to the cont, -XL ol'dit study 
by the 1999). -Neverthel. 
I biases, then the effects of subjectivity should be Eterature and has recognised potential 
minimised. 
In summary, the philosophical approach to the research is well supported by learned 
researchers. However, the author has been in rnany cases within the Ritual organisation 
extremely close to the transfe. r- process and it is possible that despite all' efforts to take a 
neutral, view, some of the observations may well have been tainted. 
When carrying out research which includes an international context, geographically distant 
sites are physically demanding for the researcher and ift is 
difficult to revisit a s-; ',, e when a 
recap on information or progress status is needed. From a research perspective, the author 
has been ir, a particularly advantageous position in so much that through his Job he has had Cý -- 
the Iflacility to regularly revisit sites which in most other research cases would have been 
cost pro; 1-1" t*ve. Consequently, despite the difficulties, a considerab'-e I-ar-lber of site visits 
have beei. achieved and a high quality of data recorded. 
7.2.2 Literature review 
To provide a solid foundation for the research, a thorough literature review was carried out 
'--i more Than 170 references. The st. -, iýý, 'Lire ý-f literature review is 
preseýite-- La Figure 7-1 which shows the focus from gobal compn-veness through to the 
in existing Knowledge -a pre-transfer assessment 
framework for intemationa- gap 
technology transfer. 
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G)Gbfdl Competitiveness 
S::,,,, -gic Issues 
fvhý, a al ý il-qpfiscs coý Pýý 
I"C, 
Technology Transfer 
Mod ei s 
Figure "7-1 Gm. .ýc. )' representation of tne research focus (previously shown 
in C 
-- .- ýr. ý-) 
Particialar attention was given to the International context of a company along with vhe 
importance of the management of it's intellectUal assets in the form of tacit knowledge. 
he review presented evidence that there is not only a need for a pre-transfer assessment 
tool but also that existing modc. s -,. A sc, me way short of satisfying this requirement. The 
exposed gap in knowledge has demonstrated a need for this research. 2: 1 
Previous authors of iechnology transfer models and subjects closely related to it -have 
provided an excellent structure to build a suitable framework which satisfies the g4) in 
existing knowledge. 
7.2.3 Case studies 
Following the basis fonned by the literature review the next, research objective was to 
investigate týsee case study companies R: rLal, A-, LSTO'N4 Power and "Nlissan Motors UK, 
The purpose of these was to provide an empirical contribution to ., ew ----. ---Xwork. 
Data was collected over an extendeCl r)er;. od of more than 5 years, satisfying Easte-, -'-', y- 
Smith et al's (1991) suggestion that in depth longitudinal case studies are approt-,, 111- 
i 14c) 
management processes such as interriatioL,. - ,yt,,,:; Sfer. 
The contribut! on gathered frOM the case study companies was rich in cý -- ,ý 
due to the 
tn. -- .. --., or-ational operat'llons and seniority of the 
interviewee from each of the of each 
firms. Adrditionally, týlc companies studied are major mLilti-million pound organisations 
operating across different continents where cultural and operational differences are vast. 
-, ons towards ffic new frarriework extremely valuable and These factors made the c, -)at: *ý` 
have helped to provide a level of robustness to it. 
7.2.4 Development and validation of a pre-transfer assessmeni: 
Due to the popular support of the generic model (Figure 5-2-1) by many authors, including 
Aharoni (1991) and Behrm an and Wallender (1976), the new pre-transfer framework was 
formed around it. The relevant components of other models were included along with the 
content gained from the case studies. Following several progressions of the research cycle, 
-I complet rk was Meredith et at (1989), in a live environment, a detailelý Le framewo 
developed. 
The validation, or -'LeStirýg, of the framework was carried out by inviti Mg a mixed panel of 
academics and industrialists, experienced in international technology transfer to review the 
framework when used within a pre-transfer assessment workbook. The respondents all 
gave positive feed back with sonne construct. ve recommendations. Conrtr 
framework meets its fundamental objectives: 
a It is a real contribution to knowledge 
e it is truly uselFul and useable to practitioners - It has operational v,. il ý 1"y 
ýThomas and Tymor-, 1982). 
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7.222-5 Workbook 
.i objective of the research was to provide practitioners of teclulY -z'. llsfCr with 
a pre-transfer assessment ftamework which would c-niable them to judge ,, ihere probable 
Iti, _Ie transfer phase 
begins. -11-his has been done by using the I He, before tl difficui I es I 
fiýamework .ý-*i workbook. The workbook was developed by using the fran. ework as 
the basis for series of questions which prompt the user toc judge the potential difficulty of r 
each aspect o-fthe framework, 
Through the question section of the workbook, a 1'. -iL is developed between the framework 
art- ý-, -ser. This places the frarnework in a useable enviromment wid satisfies the 
objective, meeting Thomas and Tynan's (1982) requirement for a useable solution. 
7.2.6 Summary 
Ir 
lhe above sections have clearly demonstrated that the objectiuves of , --search project 
have b10 een met by the development of a useable fratnework whichwas, validated by both 
industrial and academic practitioners. 
7.3 C -: to knowledge 
This research has critiqued current models and frarn- evvorks for In -, :, ', -1 
A tecý, nology 
transfer and has highlighted the gap in current knowýedge -a pre-transfer assessment C, 
framework for intra firm use. The technologies investigated are those with a high, tacit 
content, -namely: 
1. The generic technologies or best practices which firmis use in particular ways to 
ir: ýý, ove their competitive capabilities. 
2. TI he specific ways which firms produce their products which again help to achieve their 
competitive capabilities. 
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:o lu 'edge is the development of the new werkthatnot T'he author's cc, rýý c, . -i ýý -nowt 
only include elemei-, Ls not contained i-n previous model Is and fram, -,, works, h also 
incorporates two extra dimensions to the inter-site enviro. ment: the corpoTatte and global L 
envzonments. This work is provides practitioners of ýccý-nology 
transfer with a conceptual framework that can be applied by means of the workbook. 
7.4 Future work 
The aim of this research was to develop a framework that would assist practitioners of 
internWtional technology transfer during the pre-trarisfer assessment stage of the process. 
Whils: L fhe new framework has improved -understanding of the transfer process and 
conseqýuentiaHly the ability to pre-judge potential difficulties, the research investigation has 
revealed facets whereby further research would extend the breadth of knowledge relating 
t .0 internatic tec--iLc ý -)jzy transfer. 
There are 4 areas where this research leads to further work: 
a The importance of face to face -meetings 
9 The scoring system off the workbook questionnaire. 
The possible use of ar. cicctronic workbook. 
* Further development. of the lftamewo-rk fOT use as a general framework for 
manufacturing transfer. 
These aspects are discussed in the following sub-sections: 
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7.4.1 Face to face meetings 
e of face to lighted in the literature review was the signi An importarn point high, 
face' contact. Teece (1981a) e--rnpnasses the Mpo. -tance of this aspect ransterring 
the know-how is carried m people's heads. The technologies, as a significam arnount of 
importance of face to facce contact during the transfer phase is also recognia I by: 0 
1. Wang (i 994) who riot only reports the irc for quality of transfer but also the 
loma term cost benefits. 
.n 2. Cross and Baird (2000) who report that individuals are 5 times rnore likely to gaý 
knowledo, c from o-thers rather than turning to codified data. Cý 
In a similar context, Mr Arrp. strong, during the valiclationprocess, highlighted the desire to 
include face to face conTacIt between the home and host when completing the workbook. 
To ensure that there are clear understandings betweeri both parties from the start, 
differences resolved and that both are aware of the issues ahead and both have ... bought 
into" the project. 
I he rý- i lal difference between the two points made albove is: 
Co I- Iring the transfer phase. 
The facility for 'face to fac, -itact QU 
2. The facility for 'face to face' contact during the assessment phase. 
Clearly both. are important to the success of a transfer project. Although, the first is 
important regarding the transfer oi t knowledge, and the second is important regarding ftaci. Z: > 
co c, -, eit of the home and host sites. 
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7.4.2 Scoring system 
Sectioin 6.4.3 reported on the 'deg; ree of difficulty chart' as filled in by soine of the 
validation panel. The first aspect of this is the scale proposed by Itý I- 10. Proff. 
De Meyer reported that he felt that he was scoring towards the extrernes of the scale and 
himself proposed a "IfIner scale of I- 7A However, when the scores he made were plotted 
graphically, it became evide7' -Iat'-Iiis extreme scores were only at the lower end of the 
scale. Similarly, Mr Green and Prof Wang scored with similar profiles. 
With 3 out of the 5 people who filled in the chart showing alike trends, ihe author feels that 
further research should be followed from these results providing the opportunity to make 
thils element of such systems more robust. 
iables which cou. d influence the trend would include: A s-n-ta, ., -nber of the var, 
1. Range of the scale. 
2. Commonality of fhe difficulties encountered. (This has not beer. carried out due to 'the 
unavailability of detailed infonnation about the background of the cases. ) 
3. Type of technology. 
4. Countries cultural issues; language issues; etc. 
5. Tendency to score high o. r low as a natirral pheno-t-nerion of the assessor. 
These aspects may be minimised if it is the same experienced person assessing a project 
and carryi. -Lig out the transfer. It would become far rnore of an issue if one person was 
assessing a project with little experience and someone else is carry-ing out the transfer 
process. 
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7.4.3 Elec,, - * ý- v [-'-ýzaook 
When considering the . -. a--,,. -. od of c-.. -. -i 1--, 
'. --!, -, g ihe workbook in a live Sl -L-[ý'Jrl the aufhor 
decided t1hat a manual system would be best suited over an eectronic version. The reasons 
for this were: 
1. The information to be collected may take the transferor around diffferent parts of the 
ly site gL. t--e--'ng inform, ation from different people. The manuall workbook is eash 
carried. Although, considering the rate of prog. ress in the computer industry on such 
products as palm-tops, this may well change within a few years. 
2. The author believes that when an individual fills in a document themselves, he or she 
has an am ount of commitment or 'buy in' towards the information they have written 
themselves. 
Sections can be copied or roughed out easily. 
4. As part of a PhD investigation, the paper workbook fits into the thesis and makes 
reading easier. 
However, it is possible that in some circumstances, an electronic -, -ýrsion could be 
_p 
-ýýl, t he user an' developed. Pre-programmed tips for certain technologies could - C. 
statistical historic data could be drawn on to help with the decision making. Areas s, i -- -i as 
natural enviro=ental information could be stored about ocations worid wide which 
Ele time spent collecting data. 
in reality, an electronic workbook would probably take a considerable amount of time to 
develoD and ever, then would be dependent upon the transferor having possession of or 
access to q suitable portable computer. 
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7.4.4 Possible use for general technology transfer 
Manufacturing processes have been transferred intemationaily since the industrial 
revolu-tion but, in more recen'. Limes the activity has beco. -, -. e dynamic and frequent 
(Jeremy, 1992). Amongst the wealth of jilerature relating to the generm SUbjCCIL Of I-I 
LeClIM010gy transfer' include: international, -m, joint venture, se-. -"Anocked down, 
completely knocked down, exchange, etc. and has been the subject of much scholarly 
3f"y research over the past 10 years. Consequently, the focus o' mach research has generall 
been onto the transfer of manufacturing processes. 
Whilst ' this research has focused on the intra-firm transfer of technologies which are central ýD 
to their own competitive capabillitles, or their own best practices, the framework could be 
developed further for use as a general fram ework which could be used for the transfer of 
manuf7actur. mg. Clea. -ly are elements which would need to be included such as those 
highlighteCt by Prof. Wong in her validation response such as goverment policies, power I 
supplies, etc. 
7.5 
Having esll;.. -)I. *s. nýd that the aims and objectives of lhe , esearrh have been met, thl 1 is section 
of the Chapter will evaluate the practical and theoretical implications fýom the research 
Ah'the dichotomies encountered. along w 
7.5.1 Pr, ý- -'- I -*. - -, -, -* ý' ,- 
lhe framework in itself can guide the user the characteristics facing an 
. ational tech. -nology transfer project. However, this work has sought to take the intem 0 
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F ýýher by building into the heart of a workbook whereby p--. fýamework can use 
the Endings r-search Inap onlatiewaY. 1 ra C 
-n. of the develc-rnent of the fra -nework, author has used the workbook in a live As p& 
-'ý -I -1.1 '--1 carrying out tLe -. -L-ý. -s 
job. Additionally, , enviromnentwhic as 
vu. id-ation process, 5 members of the panel ---I--d the workbook based on 
practical experiences. The workbook is in a useable format for further practitio. -Lie. -s. 
7.5.2 Theoretical 
.jýi . '' i-). As 
I -he new framework has been built on a foundatio. -a of existing knowledge, and developed 
further by the addition of aspects observed through the case studies. As a research project 
i It has highlighted 4 further research possibilities: 
a The importance of face to face meetings 
o The scoring system of the workbook question-naire. 
a The possible use of an electronic workbook. 
a Further development of the fram ework for use as a general framework for 
manufacturing transfer. 
This has satisfied the expected contribution. from a research project which is to provide 
openings for new research. 
7.5.3 - ,,, -",, s 
There are 3 dichotomies klentified throughout the research which need expanding on: 
The first e. ichotomy is that' etween tact and codified knowledge. It has been ciearly 
demons,:. ý, ý, 2- within Chapter 3 thw, knowledge is far easier to transfer than 
LaCit It nowledge. This is a critical aspect, of this research, in so much th-at the type of 
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tech-nology being considered is that which firms Inave honed into their own best 
advantage. It must loo recognised that this Lnowledgp- is what is behng transferred. 
Consequentgy, it is deeply tacit and largely catried in the heads of the employees. I 
Transferors that can convert tacit knowledge into codified knowledgiý- through videos, zD 
photographs, etc. will have far more chance of success. 
2. The second C1z'tý, -Dr-y is that of the home and host site. Cultural differences can afkEect 
a smooth transfer through bofn (i') imemational cultural difference critiqued in Chapter 
*) a 'not invenied here' mentality as reported from the Nissan Motors UK case 5 and (H 
study. These are very difficult obstructions to overcome, particularly where there are 
literally L, ý., Areds of scenarios that can exist, depending on the natl, -, --ilýdty and cu. 
ItUlre 
of the home and host sittes. Consequently, the mariagement of each situation must be 
dealt with in its own right. 
3. The third dichotomy recognised in this research is that between the head office of an 
organisation and the individual daughter companies. In a'-'- [. -ý%-, e case studies there was 
frequent reference tc) the 'head office', which in most circumstances was in a 
controlling or directional sense. Nevertheý . ess, it was not difficult to identify a slight 
ýsc -le ýat to 
being told what to do and then report (and be measured) against it. TI his 
characteristic of M-N. lEs was reported in section 3.3.1 where Birkenshaw & Hood 
(200 1 .) suggest that as VINEs grow, they like to think for themselves. However, as 
markets charige and commercial viability threatens, many TvfNEs tun, back to the C, 
parent company for financial support, and transfer of business from other regions. 
Ir -plicit ir, this dichotomy and closely linked to ffie second is the recognition t, pi ftat must 
be given to the pýtý2 -iL company's behaviour towards the overseas 
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subsidiaries (Lau amd Ngo, 2001). Under these circumstances, a feal love/hate' 
relationship can deve-lop between the parent/da-ughtter companies. 
77.6 Summary 
This --ias challenged the success of the research -project --risuring that the 
fundamental alms and objectives outlined in Chapter II were met. The research objectives 
y of the work, recommendations for fat-ure work were reviewed along with the originalit. 
and overall conclusions which discussed a number off- dichotomies highlighted during the 
research. 
The author is satisfied thc. -- Elý, ougl h the development of the new framework for 
international tecýxiology transfer ýhe ainis and objectives have been met. An originall, 
useable contribution to knowledge has been made and avenues for further research 
investigation have been identified. 
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i. GUID-PLINES 
I. f,,. II, I 
F=ýr -,;, 
- 
fc. 
.Irr, 
"II 
The purpose of this workbook E* --. e o is to ., -L -ýsfer of , )-y betwe-: -. manufacturing sites of a e_terprise. It is 
-. at it will b-- used as a too! where 
-, --i. es are trying to improve tli, -* ". s. 
The ty e of technologies be-*-,, -, cmsicLere-Ii :. -L- -. )se ---e key to .PI 
achieving the c(, e. Itive cLv,, 'ý L_*ý,. ýs. T: -., ti is, -not tiýe 
machinery (piant' , 
he 
-, L, 
but the 'N, ay' the .... achinery 
is 
used or the produc-. manufL, et-tred. The technologies in question 
will typically be those thal L. '. ý) to flexibility, quality delivery/Ilead-times, cost otc. Fundamentally, the 
technology transfer is a for the technological 
k-nowledge gained with.: r one part of a r. -I L. Itinat ionall enterprise 
(M-NE) and sharing it -vvithin Other sites of the corporation. 
The users of the framework will predominantly be those persons 
responsible for assessing: 
s The necessary resources required to ensure a smooth and 
successful trans fer. 
he difficulties that are likely to be encountered during the 
transfer process. 
"I he intention is to give an overall representation of the situation 
visually highlighting the problem areas to the transferor. 
OK 
The workbook, represented in Fig-are 1, is constructed in three 
major sections: 
Describing the sý,,!. ý_A components of the pre- 
incluI., L-2 ýre-transfer assessment 
w--iicri the assessment is based. 
A se-'-L, -j_. estions whIch the assessor 
-s, -. rýý of ans. ý_: C.:,, 6 --zalty for each element of the 
technology -, rocess. The assessor co-nsiders the 
obstac-,, s wh, -ii--, : i_- '. -ixa-TvfTNE, corporate and external 
env, A --r s,, ccess of the transfer. Degre, - ý2'ý,:. j C iý_ -ou ý I-o, t sheet to ch L L_ e rated u degrees asL--ssed in section 2. This , '. g've a 
visua- ý2, _-), -, sentation of the overa, I Ff. IcL. Ities 1ý`ng the trans. 1_1-rc,,. 
2 SEephin Hobbs 
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------- ------ - 
Figure 1 Vork-book 
1.3 71-, ' F -'i, F SSSOR 
it is anticipated that the person carrying out the assessment will 
ite, the host site and the have fhe ability to assess the home s9 
trarnsfer process, along with having: 
aA tharough knowledge o- ý-, technology being transfe. -. ed. 
A thorough knowledge of the Operations of the host site, 
particulailly thw area in which the technology will be 
applied. 
It is possible that the assessor will be a prqject manager fror-a the 
home site, host sitcor from corporate headquarters. 
1.4 n. '3 . -i 
1', is assumed in the text below vihl be someone 
who has experience of the of the h'), st 
S*te. in some c--7ci. -, -j7st-arces '., re - 'sferor' De more 
Ih -. J )erson or a in many ýL,,, L-ces Lssessor a. 
, ror will be the sarne person. 
-i 
t5 THE . tCTL 
' STRATEGY 
A key element of fýamework is the of the 
tedmology. That' is, --ýe Assesswr shouiQ 
know ý, --ýd the iwýertnational mamla:, turing strat, ýýgy whicl- tile 
managý'-mcnt of the company's international factory nework. 
1.6 THE " -3-C -,: ,,, "I" ý -1 1-7) 
Gy 
The types of -,. ogies which the 
hamework has beeln 
developed to transfer are those which are firm specific, that is, 
technologies embedded ir. the processes, product and personne'll. 
They can include: 
The application of stwidard techniques practices such 
as Statis, tical Process Control, Kanbu-a, -sed in ways 
which are particular to the company. 
Methods of producing a product which is unique to the 
c. ompany. That is, the way machinery and plant is ufflised 
to xoducts in a way that, makes them to 
Pers,, )Imel embodied activities such as "process tweaking", 
knack", Problem finding and problem solving. 
-. iz)se involving, individual's know how. 
The technological knowledge described above is f-hat which is held 
in the heads of the employees. It is firm, specific, not easily 
codified and involves significant tacit knowledge. 
'SFER ASS 
The frarnework is based, on an 'MINE global corporation 
transferring echnolo gy to anc, her MINE. . --at 
is any TN- ^. -F, c1l, --. 
be 
either the home or the host site receivin,, -. --so 
car. be very c,, I: ýi; ý: 'e-Aed, k: Fig-. .ý2 represe. As the 
various ces t can occi --r! of 
i, -i a 
global cor:., c,, -ation )sfer techmology betweiý. ý themselves. The 
fIrSt SeqUenCe (bllle' ) represents a situation where the technology is 
transferred one -I'ýer another. The second (gree-n) represents a 
-rred to thi. - S'tes all situation whe: _- _, -. 2 -oc'--talogy 
is trans'. 
at once. is a corrbýný. -_'on where i.. e echfiolojzy 
is transferzl, ý to the seco,,,, ýýi s. le and ail tog, ý, her to the 
rest. 
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Figure 2 Variations of Technology Transfer Sequences 
The example shown above in Figure 2 shows a situation with an 
example with only 5 sites. Even with only this small number of 
sites in the network, Figure 3 shows the possible complexities that 
can occur. 
lfý .- 
it 
AWRL 
Figure 3 Home/Host relationships 
The pre-transfer assessment questionnaire that follows is 
constructed from the framework shown, Figure 4. The framework 
encompasses three environments: 
1. Intra Multinational Enterprise Environment (blue background). 
This area includes the influences that affect the technology 
transfer process between the home and host sites. 
Stephen Hobbs 
2. Corporate Environment (green background). This area includes 
the relationship between the corporate headquarters and the 
daughter manufacturing sites. 
3. Global Competitive Environment (tan background). This area 
respects the aspects that affect the need for the MNEs to 
maximise their competitive capabilities - changing customer 
requirements. 
Global 
Environment 
Corporate 
Environment 
EXTERNAL FORCES 
- Alignment with strategic needs 
- Review - manufacturing strategy 
- Modification to suit market chani 
Availability of home resources 
Experience of the home site 
Co-operative spirit 
Training requirements and methods 
Follow up support 
Learning curve 
Willingness/C. o-operative spirit 
International cultural differences 
Timeliness/cutbacks 
Capability to receive 
Corrective action loop 
Measurement of starting point 
Location of application 
Learning resources 
Environment 
Supplier Infrastructure 
TECý 
ýOLOGY 
I 
HOST HOME T-R-ANSFER PIRDWCESS 
* *- 
Alignment with current systems 
Modification to the technology 
Documentation - drawings 
Documentation - procedures 
Documentation - specifications 
Maturity of existing technologies 
Pilot project 
Everyday language 
Technical language 
Communication links 
Level of technological knowiedg, 
Feedback 
Figure 4 Pre-Transfer Assessment Framework 
6 Stephen Hobbs 
FR ASSE-31"' 
The pre-transfer assessment framework is based on three mzýjor 
envirc)=ents: 
1. The WINE Environment wlý'--': t is further broken down between: 
lome Site - (Týý -- F 
I -f ecnr 'Fransfer Process aný-' . 010gy C'uac+2--ý-,, s 
Host Site - (The Recipient' ) 
2. The Corporate Environnnent - the level,; 'r, ', i Le MNEs 
operate. 
mvirorment w. ffiin which the corporation I The Global Eu 
competes in the market. 
To enable the assessor to create a visual representation oIC the 
difficulties ahead, (see Figure 6 at the end of the questic) aire) an 
indicator rating is used. The guidelines below suggest ,--`g that 
can be used. Please n, . ýe 
"at the assessment is ra-ig "-. e Itgree of 
... ndicators 
below are fo; g---nce only. DIFFICULTY. TI-ic 7' IL 
Proposed r-., , -)f -I'l7z- 
Ity: 
Where the conditions being assessed would yield such 
answers as No, Poor, Difficult, Bad, etc. The assessor 
shouid score high, e. g. 9 or 10. 
Where the conditions being assessed would ylielid such 
answers as Yes, Good, Easy, Straightforward, ette. The 
assessor should score low, e. g. I or 2. 
Where the assessor feels that the answer should bee 
somewhere in. between then clearly an appropriate score 
should reflect the assessed situation. 
Following t1he assessment, of eýh sect'm, the 'Score' sho-ld be 
-transferred tO the 'Degree ol E*-' ýu,,. y Figure 6, to 
the exampff -will - -ov -,; e the shown below (see ir-, -. 'his I 
assess visual represerl roblern s. 
f Secý_'ý)n 2.1 E: -ýaiý_IA%-: T.: ý table below, Figure 5. is a_-i example o. 
of the _ssessment framework and --I-- '-' '[- ' is-rates how the frL-r_ewcrk 
should be ffilled in, Here, the assesýDr has Judged that _ý-' co- 
operative spirit and traimng are forecast as being problem areas. 
7 Stephen Hobbs 
291 10 Score 
Horne 
........... . ........... ...... .... ........ . ........ ............. .......... 
i 2.1.1 Availability of Home Resources i 3 
................... . ...... ....... .... ....... . ...... ............. 1 2.1.? Experience of mc Home Site 
........... 
77 
... ....... .... ....... .. 7. 
2.1.3 Co-operative Spirit 
........ ....... ... ..................... ....... .... .... .......... ... .......... ......... . 4- 9 keq'ts and Methods 
............ ............ ........... .......... . ......... .. 2.1.5 Fc.. jw lap Support 
. .......... ......... ........ . ........... ........... ........... 2. i. 6 Learning urve 
........... ............ ........... ............ ....... ....... ...... . ...... . ......... ........... ...... ..... 
Figure 5 Ex-r.. -: an 
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%-RASS E'-S, S,, 'v I -, 'ý T ESTIONNTAIRE 2. PRE-TRAN ,F NN 
tIIIý 11 -1 
2.1.1 Availability of Home lRate the availability olLthee necessary home resources to 
Resources --ndertake the technology Irans. er, 
Tip: Home resources would inc! ude not only the 
ca , paciry of 
the transferor to be awayfrom the home site 
but also the capach, ýv around the traj-.,, `--ror, such as 
hislher department, to operate whilst the 
transferor is undertaking the technolokl -, -7nsjlýr. 
: )f Difficulty: Score Ilow where home 
ies, - ., es are readily available. 
Score: 
2.1.2 Experience of the Home Rate the experience that the home site has with 
it S -e technology transfers. 
Tip: The technology in question may be different to any 
which may have been recei . ved by the host site before, 
7 but it is possible that previous experience -will prepare 
the hostwhat to exnect. 
ii of 1ý Score high where the home site 
h, s Attle expen', ce. 
Score: 
9 Stephen Hobbs 
2.1.3 Co-operative Spirit Rate the co--.,.,. ýerntive spirit -, v-. f. *: j rý. sfer 
carry oL. - r-, 
- O's ý ý, -- ,t site? 
-o -,, *, ý, J -, In ý`- -, s, 7'e may be 
Tip: Co perative sýJ 
icw; -where i ? -esmli, -,, ýy mzýy 
have site. 
'nology 
Ig S;, to 
--w Ine workjrom ii.! job 
Where the co-operative spirit is 
hiz, sc 3re low. -n 
Score: 
2.1., e: -TE. ýning Requirements Rate the quality/quantity of formal training for the 
transfer/introduction of this particular technology within 
the home site? 
-,; ore low saining 
pf -aý mes ar in .-, ý-e 
Score: 
2.1.5 Follow-up Ratz visits for folilow-up support, 
ý'rea ,., s not cssess', availabililtv of t, o 
5ut the 
visits to the hoýý,., 0 ct "ried out 
a reasonable amount t ? ntatio, 
that Progress can he n. v, . 
ý. -oret. ' and t,? cessary action 
taken. 
Sc'ore low where follow-up 
vi,, * s- --r-requ. s iort after the initial transfer. 
Score: 
io 
This section relates to the tech; -Dýc. -. being 2.1.6 Learning 'Curve 
carried out in m,, --mction with the 
to "'-ýe :. ost site WiA, -)e -r' tes 
ýc :. i Lion, in ser,, ý6 k Vý7ý 
(s;,, 
F,,, ýre 2). 
Rate !, --e ýe will receive 
fr C'-I, tin o-- does 
the tecý --, --, y ýe, Tý,: St r 
Tip: The impiemvlcl-'*--n costs W. ý,, ý c, z 
site is early in the se. -(,, ence. The 
technologv wili be hl, ýher if eawly. 
Scenarios to consider: 
* I-Jigh Cos! Savings, High Cost o, ', -iplementution 
* High Cost Savings, Low Cost ý11 . --mientation 
* Low Cost Savingsý High Costof p"ementation 
Low Cost Savings, Low Cost ofImplememation 
Where the costs outwelgh the 
savi., -rs over time-scale - score high. 
Whe, e Ie savl,. gs &_i ieigh the costs - score lo-w. 
Score: 
2.2 
Techn 
2.2.1, Alignment with Cu, rrent R-, --Ic ýow well the technology in question complements 
Systems D -r cchnologies at the host site? 
T. -,: tf the host site is operating in a market where 
J,, '2:.: bility is a necessary competence and has a! ready 
single ininute Wroduced such as 
exchange o:, -, " dies" 'SAfED,,, then the Introduction of 
ýtotal productive maintenance' is also lik-ely to 
compLement the necessaty competence. 
Score for good alignment. 
Sco--e: 
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2.2.2 ý., Ioý, Jflcat, or, to the Rate the 'fl-C of the tech,. (- ogy in th-ý Zý proven at 
the home site or does Iýr. 1- -_ : )be modi 'Le. for the host. 
Tip: Procedures i viLl techniques used to machine large 
c.!.; tings will be si to those vse-,! achine large 
, ýer it j U: ý IS -it . 2chniques 
, pow-lo,, si 
ilar in to mochb,,,? small com ,,,, sed ý 
shape, will help iije-fortner. 
of Score low If the 'fit' of the 
I-ec--. )Ic)gyisg, -, c)-, ý. -. - -eeds 
little modification. 
Score: 
Documerrýation The next three sections are of part, 'uportance 
where the transferor will not be atteii"i, -- uie host site 
for extended periods. 
2.2.3 Dc OL. M a. r. lation -CE -77S Rate the availability of d--ý- wings t will help the 
smooth transfer of ' the -,,, 9 1, I-ly - 
Tip: Where drawings do not exist, consider if they be 
produced easily or if other methods he used such as 
photographs or videos. 
Degný, ýý o7 Score . 0', v where drawings are 
sL. . -, . -and 
sco. -e: 
2.2.1". D: )3. umentafion - Rate tqe availability of written procedures describing 
P ro cEfes thie operation of the technology? 
Tip: Where good guality procedures do not exist, 
consider ýfthey can be easily written. for the operation 
of the technology or can the procedures be described 
more easily through the use ofphotographs or videos? 
Dec rý- ý:,,: Score low w1here procedures are 
. -... -. d available. 
secife: 
12 Stephen Flobbs 
2.2.5 ýL.,, -c-rnantation - Rate the availabillity of relevant specif 
7ip: This may refer to intra-compa. T., agreements, 
corporate purchusing arrangements or XNVISO 
standards 
Score low where all 
., ý.,. y available or not -necessary. 
Score: 
2.2.5 ýj e --ý+Y of 
Existing Have similar or technologies been 
and Best embedded and have o--ey ýeached maturity to the extent 
Practices that the host site is co,. -, ýetent with their ariplication? 
Tip: Sorne technolOgies take a long period to master, 
such as roll-forming sheet steel into complex profiles. 
Although the machinery could be used to produce 
several different sections, without a thorough k-nowledge 
(and experience) ofthe technologY by the operatcrs 
engineers, it is likely to take a long time and a Lot o. 1 
expense to produce new or di e , 
ffýrentprojfll s. 
Of Score low where existing 
tec Dlogies ar -. s, and mature in,,, he ýhost site. 
Score: 
2.2.7 Pilot Project Rate -the credibility that +he pilot project wi. 1 have. 
Tip: J7ýere the of the Mchiology may be 
y to be lmpj, 19 achieve 
providng adequate Ibr 
further 
(,,.,., ions, That is, not too easy resoNing a 
Problem has been well known throughout the 
Com'VaW. 
Degree of Difflc--,. ý Score low where the pilot 
project is suitable &. Iý" ý-, piopnate- 
Score: 
13 slepher'. Pobbs 
ation 
2.2.8 Everyday Larj., -ia: a 
Rate the fluency of eveTyday language between +the 
transferor and the host site. 
Tip: Consider whet, "., e., e. -,.,? es of the host site 
and the transferor speak a com- ., ? vvyday 
language, 
or at least, do those spe,! k a to such a 
'evel that compreh?,,., s not an iss, ý-e. 
-'ýýr-ree of Score low W"z---z is Also -. ue. ney is low, c,. tý, 
he require.,. -, ýs o 72.2.9 ; %4 W also 1ý- 
scm-e: 
2.2.9 Tec. hnical Language Rate -,,, -iuency of the technological language between the 
transferoi and the host site. 
Tip: Consider whether the employees of the host site 
and the transferor both speak a common scientilic 
language (technologicalterminolOgy) so there is no IlOss 
of understanding during the technology transfer. 
Degree of Score low where fluency is 
high. 
Score: 
2.2.10 Links Rate th-- cý_=, unication Iiras and the ease for the host 
site to c :, -, ct le home site or trarisferor? 
Tip: PoiPts to consider include. - 
Time di. 9erences such that special communication 
times or lin. ýs : wre necessary 
The reiiaJ". ', ', IY of land-line Imobile te, 'ephones, fox, 
e-mail, vicie - con/erenclipig, etc. to discussion 
andlor present a prýý blemlsolution vis 
I. 1ý ZY: Score low where 
-ýe easy. 
Score: 
14 Stepher, ýIobbs 
-1 11 2.2.1 1 Level of Technological 
: 1"noviledge 
2.3 
-1 
Rate the level, of knowledge that the -c-e site has 
relating to the technology. 
, pý-c, --ess 
4 hec, v, ý, vdependent on experience of ! ý, a IS 
v, . L-, -ai ors, c,, -vv -ocedures - the 
knawledge 
be -,,., g -, av. 
7, 'C cit, the;,, !.,., e process will he d.; "! cult not 
Z- the home site but aL "Icult to 
Ce host site. 
: "r : t:: 
* Ignorance. Sc - 
ore 
* Awareness exists but no knowledge o-L 
E, - 
how to use it. Tacit. 
* I he variables car. be measuredhArrilten. 
* Variables can be conTrolled/documented. 
* Process capab.:, 'ty - manuals. Variables 
can be con - 
LJ ', v. th precision. 
* Process characýýrisation (know how). 
* Know why. 
* Complete knowledge. 
Score 
Low 
Score: 
2.3.1 
--ý j--ness 
I Co- Rate the host sites willingness and positive attitude 
toward s the transfer and the receipt of the new 
technology into their site? 
Tip: Difficulties may arise where a 'noi, Irvented here' 
attitude exists, or where the employees ojfthe host site 
are extremely proud and resist solutions provided to 
them Iy a visitc-. 
Where the willingness/co- 
opera, s, --. ý is poor, score high. 
score: 
15 Stephen, Hobbs 
2.3.2 International Cultural Rate the efilect of ffie --r--, nees 
betwe-n t ne and host s- . -, Dr 
Tip: Consider the-'*-Ilowing: 
ýce. The ex! -, n! to 7 Dower s 
n de r_ý ý' - ý! g, - 6--- ---ý ý) and 
co,;. sultative 4-__; vrocjch s!.. as U Germayty, 
- the Holland Denmark and R---j- c Qj Ireland 01 
centradised T*3rarch; Cal sn-.,!. -tures pnýferred in 
F 
Sell care and 
i, at 
' )e"- versý-,,, a 
tig, '- , ramework oj' 
interaeper, 
rewards (,., i ý! 
d a 1-ased on 
", nd and mutual bej. z, as U, 'i, 
Denmark, co.. ýpared with c,:! tures such 
as Portugal, Greece, -hfatv, most 
Asian, 
Pacific Rim and South American countries where 
employees expect the company to look after them in 
exchangefor IQvally-. 
-'-'.. 
-'-.. 
Une-FetWnbje. Macho cultures such as UK, 
US, Austria, ltaýy, Japan and Switzeri'and with 
assertive, performance driven individuals conipare'4 
with Scandinavia and the Netherlands where people 
valme traits such as caringfor others 
Uncen. 
- 
How far the people fieel 
threatened ky ý2certajnty and ambiguity. French, 
Belgians, Spanish, Porwguese and Germans need 
rules and a formal structure to feel secure, whereas 
countries like UK, Repubtic q, ' Denmark 
and Sweden are comfortub. '2 and 
accepting dissent. 
ýVhere the cultural Ll. "NeTences 
host sites are small, 
S, x, low. 
Score: 
16 Ste,,,,: ý I, t. , ýý i- bs 
2.3.3 Timeliness, Cutbacks Rate the tim, ehness - -' -- --ý, nsfer? 
71p: Follo-,,,! ng labour vvfbarks or XT 
ct, Piý? '!: v! S!, Io i !,, "ýkely to with projec 
the intruý, juc' c).,, qf 'ýc ý,, -X,, ), ies. Note: -'here may 
be many other similar reasg,,., s. 
Score high here there have 
beer, recent c-utbazks. 
SC-OTe: 
Lh 2.3.4 Receive Rý: te how experienced the host site is wit receiving 
ers. ,:, -: 'S'ý 
Tip: if the host site is inexperienced, then allowances 
should be made - 
for a longer implementation period and 
more frequent visits ftom representatives from the home 
site. 
Degree of CO '. ý rty: Score low where the host site 
has -orevious ex-, ' 
Score: 
2.3.5 Corrective Action Loop Rate the host site's systems to correct anon, allies arid/or 
undertake continuous improvement. 
'Tip: Exauývles could inC7, ýC, 7_, , 8D corrective action 
procedure outlined in ISO cr Kaizen gvoups 0eing 
in place. 
.' -''Ff'"Ity: 
SCOTe low wheTe systems ar. - In 
place and e TeTILIve for continuoLis improvement 
Score: 
17 Stephen Hobbs 
Rate the accuracy of the curre"- oper -, - 
2.3.5 . 'JeasuremenV ýýnerfbrrnqances of those. aspects to 
b, - , --v, -d by 
of Starting technology being measuied. 
Tip: -oceipt of order to delivery of the 
com tive product I'S CI 
T'ýV 
f, 
pet!, --of. ", petence, then is 
_CUrately the current cap-. known? 
Of Score lo, w frie aMity to 
acc 
Score: 
2.3.7 Location ofF Application Rate the introduction of the tech-nology with espýct 
the 'location within the company. I lonsider W_ re 
tee'. ology %vill be transferred into one s a,, --a 
wý Fie host site or if it wl il be transfe,,: od as a 
ge .,, -, a! system 
intended for cc. ý. ý 2, ýfW, = tlscý 
Urge 
.., i: 
Attention should be paid towards training I 
numbers ofpeople and contingencies if the technology Jis 
not adopted well or does no! work. 
Dcýu-L' of Score low where the 
Sew)arca(s). 
Score: 
2.3.8 Learming Resources Rate flie availability of the necessary/sufficlent 
persormel for Cipossibly extended periods) 
to leam the technology -aansfeTred. 
Tip: In circv.,,,., stances where the will he 
transfet-red er areas within the sitc. I ýhose 
involved 
Jon may possibly become the ýý,, -, Iementat! 
03 -1 --, '1 Z, '.. 'jc-lty: Score high where resources are 
S=CC. 
Score: 
Stephen Aobbs 
ost wAll v 2.3.9 Environment Ratý- tli-l eý ct the h ha eo 
cogy. the ýV 
'echnologies may he qffecled ý-v heal, 
-water, etc. 
De c- ri Ay: Score -c, w ý, 
Vne-7-. the 
Ile affect -,, -I ý-C` -1-,: )gy. 
Score: 
2.3.10 Supplier Infrastructure Rate the suppli er infrastructure locall tD site. 
The introductior, of some .1 ýc-' o. 
',. gies r,,,, -ay 
ý... -. zufty: Score can 
new technology 1 -1- 3T no deve'l opment at their siteý 
score. 
,- r7 2.4 C: ý,. --- ý: - 
- P61'. icall Rastr; cuo, -,, s -, L,, ly to 2.4.1 Rate the *r: -=-ce that cor. -oT--t 7cffitics are 
like, 
have on -tlie- o-, =me of the tev,.. - -,, cgytransfaT. 
Tip: This may- be a "lake it - j! jke it or ngt,, scenario. 
where ýýd i, -,, cs may 
I 'It I, ", e sli oc, 'ý ý, fl ý. -- II-.. er 
Score: 
19 slep-Azli , ýý)x)ý 
2.4.2 r. ý -L t,, ý --F:.,, r,; I- - -- '- :-- %a .! 
Vvianco A1 to -, Ias on the the S: r "'ý ý, ýz , 'Df Anal 
the -e qf a senior mar-ager frorn 
ce J is., lifialor. 
Score low -%v -i, -z --', "atjr of F. ýr is located st site. 
Score: 
Francial Implications 
2.4.3 B Rate benefits to the home site ftow, the 
technology transfer? 
Tip. The financial benefits for some technologies m. ay 
not be eas, ', 'ý, Such as introducing &MED to 
increase is a ky competence to ineet a 
Chang. *'vg 
'ty: Score low where the benefits 
Score: 
2.4.4 Investment Approvai Rate the amount ol delay to the transfer that investment 
approval will cause. 
Tip: Some v&. wpanjes have long drawn oul investment 
--zy 
have a s..; g,, ajfec! on 
1ý : Scare "the process for 
ts will be 'c 'awn out; low 
c). F :, c) .. v. ntment av for vvnich will be 
ver-y ý, L_Z. Jy. 
Score: 
20 Stephen 4obbs 
2.4.5 Available Finances Rate the firm's ability to finance any necessary 
investments. 
y not he able to ,e ne company ma 
irrespective qf whother it Will yj,?, ý' good 
r ch benefits. 
Score low izes are 
Sc.. -e: 
2.4.6 Amortisation Rate the arnor: is, ýi period for the investment. 
Tip: Will the technoloAy transfer yield financial 
benqfits immediately or will the payback be a long-term 
issue? 
Degree of C. : L.. ty: Score Inigh where the payback 
period is lor. 6-. erm relative to normal company 
investment procedures, 
Score: 
2.4.7 Access to the Transferor Rate the access that the host site has to the transferor, 
and the ability for the transferor to visit the host site as 
required. 
Ti, --: Consideration should be given to the other 
i, . -r-, 
h the hranqferor may have. 17his 
ele... .! nt 
is p: ýelevant in large organisations 
where cn! ý, ý -, -, , T, ' team are e-, only to 
Con,,, o. -, mently their r 
cult to Change. 
ty: Score low where access and 
LI. Y "A -i. 
Score: 
21 stepl--n f" zýbj 
Tl 3. DEGREE OF DIFF- -Y ý- 
Secdoij Score 12345678191 10 
.......... .......... . ........ ..... . ......... 
2.1,1 Av 'W" y of Home resources 
2.1.2 ExD-. -'-nce of the Home Site 
2.1.33 Co- T ie Spirit 
2 1.4 g -ý. eqwrements ard Nlethods 
2.5 inloort 
23 Stepher Flobbs 
ýi 2 -, Y'i -1 ,ý -) -, " ', ,- ýrs Ji, - -rt -ý-, - 
.ý -D --ank and 
Partners, Aberdeen, TUK 2.1. Ian-Mllaclean. 
2.2. BIIII Armstrong. ML-ý- -uring and 
Plant Director, ALSTOPYI Power, Rugby, UK IZ) 
2.3. Matthias Sch-1-aler. Plant Manager, RI '' )-) -ý", TL- SA itta - rý, tion, Springfield 
2.4. Dave Green. Product and Process Specialist, ABB, Milton Key----s, UK 
lor, BSA lvilachine Toolls, 'UK 2.5. Steve Brittan. Managing Dirm Z, 
2.6. Eduardo Munive. PhD student, University of Manchester Institute of Sclence and 
Technology, UK 
2.7. Prof A. -noud De Meyer. Pro ffessor/Associate Dean, INSEAD, Fontainbleau, France 
2.8. P-rof. Wang Xing Ming. PTofessor, Re=in University, Beijing, China 
2.9. Gary Landrum. Programme - Compaq Computer CorporatiOn, Houston, USA. 
22.10. John Sadlier. Global Procurement Manager - Dell Computers, Austini, U SA 
2.11. Mir Jensen. Warton U'nive. sity, Pennsylvania, USA 
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TRANSFER 
Validation Sheet 
j txansfer Thank you for agreeing to participate in the of the 
'Ie seff and I-L-r-, - the q, aestionnaire. 
Please comp ete, the q1-, est*, -, -ý. -i-,., rc book , 
', -L-- 
yalidw--ion sheet below. 
Please retum to: 
Ste-ohen Hobbs/ 
C/o Dr Jan Bermct+ 
Depýn, ment for B I'S". Developm, ent 
U---. lversity of 
Moneyc, -, ý, c Plymouth. ? 1.1 4 SAA 
Feedback sheet completed by: 
N arn e: -TA " 
I-ItA-c- c- e-^ 
Posit-ion: 
Cornp-any/University: 2T k16-k 
Cz u 1c, wSH, 
4 -j K 
1. Arc you participating in ariy international tecIrmology transfer at -, the moment or 
have you been involved in the past? 
(ýY 
e 
ýS) 
- No 
tfyes, please explain involvet, - and. whether your experience is from an industrial 
persýpective or as an experieme-researche, -: 
m -/ 0' ,/4 
4--a L Ve f -j 
-r46ý 
1.4 ý, - 
ý-(-V g 4FiE--/ 
A -r ee ,! ý r- 6-to ,- 
AA PAC> -r 
Iýj 
Aý-, A 37-tA 7-c-4 (C 6 63 
Y 
K A--tj re a- PAj -y' ý, O' SIQ tx: 7ý1ý-r 
2. Do you believe that a pre-transfer questionnaire of this type should be -used as part 
of a transfer process? 
-No es 
a mments 
A)II Pk aAcH 
SPEC 
I r- fc- ý, -l (6-y 
-r/- . 4-, is 
7-E c f-4 -( (OLtL-ý 6-ý 
Li 1-4, c 1-( ýL EC- 77' 
C Azý -, 
3 
cý-/, « 
peýý 7j ý2 Fý -7, ey42ý- ,, -- , 
S-ý 
ý 
: 31 --. 'RANSFER ASSESSMENT 
FRAmEwo-ý 
.. 
FOR 
ýINTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANS-7, 
-ý 
ý'. 
Did the pre-transfer assessnie-ra approach Tepresent the way in wluch you unelor-take 
imemational technology lransfe. r9 
Ye's (9 
Co=. ents: 
LL 
Alo, Pký, A-cO 
C-, o wz- 
/"ý /-ý s e/6 
ic --f -7-"c Y ""ýýw 
i-wi-11cl 
- S cp P, ý- c-), F "-ý A ?, P/1 CýA-- d 
4, Did you have any difficulties understanding the approach? 
In most areas /"T&-ot al In sorne areas 
Comments: 
5. Did you have any difficulties completing the questionnaire? 
ot at all In some areas In rnost areas 
Comments: 
O, Q- 4- A Cý le a I- 
e, ' J_ &, -/ 
A -i C Cr 
, 
SCO 
6. How long did it take yoti? C, 
I ýý, ak. 
^-/<:: ) -11, 
(-f6-: c a -F: T--r 
7. Do you believe that the pre-truisfer assessmei-, f., I-. -, aewor. 
k addresses the iss-ues and 
aroblerns which most multinational enterprises transfe ming technolog face? Cly Please, ýpeci, fy any areas qj'tkefiramnvork thailyou believe to he incorrect: 
I S5 L4 
8. How woull- improved? i ike to see the frairnework (Figujý you 11 
Please spe. -! A ciTý I-reas of t, 17efirarne-work that you wouzd 
1;. ke to see develolped 
further 
te- 
1"'Le (j ez- 
Pag 
,e 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT. FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
9. Did you feel that the workbook covered all of the C. ICMCrIILS in sufficient deLail? 
, -efe -rellly /q /-CF ,: 
ý 
f 
10. How wouid you like to see the workbook im. proved? 
Please specify any areas Qfthe questionnaire that ou would like to see developed Y 
further: 
S C-0 '? E- ýc 40 I'm 
7 Aý4 
H-4 
1. Any other comments? i c, 4 
9' Te, A -, V-6 -e 6)" 
-7-x 
Thm-ilk youffor your time and help. Y, our cornments will be treated Jin confidence and 
considered in the development of the fina'ý fram- ework. 
Page 3 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLoGy TRANSFER 
Validnt! i --ýFheet 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the valid tion of 'ffi. - pre-transfer 
questionnaire. Please complete the quest. onnaire bookliet itself and then answer the 
validation sheet below. 
'Please 
revurn to: I 
Stephen --'-jbbs/ 
Cic, D-: 2en-nett 
D -ý for Business Development U-výýrs. ýy of Plymouth 
6- Loor, Moneycentre 
Plymouth. PL 4 9AA 
Feedback sheet compieted by: 
Name: 
Position: 
I Company/University: F, 0"4, r-. 
2. Do you believe that a pre-transfer questionnaire of this type should be used as part 
of a technology transfer process? 
Page I 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLoGy TRANSFER 
3. Did the pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in which you undertake 
imemational technology transfer? 
, ýV-7 Y Sý, sjo 
Comments: 
1'r 
ZA C's N2- 
0 
Leý 
0" CA- 
4. Did you have any difficulties understanding the approach? 
(NýOt 
-at-i-aDil 
In some areas In most areas 
f, Co=ents: 
5. Did you have any difficuities compleTling the questionnaire? 
= 
iý14 
C 0, at av In some areas In most areas 
S: ommen 
6. How iong did it take you? 11. 
^. 
7. Do you believe that the pre-transfer assessment framework addresses the issues and 
probiems which most m--ulti: iational enterprises transferring technology face? 
Please specify -any area- j a7ne-ýVork that you 
believe to be incorrect: 
%J ýa 4., -e f't'j- 
A PRE--77ý, ', 'ý`7FER ASSESSMENT FRAIME"' 1', ")R 
INCA., ' '-'ý'iDNALTFCH. NOLOGYTRz-.,, ý,... -ý, 
11. Any other comments? 
Thank you for your flime and help. YoL. - comments will be treated in confidence and 
considered in the development of th ý- -7r, -. itnework. 
Page 3 
A PRE-Tk4NSFER ASSESSMENT FRAMEWoRK FoR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TK4-NSFE-R 
-4-on Sheet 
participate in the validation of the pre-transfer Thank you for agreeing to I- 
questionnaire. Pleaszý complete the questionnaire booklet itself and &ien answer the 
validation sheet below. 
p lease r I ýeturn to: 
Stepher. Hobbs/ 
Clo Dr Jan Bennett 
Departmerý, for Business Development 
Univorsit, ky of Plymouth 
6th Floor, Mloneycentre 
Plymouth. PI, 4 SAA 
Feedback sheet completed by: 
ame: 
Position: 
Company/University: 
ý'i 
1. Are you participating in any internatioral jechnology transfer at the monlent or 
have you been involved in the past? 
No 
r. r-. 
q yes, please explain invoivement ard whether your experience isfi-om an- industrial 
perspecti-ve or cq an experienced researcher: 
v oL v Wk4b 2ý1 
q" 11 
,7 
2. Do you believe that a pre-transfer questionnaire of this type should be used as part 
of a te. -hrmlogy transfer procns? 
V 4 
-; 
s 
) 
No kL: ý/ 
Comments: 
Page 
A PRE-TRANSFERAssEssm-i', Y-. 
INTERNATIONAL -a. EC, ý--s --)-Cj,: 
3. Did Lhe pre-transfer assessment approach -represent the way in which you- undertake 
intemational technology transfer? 
Yes 
14 
a1O Co=ents: 
4. Did you have any difficulties underSLand"ing the approach? 
Not at ail In some areas In most areas 
Comments: 
5. Did you have any dif-:,. cu, tes completing the questionnaire? 
Not at all In some areas In most areas 
Cornments: 
6. Eow long did it take you'? 
7. Do you believe that the pre-transfer. assessment framework addresses the issues and 
problems which most multinational enterpr* ses transferring tCchr c, 11 ogy face? 
Please specily' any areas of the believe to . 7.., . '. ---orrect: 
V/ 
/ es 
8. How woulld you Hke to see the framework (Figure 2) improved? 
Please specify any areas ofthe ftane work tha! you would 'ike to see developed 
further: 
Page 2 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSI: SSM, 'YT FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERINATIONAL': Ec_ý, v4, ioGY TRANsr, ER 
9. Dd yoa feel that t1he workbook covercd all of the elements in sufflicier. 1 dztail? 
Ix-fl)c. S-0-1 týý, )t C? 
10 . How would you like to see the workbook improved? 
uestionnaire that you wo-ulcl like to see clevelopecl Please specrf4, any areas of Me a 
furtk, er: 
-V ee 
1. Any other comments? 
a0t Le tlJa-v 
9ý00 
-, YCLU oý 
-1 -114"f -ý as-9 Ie4 
li 
lliý C-10% 
ý-ký A, QP '1 12 1 
ý"Zs 
ý, 3 U 
-. 
A Z)ýO 
f-, 
O 
Thank you for your ii-ine and help. Your comn ents will be treated in confidence and 
consideredin the development of the Final framework. 
)fc? 
Page J3 
A 11 
-,, -z, -TR. ANSFER 
ASSESSMENT FRAMEWOý'-ý FOR 
11-7 NATIONAL TEcHNOLOGY TRA', ls 11 A "YC 
ValidEitic, 
--i 
Sheet 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the validation of the pre-transfer 
i and then answer 'the qui: ýsuonnaiTe. Please compleie the questionnaire- booklet ftselL 
validation sheet below. 
Please -eturri to: 
Stephen Hobbs/ 
C/o Dr jan Bennett 
Department fo. Business Development 
UniversAy of P'I lymcuth 
6" Floor, Moneyceritre 
Plymouth. PL 4 8AA 
Feedback sheet completed by: 
N am e: 
fl, 
Ar -A 12r- Position: 
Cornpany[Un. versity: 
1. Are you participating in any international technology transfer at the inornent or 
have you been involved in the -past? 
No 
'j-fyes, please eTp! ain invo i'vement and whether your experience isfrom an industrial 
perspectlive or as an experienzeed researcher: 
c-: "f L 1- 0 (> rTN v C. ) 
C- 
2. Do you believe that a pre-transfer questiormaire of this type should be used as part 
of a teclinology transfer process? 
Cves 'N 0 
Comrn8riis: 
page I 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESS] FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL T-f:, c---N _c-DGY 
TRANS. ', 
3. Did the pre-transLer assessmerA, approach represent -the way in which you undertake 
international' technology transfer? 
Yý-s (ED 
Co= ents: 
4. Did you have any difft-71culties understanding the approach? 
t 
ýtal 
I ha some areas In most ayeas 
Cc, ý 
5. Did yo a have aray difficulties cc ---ip ý --I ing the -s-donnaire? 
No', at all. In 
=somcareas 
In most &m-eas 
Commen. , s: 
6. How long didit E lake you? 
'AcDo Qs. 
7. Do you believe rhat the pre-transfer assessment fratnework addresses the issues and 
problems which most multinational enterprises transferring technology face? /LýS. 
Please speci, 'fy am areas q-Qhe, ' I j ýramework that you beheve to be incorrect: 
8. How would you like to see the frarnvýwork (Figure 2) improved? 
P! ease specifý) any ar2aS ofthe franne ývork Mat you -Yvould like to see developed 
further., 
Page 2 
A P-tz, -TRANSFER ASF-, ý1,71V7 
71Z, -ýT_E'VORK FOR 
I -=CNATIOSAL ll'iý, C, ý (ji, (; GY 
Did, you fee'. that the workbook covered all ofthe elements in sufficient deta4i? 
10. How would you lhve to seo, the workbook impro-ved? 
Please ýqy areas of the ques!, onraire that you would like to see developed 
-4 jurthe, -: 
1. Any other comments? I 
ý,, 3 0 cl vc (ý, C) C)'r- 
1T PA A 
C-AL-L- rnL- iv-- ý0, -D L, 3k--t--k -i-N3 
(ý 6-- 1Q "-10 010K tý, )C)Uj 
D PJ Lý: - \ý L--rA (Z )IJ -< 4 1-%n- 
ýtv, i w(f 
1z, I -r- 1-5 L-ý- ---I IJ L-i: 0%. J. - r-A X- 
T---..,, you for your time and hellp. Youx comments will be treated in confidence ýxmd 
cc. siderod -in the development of the final framework. 
Page 3 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESs 'ý, FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TL:: 
---.., --EGY 
TRANSFER 
ý, t 
T 1hank you for agreeing to participate in the validation of the 
questiormaire. Please complete the qutstiormaire booklet 11self and Chen aiýsw. -r thc 
vý-: Iidat. on sIlleet below. 
Please return to: 
Stephen Hobbs/ 
C/o Dr jan Berinett 
Department for Business Development 
Uni-versity of Plymouth 
6'ý' Floor, Moncycentre 
Plymouth. PL 4 8AA 
Feedback sheet completed by: 
Name: k -t I-AIQ 
Position: M, ý-N ýý T-ý Z4 
Company/University: 
1. Are you participating in any intenziational technology transfer at t1he moment or 
have you been involved ir. the past? 
No 
I Do you believe that a pre-transfer questionmire of this type should be used as part 
of a technology transfer process? 
(: Ysý No 
Comments: r-tt-b -, ý -c-) I ok%ý en _ 
Page I 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSES&MENT FOR 
___ýANSFER INTERNATIONAL T ECHNOLOGY' ý 
3. Did the pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in which you undertake 
international te, -n'nology transfer? 
No Lýv 
Comments: 
4, Did you have any difficulties understanding the approacli? 
ý"J-atall 
In sonne areas In most areas 
Comments: 
5. Did you have any diffflicul-ties completing the questionnaire? 
Not a In sorne areas In most areas 
comm, ents: 
6. How long did it take you? 
I ý-c 
issue Do you bellieve that the pre-transfer assessment framework addresses the -s anU 
P b1l lerns which most =I-Lina-donall enterprises transferring technology facO Please specif ýd 10 .y apy area, - of 
thej-ainework thaty u heZieve to be incorrect. 
'd you like to see the framework (Figure 2' ) Improved? tTý 8. Now wou' Please Spec" a elo ; b) any areas of the firamework that you woal Nke to see ! ev ' ped 
, vrther: f., 
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A PRF, -TR., kNSFERASSESSiMENT747-ti FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNNOLOG f ý---A 
9. Diý you feel Lhat the workbook COVeTed all of the elements in suf I ient dLA? 
7 
10. Ilow would you like to see the workbook improved? 
the questionnaire Ihat, Please specib, any areas o you would like to see developed 
Jurther: 
11. Any other comments? 
ý, s 0, 
Thank you for your time and heip. Your comments will be treated in confidence and 
considered in the development of the fin-al framework. 
Pac, e 3 0 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESS.,. /, E: 4'_'fRAMEW()RK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TwHNULoGy TRANSFER 
Validation Sheet 
-Týank you lor agreeing to panicipLue In the validation of the pre-transfe., 
-stionnahre. Picase coyý, "; zý t! L ý-e questiormaire bookle' itself and then answer the 
Aon sheet below. 
.,. -- -'se return to: 
Stephen Hobbs/ 
C/o Dr Jan Bermett 
D, --2aitnnent 'for Business Development 
Ir-'vfrsity of'Plymouth 
-cor, Moneyeentre 
I. ymouth. PL 4 8AA 
Feedback sheet completed by: 
MQnive- 
P-ýsition: ýu ci e-n 
"I I Companyiliniversity: UMI-ST To-+cl 7eclinaicby 
1. Are you paniciPating in any internwao-na! technology transfer at the moment or 
'aave you been involved in the past? I 
Ss No 
1jFyes, please explain involvement and whether your experi . ence isfrom an industrial 
perspective or as an experienced researcher: In 
WCIS CA 
b e- Po"r-'- , 7 Fccý 
CA rG8 krC4 10 f) 
2. Do you believe that a pre-transfer questionnaire of this type should be usea as part 
of a technology transfer process? 
No 
Comments: 
C 
'I Y, 
A- 
-4- e, -1`1 
? ge 
A PRE-TRANSFERASSESSMENT FR, ý-mEwo" FoR 
INTER. NATIONAL TECH. NOLOGY TRANSFER 
3). Did the pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in which you undertake 
i: -Iternational technology transfer9 
Yes 
Cornments: w, ' 
S 
nc 
4. Did you have any difficulties understanding the approach? 
(1\77ot 
at all, ý In some areas In most areas 
COMT-nents: 
CAPPIý-CC,, Cýý I'S V 
>, 4o 
5. Did you C-lave any difficulties completing the questionnaire? 
Law Dal In some areas In most areas 
Comments: 
6. How long d. -d it take you? 
P-"bO, j-ir- 2- 'no, -,, rs 
7. Do you believe that the pre-transfer assessment framework adolresses the issues and 
problems which most multinational enterprises transferring technology face? 
Please s, "ecifyary areas of the ftameývork that you believe to be incorrect: 
-0\rf%Q - Ir,: \, 'v e- V--ý) C tý- P ', e- i 4-- - ýT -, K4 
V\. 
- 
Ros-+ c,, -+e- en \j 1fQ rN 
8. How would you like to see the fýarnework (Figure 2' improved? 
? lease sýDecý, ý, a? ýy areas oftheframe ý,,, ork that you to see developecl 
n 'K C Q'r TCANnZ 
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A PRE-7-'?, ýNSFER ASSESSMENT FPLVV.. -, 'VORK FOR 
TECHNOLOG Y" 
9, Did you feel t, hat the workbook covered all' of"the elements in sufEcient detaill? 
vo C, ck -r 4,1 
0. Ho-, %NT wouIC you llikýý to see the work'C jok improved? 
Please s"Vecify any areas of the questio that you would like to see dev"laped 
_further. 
- 
I Any other comments? 
v no CN--o C12-\j e-ý 001 V\ 
0ý1 IV Z'r '0 -r-) 
- Ir 
_,, "you for your time and help. Your corrAnents will be treated in confidence and 
cc ý ý__sidered in the development of the If"Inal fralnework. 
Page ') 
A ftm-TRANSFER ASSES&MENT FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL T. ECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
va., `. ý 7, --n 
pate in the v, Thank you for agreeing to par-, ici -ýIWRI; on of D -Izansfer 
questionnaire. Please complete the questionnal -self aLi q ýý-S 'Ver the 
validation sheet below. 
Please return to: 
Stepher. .. obbs/ 
C/o r-- --: ý Bermett 
Dep, --, -- for Development 
6'h Floc--, MancyceLt-c 
Plymouth. RE 4 8AA 
1. Are you participating xlý any technology transfer at the moment or 
have you been involved in t' ne past? 
'No 
ffyes, please explain involvem. en! and whethl?. - your experience isfrom an 
perspective or as an e. Kperienced research -? r. - C- 
- 
Do you believe `--ýof this type should be used as part 
of a technoloa, gy trans r c)c,,. ss 
. 's No 
Com-nients: 
-I. 
A- -ý "0--O. 
Am-, wv.. w %:. *o ý, ý :, - *-6 
%loop 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT FPUýMEWDRK FOR 
IN'APERNA', '-, I'). N; i, L'-'ECHNOLc)G, y TRANSFER 
3. Did -he pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in which you undertake 
international technology transfer? 
Yes IN, o 4- 
Coninients: 
Z-0) 
4. Did you have an diffficu ý, s understanding the approach? Y 
o ta al"ll In some areas In most areas 
comments. 
7. Do you believe that the pre-trans-l"er assessment framework addresses the issues and 
problems which most multinational ente-7prises transferring techn ),: )gy face? 
Please spelcify -any areas qyfthefi-ý,,,,,, eý )rk thatyo -Pelieve to ý7orrect: 
How wo. A you like to seethe framework (Figure 2ý improved? 
P! 2ase spec ify any areas oj'th2jratneiior, - that You would like see_ developed 
Jurther: 
2 
ol 
A PPtE-TRANSFER Ass 'ss*,, ' ý', '' Fk4, MEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TEci 
. DLoGy 
TRANSFER 
9. Did You feel that the workbook covered all of --c cle-, nents in suff, 12ýe--.. d-. tL. '.? 
Dw would you HL- to see the workbook improved? 
specify aýty areas of the questionnaire that you would like to see aeveloped 
-ther: 
Page -) 
RANSFER ASSESSMENT F-Li, -, C', T- RK FOR 
INYERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY'i-UýNýnFER 
AL 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the validation of t. ae pre-transfer 
questionnaire. Please complete th. o queStionnaire booklet itself an, ' . -aswer the 
validation sheeL b-. IOW. 
P. ease return to: 
Stephen Hobbs/ 
C/o, Dr Jm-i Bennett 
Department for Business Development 
Universilt-y of Plymouth 
6L" Floor, Moncycentre 
Plymo-at, E PIL 4 8AA 
Feedback sheet compieteld by: 
Name: Xinq lVinj 
Position: P? -Ole; soy 
rl 
Company/University: 
1. Are you participating in any imemational ýechnology transfer at the moment or have you been involved in the past? 
No 
Ifyes, please eo; ýDlain involvement and 'whether your ex &ence is from an industrial peri 
perspective or as an e, ýDerienced researcher., 
1. - aL 
2. Do yoa believe that a pre-tiarnsfer questionnah re of this type sliould be used as part 
of a teciMology t, . ans., er process? 
Yes No \L7 
Comments: 
zo 
Page I 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT FRAME?,, '-- -CR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRA,, 4s 
3. Did the pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in which you undertake 
international technology transfer? 
No 
Co=. Lents: 1-t c4c 1; e. 5 
/ 
5ae'e ', tV' 
YO1VW flYDe, r2 4. c15mZ 
4. Did you have any difficulties understanding the approach? 
Not at all. In some areas In most areas 
-omments: 
5. Did you have any diff-liculties completing the questionnaire? 
Not In some areas In most areas 
Comments: 
6. How long did it take you? 
7. Do you beliew that the pre-transfer assessment framework- addresses tffie issues and 
problems which most multinationalenterprises transferrhag technology face? 
Please specify anyareas of thefirame-work thatyou believe to be incorrect: 
ý44 
S. How would you like to see the framework (Figure 2) improved? 
Piease s-veqý, upy areas of theframýeivork, that you woulUl like to see developec! 
. 
furt. J'ier: 
a4 '79n, 
zcý, 
Page 2 
APRE-TRANf -aAsSESS-', ýTý-'. FRAIMEWORKFOR 
INTERNAT-' ýAL TE -t-, 
-ý --, -C 
GY TRANSFER 
9. DidJ you feel 'hat the workbookcovered all of the elements in sufficiemi detaill? 
0. How woi you, like to see the workbook improved? 
Please specij, ',, ý, ny areas of the questionnaire that you would like to see developec! 
, 
further. - 
I 1 1. Any other comments? 
Thank yo-u for your time and help. Your conunents will be treated confidence anci 
conisidered in the developmenT of the final framework. 
Page 3 0 
A PRE-TIZANSFER OR 
INTERNATIONAL TEch-NOLOGY'-'-; -, 2, ý, -, -. x 
r 
ývou f'or aýý-ýei, -. g to participate in the vý 'idaition of the 
oi - compleie tc questionnaire booLzt itself and the. -, . ':;, ver the c 
, v: on sne-et below. 
Please return to-. 
Stephe. i Jobbs/ 
C/o -: 1n 3'ennett 
Int for Deve1c, )n a,, ý t 
mopm 
I- PL 4 
Fee,, - -, -k sheet completed 
by: 
Name: 
&r+ 
Positiom Rý, 3,54wAýk 
Company/fUniversity: 
1. Are you participating in any imernational technology transfer at the mornent or 
have you been involved in the past.? 
F- Yes 191Z No'ýj 
ýS, plxase e: ývlain involveme. -, etheryour experience is. 1rom an industrial 
1, ýýrTective or as an experienced res -. rcher: 
ý4v ; LA- 
2. Do you behleve iý Ofe-transfer questionnaire of this type Should be used as part 
of ý- igy process? 
yes No D 
Cornments: 
rý, 
10, 
pa"ge I 
17 K FOR 
3. E'clý t-ý- -e way in which yE,, ý 
ac- ý., r? ,:, Y 
Yes L No 21 
Cc ers 
4. Did you- have awf diffficulties -unf-'an, ýI, I" ig t, 1-., -- -tch? 
Not et all 7L In some areas ýe' In most areas 
ccý- -ý z 'S: 
5. Did you have any difficulties completing the ques ý *: za? 
Not at all E In some areas ý' In most areas E 
Comments 
6. How long did it take you? 
LIS- 
q- ff us Mý ent --s6es the issues and T Do you believe the, the CIA s- sm 
n rns which most -rw-ý ., arr, ag tecr-n - 01-- : )IOgy face" 
czse specify any areas Wor-, ý,., Jalyou 
--aeve 
to 
41be 
alcorrect: 
8. How wciuld you like to see th-17- ..,, -work Ple-se spec, 95ýairv areas of vorkihatyou to see develo c p 
Page, 2 
tKFOR 
Did you fee! that the workbookcovelrecal. detail? 
0. How wo-L,,, -, yo j like to seethe workbook improved? 
-v areas of the questionnaire t at you wo 
ld like to see deve Id 
speez", 4ýw IODC 
1. Any other comments? 
Thank you for your ftne -idhelp. Your will be treated h. I-Ic- and 
considered in the dev-z-ý-F . of the final 
1 11 
s 
A PRF, -TRANSFER ASSESSMEN, r FRAmEWOAK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Tl, -, --mk you for agreeing to participate in the validation oll the pre-transfer 
c. ---s-jonnaire. 
Please complete the questionnaire booklet itself and then answer the 
V-i ' 1", 'ion sheet 'De-'OW. 
Please return to: 
zý--l Hobbs 
ýý--Csm 
, 11-CJ-ey Industrial Park 
, L)C-Aver UK. 
PL67EZ 
sheet completed by: 
N--anne: (; ý, -e-ý 
LA-v4run-- 
IDC)si4ic) 
k 
Cor-. -ipany/Universitý,: 
c r4 7- 1 
I. A-re you. participating in any international technology transfer at the moment or 
have you been invoil ved in tne, past? 
Yes ý/,, NoE 
A PRE-TRANSFER AssEssMEN'r F-. ', - -. -, 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY - i-, -, _-, 
3. Did -, he pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way ir, 
international tecluiology transfer? 
Yes El NO L 
r 0) 
+ Or ass CO=Onts, zz ', s:, o VIA P rvuk A 
4PZ5 ne 
V+ ýe Lj -f 
JA 
4. LA 0 Lý CL r-. iý iý0ý. Q, ý- 4. D' ý' :,, --, -j have any cfithcultfies undt-`stuLr'i,: g'the approach? 
Not at all 2-"- In sorne aieas In rpos! areas D 
Comments: Vt P- rY 
"A L 
5. Did you have w-iy difficulties completing the questionnaire? 
Not a-L In some areas D In most areas U, 
Comments: 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT FR,, kmFwORK FOR 
INTERNA TIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
I as in sufficient detah? 9. Did voia feel that the workbook covered allof the eiemer, 
-i- i YU 
jr 
10. How wo-uld you Eke i1o see the workbook h nproveV 
Please specýý aT,, areas of the yvestionnaire ! hat you -ývould like to see developed 
, 
further. - 
--ýCk 
4- 
c- C. -, b -CA c AAACZ, *, ý 
C-'j 
Pag ,e 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSFss't, 7NT FRAN-21 ý) __K FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TEC i -,,, C, - DGY 
TRAý ; FER 
you for agreeing to participate in the va! '. [, -atýon of the If and t, -, - ornagre Lsel -e'-I --swer the , j,, ýý-s,, ýoimaire. Please complete the questl 
va-i, -, ation sheet below. 
Please return to. 
Stephen Hobbs 
Rittal-CS'M 
Broad-1 ey Industrial Park 
Belliver 
Plý=Lth, UK. 
PL6 77-Z 
Feedback sheet COMPICted by: 
Narne: John Sadlier 
Position: Global Proc-urement Manager 
Company/Universýty: Dell Computer Corp 
the moment or 1. Are you participating in any international technology transfer m 
have you been involved in the past" 
N- Yes 'o 0X 
if yes, please explain involvement and whether your experience isirom an industr7a, ' 
perspective or as am experienced researcher: 
I w'-I -, -- 
ir-volved in one shortly when R-Ittal transfer the manufacture of the 42U and 
24U : ýiAs to their factory in the TLIS, 
2. Do you believe Liat a pre-transifer questionnailre of this type should be used as part 
of a technology trar-s-'Or process? 
Yes UX NN" o0 
commem ýS: 
Page I 
A. APRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENT F-RAMEWC-3 'lK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANS- 
--'L 
thi--', ý, the questiomaire is a little tedious but the final chart is a really good way of 
p ý---g the 
data. 
3. Dia". the pre-transfer assessment approach represent the way in wI hich you undertake 
international technology transfe-r? 0 
Yes ý] X No Ll 
Comments: 
h covered all the necessary steps. From dcaEng with Rittal for over 12 years I earl 
clearly see that it is -1--te -ailorcd to the Rittal s; tUation. .1 would not transfeZ well to 
some companies. 
4. D-ld you have any diffiCUI'LieS understanding the approach? 
Not at ali EX In some areas 11 In most areas L 
Comments: 
5. Did you have any difficulties cornpeting the questormaire? 
Not at all 0X In some areas 11 In most areas 
Coi=iients: 
6. How long did n iake you? 
ý5 minutes 
utes on the questionnaire and 25 minutes reading the workbook 10 min 
7. Do you believe that the pre-transfer assessment framework addresses the issues and 
problems which most multi national enterprises transferring technology face? 
Please specify any areas of the frame-, vork that you believe to be incorrect. - 
-Des but it is very specific hn dealing with issues that, Rittal Is exposed to Gennan - Bristish and US cultural relations 
Fý. - -'ýzation of large metal components. 
Page 2 
A PRE-TRANSFER ASSESSMENf FRAMEWORK FOR 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
.d you like to see the frarnework (Figure', - rnpToved 8. How wou' 2) 1 f the firamei wrk that vot, would, 74 Please specýý, any areas q "ke to See developed 
'Jurther: N'o real issue here 
9. Did you feel that the workbook covered all of the elements in sufficlent detail? 
"es 
10. How would you like to see the workbook improved? 
Please specify any areas of the questionnaire that you would like to see developed 
further: 
1 have made comments above that it is tailored for Rittal. I am not sure if the intention 
of -, the workbook is specifically for Rittal or is it intended as a general document. If it 
is the latter then it needs to be widened a litile. 
i he questions are a little ' tedious 
II- Any other cotri-ments? 
1 think this is good work. If it is carried out ther, it will prevent problems that might 
otherwise arise. 
Thank you for yc. --, r t-meand help. Your comments will'be treated in confidence and 
considered in the , c, ý!, c. opment of the final framework, 
? age C, 
L-Ax 3. Scored t-z u7 L- 
3.1. Mr Green 
2. Mr 7)': 
1.3. Prof. De Meyer 
3.4. Prof. Wang 
3.5. -Mr 
jensen 
175 
3. DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY C, 11 HART 
29 10 
INTR,,, ' 
0-' )me resources 
2.1.2 Experience of Horne Site 
co-operative I., 
. 1.4 TT dngReq, i. ' ments znd Med- 
10 Support 
2.1.6 ing Curve 
2.2 Tz -'r -cess and Tez 
--iment w4, th Curreiiý Systems 
N V, ', ie Technology 
223 --Dravdugs 
2.2.4 Aion Procedures 
ý 2.2.5 DC z6on - Specific --ý, )Tis 
2.2.6 of Existhig Tee_ TIeS 
2.2.7 Pil- ', ro-ect 
2.2.8 Everyday Language 
1 2.2.9 T17echniciil ýL-, aýaý2t 
2.2.110 Con=unicaticn Lulks 
2 -11 Level of Taccýxological Knowledge .2 
Host 
. 3.2 Cultural Dittereinces 
2.3.3 ac, ýý, Cutbacks 
2.3.4 Cata-l'. 1ity to Receive 
2.3.5 Corrective Action Loop 
r 2.3.6 Measurement of Starting Point 
2.3.7 Location of Application 
2.4.5 Availabl-, Fi 
2.4.6 ArnorV. F, -,., oýa 
2.4.7 Accc: Ls 
2.5 EXTERNAL 
1 2.5.1 Alignment with --eds 
2.5.2 Review - Manufac:, - -- 1: -7 2.5 '3), -'-- 
-1 '0 F. -; iT: ý -0: 1 to 
SPrl-'-, 'lý-, -'-,. '-',,, ýessment Framework -Chart 
22 Stý-, plnen 11-lobbs 
A2pe:. 2. L;; 1 
3. DECREE OF DIFFICIULTY CHART 
I Score 23 
2.1 
-vailabilizy of Ho! ne resources 2.., l A 
2.1.2 Experience of tb ome Site 
_J ---12.1.3 Co-operative 
r-Ining Re mIts and Re 2.1.4 
2.1.5 S 
xv, 
2.2 T. -L ...... i, Ty 
i Curren[ Systems 2.2.1 2 
2.2.2 N-Deý -, r, -,, 0 the T echnology 
2.2.3 Docý, Draw-migs 
2.2.4 ! ýJz "T, Procedures 
2.2.5 5oC Speeffications 
1 2.2.6 Maturit, : )f Existing Technologies 
2.2.7 "-'j; ot prcýject 
2.2.8 Everyday Language 
2.2.9 Technical Language 
2.2.1.0 Conununication Links 
2.2.11 Level of Techn olOgical Knowledge 
2.3 Rost 
8i 
2.3.1 Willingness Co-opeTative Spirit 
-fe-e-tices 13.2 IntItmational Cultural Dif 
2.3.3 Timeliness, Cutbacks 
y to Rcýceive 2.3.4 Capabilit,, 
2.3 5 Cor=ctdve Action Loop 
2.3.6 Measu f Starting Point 
2.3.7 Location of Application 
1 23 M Learning Resources 
2.3.9 Environment 
2.4 ýORPORATE ENVIRONMENT 
2.4.1 Political Restrictions 
2.4.2 Initiator 
2.4.3 Financial Benefits 
2.4.4 Invel...., ent Approval 
Finances 2.4.5 Av-t 
2AAArno. -as- on 
2.4.7 Access Tr-isfe rx 
'15EX-TERINAý12ý 
eeds 
2.5.2 Review - Manufacturing Strat, 
2.5.3 -ModificZI'LiOrl tO SU- 
Figure 6 -hart 
22 Steohen 
-Hobbs 
3. DECREE OF DIFFICULTY CHART 
-Prof. DeMeyer Appendix 13.1.1 
Figure 6 Pre-Transfer Assessment Framework - Chart 
22 Sle2ý, ta Hobbs 
I 
C-Z 
3. DECREE OF DIFFICULTY CHART 
2.1 
T- 
-H 
1 2.1.2 of týe Home Site 
2. i. 3 co-operadve Spirit 
. 1.4 Tr!! 'ming Requirements and Melods 
1 2.1.5 'pq ý, Vvvl Slipport 
' 2.1.6 --urve 
2.2 d Technologry 
2- .. ignment with Curent Systemm 
I '(, a to the Technology 2.2.2 
2.2.3 Drawings 
-Procedures 
i 
2.2.5 -n, - Spec-Zications 
2.2.6 -.,. yr ofExisting Tecluiclogin 
ApI 4. P-- ýf 
1 2.2.9 Technical Language 
2., 2'. 10 Connnunicaticn Links 
2.2.11 Level of Technological Knowledge 
2.3 Host 
2.3.1 'V -V 1 I. Lrigness Co-opcrative Spirit 
2.3.2 IInt-... -. ationaI Cultural Differerces 
2.3.3 Tý, --. - . -, -ess, Cufbacks 
2.3., d C z' Receive 
2.3.5 Co- -c: Ive Action Loop 0 
2.3.6 I'vicasureinent of Starting Point 
2.3.9 Envirciiment 
1 2.4 CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT 
2.4.1 Political Restrictions 
2.4.2 
2.4.3 Benefits 
2.4.4 In-vestment At) -oval p 
---T-2.4.5 Available Finances 
2.4.6 Amordsation 
2.4.7 Access to the Transferor 
L-L 
2.5.1 Alignment with Strategic'Needs j 
2.51 Review - Manufactuiimg Strategy 
2.5.3 Modification to Su, t MarkeT Changes 
A Figure 6 -aart 
Stephen Hobbs 
3. DEGIUE OF DIFFICULIFY CHART 
sacrion -ý Score II 
EN-n IMNE F,. W-. L -TNT 
, 2,.. 1, A,, vahabiEtyof lomeresources 
-ofi 11 2.1.2 Experience 4ome Sit, 
2.1.3 Co-oper, -it 
2.1.4 Imming re 1 Xits MCI ivle='Oý -s 
2.1.6 --eZ.. -ning Curve 
2 Tri-, - -? rocess and 
Technology 
2.2.1 'pment with Current Systems 
2.2-3 1 Drawmgs ý22: 
A-D Procedures ý4 
2.2.5 Dccý, r,., riti-ion-Specificatians 
2.2.6 Maturity, of Existing Technologies 
2.2.7 Pilot Project 
2.2.8 Everyday Language 
guage 22.2.9 TII echnicall LL,,., ýuage 
C ic MW illkS 
L22. Liýo 
ýCo i tunic-, -, 
ir 
owledge 2.2.11 Lev--] of Tech.., ol Ogical Kn, 
2.3 Host 
-, 2. '-). l Willingriess/Co-ope., ativeSpir; t 
DEference-s 
2.3.3 Timeliness, Cutbacks 
2.3.4 Capability'O Receive 
2.3.5 Corrective Action Loop 
23.6 Measurement of Starthng Point 
2.3.7 Locatior, ofApplication 
112.3.8 -Yearnirig Resounxs 
2.3.9 Enviromment 
2.4 CORPORATE ETN'VIRONIMENT 
1 2.4.1 '-.: Itical Restrictions 
L 2.4.2 
2A' -incialBeneFits r-r2. -, I-. 4 Irvestment Approval 
2.4.5 Available Finances 
i 2-4.6 A. -nortisat-on 
1L2.4.7 Access t 7ransferor 
22-5 EXTEINý':, -*S-výOIXNMNT 
2.5.1 Alipmei- with Strategic -Needs 
. 5.2 Review - N/ffanufacturing 
Strategy 
1 2.5.3 Modifical"on to Suit Market Changes 
N 
3 
L. 
- 
2 
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F: gure 6 Pre- r--- 
4. Case-, -ýý -. 27 ý-ILj-ý! 7, - Alstom Power 
This appendix details two of the interviewees who to the research from the 
case study site at Rugby in Warwickshire. 
1. Ian Maclean -Works vh. ill mier 
2. Bill Armstrong - Business Unit Manager. Later promoted to Manufacturing and Plant 
Director 
Both ittidividuals contributed from different points, depending on their pjs*,, 'l-)r- in the 
company and exposure to tecimology transfer. 
I Mr Maclean's contribution was: 
Close relationship with senior people from other, sites 
e Good knowledge of operations on other sites 
Senior member o, 'the international ' working parties 
o First hand experiences of case studies 
Mr Armstrong's contribution was: 
a Senior position within the Ling Ao power station project - in depth 'Knowledge. 
Detailed knowledge of the structuring and packaging of tacit knowledge: videos, 
photographs. 
> 10 years experience of ---, -ing -:, j-Dgies 
between tithe Rugby site and 
in C, customers, predominantly , hina, 
-Both 
interviewees were known to the author and they were both prepared to discuss 
sensitive issues fI--, , L, o so outside t ci Y. ran, kIly where they would nOL Lh r own comPan 
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Basic of interview structure 
of reason for ffic interview. 
1.1. Research into intemationall technology transfer at Pll ymouth Univc 
1.2. Backgromd knowledge of the author a' -- --- -,, ompan-y. 
2. Discussion about the ap e interviewees company use to transfer technologi es 
between sites. 
2.1. Form- al procedu-res 
2.2. Methods of recording or transferring in. 11formatior1knowledge. 0 
3. Exam ples of case studies. 
Data collected from Mr Maclean 
. ---: oduction 
ine interview was opened with a b. rief discussion of physical and -cultural changes since 
the authors last Visit to Rugby. An outiline of the research okiectives and t1le technologies 
being investigatedf, were explained. 
The generag i explanation of the teclinologics behig considered was: 
a Those which the cornpany considered to be a 'best practice' -. -, . -,. -, Dy site and 
could be transferred to one of the other manufacturing sites, thaL ýý me knowledge of 
how to do something better than the cornpetition. 
How the company used off the shelftechnologies in parý*,, - '-: --'-II a3 rnade 
their operation more eftective. 
\V f: 
.; 2IS 
Mr Maclean starte--l by explaining that the com-pzm-y promoted th- d ideas. 
He went on to e.,, p. ý. 'a . ýiat especially between the British and :, -- , ý, -, --rs spent 
17 7 
weekends with their opposite courýterpart with the obiective of -presenti-na their best 
practices and learning mm each other. This promoted good working r latIonshros - 
Wýereby passing ideas vms not seen as trust, and 
arrogance and receiving good ideas w., -, ., -m as 
an inadequacy. 
My Maclean went on to expla-r --Iccess of t-he transfers was almost exclusively 
down LO the relationships an- of the managers Mfvolved. He did 
in the business and nag ith many years however, say that some ma, eers - --, ose wi 
were perhaps arL . -Icluded 
in the programme or yielded few 'little 
successfal results. 
ýct rotor 
One of the experiences Mr -, - --, - re, - -, -, -. - z: - was that of the manufacture a rotor 
being 
. ransferred from one of the -ýites to the site in 
Germany. The documentation was 
nd planning sheets but due to language transferred with the material iv_. In m C 
di-lifficulties the coupling holes -, ,-r, -- ý,:, -, -- -ý- vrong PCD and the rotor was scrapped. 
Authors note: An inter?,, 2ý. -- a very high precision component, see 
figure 2, which is I of 5 .. 'Ap rotating at 30OQvrrn. Consequently, 
rectification qf such erro. ý- 2 industry. y 
col Ie 
The interview commercc- -bout the changes within the Rugby 
The research site, particularly abo-ý' management style. %, 
objectives were ex ý, arne way tha- the background of the 
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Ling iý fj -) j ýz: --r S Z5 
One of the major projects Mr Armstrong had recenuy been in-volved. In was +'-e supply of th 
, be turb ine generators for a power station build at Ling Ao 
iTý C' 
I total build had As a condition of the contract being awarded to Alstom Power, 15% of the .- 
to be in China, and AlstOm Power were to prov*LLý ýclhuqical know-how 
of how to Go it. 9 The parts to be manufactured in, China were all major sub-assemblies 
wlh, c'-ý L-i-- Rugby site had i--ý experience. 
Mr Armstrong explained that his main duty on this project was to manage the transfer 
process of the technical information. He was one of three engineers tasked with building 
the captured Imowledge into a logicall hierarchy which would enable the information to be 
retrieved in a useable way. Documentation included drawIngs, quality plans, work 
instructions and NIC programmes. Additionally, to aid the transfer of processes more 
ICUIt To record in the form of traditional documentation, digitalk photographs and video 
diffl 
Lecording was built inAo the records. 
The software, specially developed for the prcýiect, was kno', Am internally as 'Information 
Trans flcr Software'. he use of this software to structure L 'he infb=. [,, -, ic-. -t for easy retrieval 
was seen as a sign ,, . 1ficant 
improvement over the previously munual recording of 
infc:: 3i1. 
Whenever contracts are awarded fbr the manufacture of a turbine generator in China, par, 
of the contract is always to train a number of %engineers from the power station. In t-z case 
of the Ling Ao contract, '-, Vlr Armstrong explained that due to the unusua.. ýý'--- Of zn I- 
loca. acture, there was an agreement to 'he Iml for a total of 160 
man weeks. In addition, a number of expatriates were to be permanently employed ma 
problem solving capacity and the Rugby site were to provide on site experts to work for the 
duration of the manufacture. 
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I- 'D L, 5 CaL-, -s UlK. 
lews made at one of the case study sites. Illt does Tiot This appendix Getails one of the intervý 
report The interview verbatim. The conversations have been sLructured to aid the reader. 
However, where the author has believed that some exp! ýa: -: -o-i has theen necessary, the 
author's comrnents appear in italic. 
Bas-'z -i-I-z -, f interview structure 
4. introduction of , he author. 
5. Explanation of reason for the interview. 
5.1. Research into zý -, -. at;. onal technology transfer at PlyMouth University. 
5.2. Ha-p'Oy to steal ideas for -use at Rittal 
6. Approach the interviewees company use to transfer technologies between sites. 
6.1. Formal procedure 
6-21. cfrecording or transfern . ng information/knowledge. 
7. Examples of case studies. 
Backgr 
-- 
I 
friterviewee: Mr Doug Lorraine. Training Manager 
I'D 
Date: 4 May 200V 0 
T 
Location: NIMUK. Sunclerland UK 
Prior to the interview, the author had written to Mr Lorraine and requested a meeting to 
discuss the experiences of NMUK wher, transferring technology between Nissan plants. 
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Introduction 
The interview was opened by the --ic.. ior exp'ýC-Ji- the reason for tlm- discuss. on: The 
author was undertaking a PhD research degree a-L '-'IvMouth University investigating 
.. -chmology transfer. 
Technologies of interest were explained to be those 
which would generically understood to be 'best practices'. Best practices of interest were 
explained to be eiffier an application of an 'off fhe shelf' technology, such as Kanban or 
STMIED, or a -. c---, --o-, )g-y/prac-dce that was developed Je Nissan group on one site, 
considered to be a cood idea and then transferred to other sites. 0 
Overall competitive strategies 
Mir Lorraine started by explaining some of the overall strategic approaches of NMU'K (it 
was during these discussions that m. any of the examples emerged and the detail pursued). 
Mr Lorraine explained that within the automotive industry, business drivers had changed 
over the past 5 years or so. They had moved from a Priority of' 
1. Quality 
2. Delivery 
Cost 
4. Management (The way the bushiess is run including suppliers' ) Z) 
To: 
1. Cost 
2. 
3. Quality 
4. Delivery 
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He went on to explain that quality and delivery are simply expected to be achieved. 
seemct, !., e ch' in he (Authors note: Through the discussions with Mr Lorraine, il ange iI 
priorit y of the bushness drivers was as a resu! t qf the merger with Renault where the 
European influence appears to be overriding the Japanese ethos. ) 
With the above in nnind, he went on to explain that most improvement activities within the 
Nissan organisat. on were centred on reducing costs. This approach was taken to be so I 
imiDortant that certain targets were given from the cýjr-. _E.,: ny's 
head office in Japan: 
1. All. manufacturing plants were to reduce costs by 30% over a5 period. 
2. The decision of which manufacturing site would produce the new 'Micra' model would 
be made based simply on price. That is, the Sunderland plant would have to compete 
on price against other sites within their own company. 
Additionally, as part of the company reporting procedure, each site reports comparative 
m easures. That is, measurements which compare all sites, enablfing head office to see 
which sites are under performing. On a financial basis this is not unusual, however, within 
Nissan, personnei data (such as sickness) and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) I 
measurements are also compared. 
Therefore, activities such as: 
Reducing set-up (or change-over) times. 
Reducing machine breakdowns. 
Optimising process up-. time. 
a Reduction of operator injury. 
a Red-action of operator fatigue. 
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0 Etc. 
All help to keep the plant CffeCtLiVC in the eyes of vhý- headquarters and cc). nseq-i2, --:.. y rr, ore 
viable for the introduction of future 
Adviý ý -- 
Mr Lorraine explained that from the inauguration of the Sunderland plant in 1986, there 
have been 35 Japanese advisors on she, They nor. ---tý-. Ly stay for I to 21 years before 
returning back to Japan. The advisors each have an expertise in a pa: 'I*, - - ýý ar eld such as: 
financial ig, design (withhri a particular field), quality engineering, IT, etc. Their 
Jobs are riot only to assist the management, team at NMUK but to also feed back to Japan 
any developments and improvements which may help other sites. 
Whilst the advisors do have an expertise in a specific field, they are not hn a position -Lo 
impose their advise. They suggest ,, hat a methodology or principle (technology) is adopted 
and even invite individuals to Japan to see fhe technology ac-Mally working. Additionally, 
the advisors are used to accumulate new technologies developed at the Sunderland plarit 
and transfer ttiem back to Japan. To use Mr Lorraine's words "It's 2 wky traffic, they 
don't just bring it to -us. 'I'hey take our ideas back to Japan as wefl". 
Managerý, Is -, D z. -visors involved with the technology transfer. 
Whilst disc-uss. Mg the differences between 'best practice' technology transfe: 
specific' technology transfer, Mir Lorraine made a point of explaining thi. t there 
were different of the management hierarchy involved in the Cra tvpes of 
technology. He suggested that best practices Were 
the local supervisors and that the fl-iln Specific technolo6lcs 
the departmzntal managers. (Authors note: This is probably due to the involvement of Y 
capital investment necessaiy when many of thefinm specýfic technologies are introduced). 
Mr Lorraine believed that one of the main benefits i7o. r orie of the, --g-'s or supervisors 
seeing the technology in Jar. -ansferring it back to N-MUK 's -ý--. -s o sell the 
idea in a 'not invented here' enviromnent. , 4uthors note: He was Clearýv referring to the 
attitude of the workers and staff at the Spnderlandplant). 
Tech, iA-)g, 'n, - ;,, I, ý- -A betwee . -'ý 
-ýLX ar. il J-: ý 
Listed below are the examples of technologies tMnsferred between N-MUK and Japan. For 
a detailed description of the individual cases and issues therein please see section 4.4.4. 
1. MOVi. -ý'J SIL. -,.. C for assembly of dash-board into car 
2. Assembly Ene feeding by carouse, 
Standard operations 
4. 'ILU' skill monitoring system 
5. Plastic moulding of petrol tank in assembly 'line 
6. Operator care programme 
7. Water cooling of power press tooling 
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6 Details researcl, 
As part of the al-ahor's dluties to assist in tiae setting up and development of tile Rittal 
)o -'ad 
American facilities, he visited - -- oun -ries 0-'[ a of occasions. 
The 
very purpose of these visits was to transfer knowledge from the successful Rittal 
manufacturing plants to (i) the Bangalore (India) and Urbana ý12SA) shes -,, v-hich were new 
and, -be. . ng established, and (ii) the Springfield site which was some 10 ye-ýrs olQ but not 
r2u. ly 
_ýe-, 
-fortning well'. 
This part of the author's job provided excellent opportunity --, 17or action research into the 
technology transfer areas being investigated. Table A-IL below shows a record of the site 
visits to the plants described above. 
--- -- ----- - ---- --- ----- -- -- -------- -- -- ----- ------ -- ---- 
A --)Yý i- India F--, )ruary - Uý-S 
May - India April - India March - USA 
ýlly - India June - India 
exember - india August - India C) i December - India Sel t -. nber - USA 
--r - India 
De"., iber - India 
Table A-] Record of action research site visits 
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-, -- L Jix 7. --ý ry --, -ýý 
Deflinitioas -,. -rminc)logy used by researcheirs and industrialists can ofter, be non- 
uniform and there is frequently misunderstanding. Throughout this thesis the terminology 
' the original authior, to help clarify understanding, the following list is used is La. - o- 
presened: 
a i)*Ae -The site sending the technology, sometimes IrCferred Ilo as the sender. 
a Host site - The site receiving the technollogy, sometimes referred to as the recipient. 
Just-In-Time -A -philosophy working towards manufacturing the right quantity of 
parts, to the right quality, just at the time their needed. 0 
a K-- )i-, - The Japanese word for card or signal. it is used to signal the requirement of 
a pre-determined quantity of components or materials. A kanban systernis often used 
to ensure the availability of components/materials for a particular operation. It has the 
added benefit o. t- enabling inventory checks easily and quickly. 
re of Dies (SMED) - An ap roach developed by Shigeo 0 lp I 
Shingo to reduce set-up times. ', _T-ii'. st it was originally targeted at changing large 
power press tools, the concept is flow used to reduce set-up times in most activities, 
including assembly areas and office envIro=ents. 
ir 
t Tech _y -A physically embodied or intangible 
knowlld, -, - a, how to do 
some-th, ýg - ir 
Technology transfer - The transfer of tecýmology to -- new z. --. or new 
locadon. 
a Visual Factory (Also known as Gemba Karifi) - An approach to sharing informatiwi. 
throughout a factory. Boards are erected in suitable positions so that feedback is given 
t 110 groups ol workers regarding performance of the group (and company as a whole) 
against on-time delivery, customer complaints, quality standards, maintenance 
schedules, training programmes, future order book status, etc. 
iss 
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